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2, UP/SP shall dispose of all materials that cannot be reused in accordance with 
state and local solid waste management regulations. 

3, UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed during right-of-
way salvaging activities to pre-salvaging conditions, 

4, Before undertaking any salvage activities, UP/SP shall consult with any 
potenfiaily affected Amencan Indian Tribes, 

Water Resources 

1, UP/SP shall use appropriate technologies, such as silt screens to minimize soil 
erosion dunng salvaging UP/SP shall disturb the smallest area possible around 
streams and tributanes and shall revegetate disturbed areas immediately 
following salvage operations. 

2, UP/SP shall assure that all culverts are clear from debris to avoid potenfiai 
flooding and stream flow alteration, in accordance with Federal, state and local 
regulations 

3, UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal, state, and local permits if salvaging 
activities require the alteration of wetlands, ponds, lakes, streams, or rivers, or 
if these activities would cause soil or other materials to wash into these water 
resources. ' F'SP shall use appropnate techniques to minimize impacts to water 
bodies and wetlands, such as positioning salvaging equipment on barges, 
matting, or skids. 

Biological Resources 

1. To further assess the potential occurrence of the five threatened and 
endangered species of plants and animals, UP/SP shall coordinate with USFWS 
and the Colorado Department of National Resources to determine if surveys in 
areas of potential disturbance due to salvage activities are needed and shall 
conduct any such surveys during an appropnate time of the year. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1. UP/SP shall retain their interest in and take no steps to alter the SP (D&RGW) 
mainline (and structures) and the Hanging Bndge and the Royal Gorge War 
Revetments until the Section 106 process ofthe National Histonc Preservafion 
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Act (16 USC 4700, as amended, has been completed. 

2. If previously unknown archaeological remains are found during salvage' 
operations, UP/SP shall cease work in the arei ^nd immediately contact the 
Coiorado SHPO, 

Safety 

UP/SP shall consult with U.S EPA Region VIII prior to conducting any salvage 
activity for the entire line, UP/SP, in consultation with EPA shall develop a Risk 
Assessment and Remediation Plan, Also, UP/SP shall advise SEA of the results 
of its consultations and provide SEA with a copy cf the EPA-approved mitigafion 
plans 

Transportation 

UP/SP shall use appropriate signs and barricades to control traffic disruptions 
during abandonment activities at and near grade crossings 

2. UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed dunng abandonment acfivities to their 

original condifion. 

Air Quality 

1. UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 
regarding the control of fugitive dust. Fugitive dust emissions created dunng 
salvage operations shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 
spraying, installation of wind barriers and chemical treatment dunng salvaging. 

Noise 

UP/SP shall contr temporary noise from construction equipment through the 
use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffle' systems on machinery. 
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4.3 Towner to NA Junction 

Docket No AB-3 (Sub-No 130) - Abandonment by UP 

Docket No, AB-8 (Sub-No, 38) - Discontinuance of Service by DRGW 

4.3.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed merger includes the abandonment of a 122 4-mile UP rail line segment 

between Towner and North Avondale (NA) Junction, from MP 747 0 to 869 4 (see Figure 4-3) and 

discontinuance of ser.'ce ovf-r the same line by DRGW Towner is located in Kiowa County, 

approximately 135 miles east of Pueblo NA Junction is located in Pueblo County, approximately 

25 miles east of Pueblo, The proposed abandonment segment is part of the UP iine between 

Pueblo and Henngton, Kansas, Following the merger, through traffic currently using this line would 

be diverted to a more efff;...nt east-west line. 

Generally, on the line proposed for abandonment, UP/SP would remove the rails, ties, ballast, 

buildings, ancillary equipment (i.e., communications, signals), and grade crossings. Depending on 

the proposed adaptive reuse of the right-of-way, the bridges may or may not be removed. Most 

salvage and removal activities would occur within the existing right-of-way. The right-of-way would 

then be available, depending on the condition of the title held by the railroad, for conversion to 

alternative uses such as recreation, linear public utility transmission local transportation corridor, 

expansion of adjacent uses, or in some instances, a combination of some or all of the above, 

4.3.2 Alternative Action Considered 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment action include: (1) discontinuance of service with 

no abandonment; (2) continued operations by another earner: and (3) the no action alternative (i.e., 

denial of the abandonment) Under each of these alternatives there would be no significant impact 

to the environment. 

4.3.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

Land uses along most of this 122-n.ile long segment include a mixture of rangelands, 

croplands, and pasture. Over 45 percent of the land adjacent to the rail line is used for agncultural 

purposes, pnm.arily for cattle production and grazing Although the line extends through prime 

farmland, agricultural uses of the land have not been adversely affected by histoncal rail 

operations. The other predominant land use (comprising over 40 percent ofthe total) along the rail 

line IS a mixture of rangelands: herbaceous, shrub and brush, and mixed. Although a number of 

small communities exist along the rail line, including Shendan Lake, Brandon. Haswell, Eads, 
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Ordway, OIney Spnngs, and Sugar City residential land uses account for only 3 percent of land 
adjacent to the line proposed for abandonment 

Water Resources 

The proposed abandonment comdor crosses 35 streams, and is adjacent to one additional 
stream Many of these streams have an intermittent flow There are 20 canals, ditches or culverts 
intercepted by, and another 7 located adjacent to, the rail corndcr. National Wetland Inventory 
(NWI) maps indicate that more than 25 wetlands parcels are located within or adjacent to the 
existing right-of-way proposed fo"" abandonment Most of these wetlands are small, isolated 
palustrine systems (under 2 acres) or narrow rivenne systems associated with streams crossed 
by tne rail segment. The largest wetland systems are the nvenne and palustrine wetlands 
associated with the numerous meanders of the Arkansas River These abut the rail lme in five 
locations. 

Biologicai Resources 

Vegetation Several vegetafion communities are present aiong and adjacent to the 
abandonment corridor. These include short grass prairie and wetlands. These vegetafion 
communities are interspersed with agricultural, developed or built lands. Within the right-of-way, 
the vegetation is ruderal, having been disturbed by past rail construction and current rail activities. 

Wildlife. The nght-of-way provides habitat for a vanety of terrestrial wildlife species: however, 
the extent ofthe habitat is limited. Habitat along the proposed abandonment corridor is a mixture 
of shortgrass prairie and agnculture (winter wheat, hay, and corn). Near the Arkansas River, 
habitat is found for white-tailed deer, bald eagle, kestrei and owl as well as waterfowl and song 
birds. Pheasant and quail are typically found in the agncultural areas Shortgrass praine provides 
habitat for antelope and coyote, jackrabbit, and prairie dogs. 

Threatened and Endangered Species SEA consulted USFWS regarding threatened and 
endangered species in the region oi the proposed rail line abandonment between Towner and NA 
Junction. The USFWS staff indicated that seven Federally-listed threatened or endangered 
species have historically occurred in the region and could potentially occur in the vicinity of the 
proposed abandonment These species include the endangered least tem (Sfema antillarum), the 
endangered piping plover {Charadrius melodus). the threatened bald eagle {Haliaeetus 
leucocephalus), the endangered Eskimo curiew {Numenius borealis). the threatened western 
snowy plover {Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus). the endangered whooping crane (Grus 
americana), and the endangered black-footed ferret {Mustela nignpes). Field observafions on site 
indicated no occurrences of these species. There is no critical habitat known or recorded in the 
vicinity ofthe proposed abandonment. 
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FIGURE a-3 

' ^ ^ ) Scale :n Miles 

UP/SP RAILROAD MERGER 
PROPOSED ABANDONMENT 

TOWNER - NA JUNCTION, COLORADO 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
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Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuanes, No parks, preserves, refuges, or 

sanctuaries occur near the proposed abandonment comdor. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The Towner to NA Junction section of the present UP Hoisington Subdivision was 

constructed in 1887 by the Pueblo & State Line Railroad, a subsidiary of the Missoun Pacific 

Railroad, subsequently the UP, There are 34 bndges (27 timber pile trestles, 4 steel beam bridges, 

2 reinforced concrete bridges and 1 concrete pile trestle) on the proposed abandonment These 

bridges were constructed between 1922 and 1947 The oldest identified resources are a 1922 

fimber trestle bridge (MP 842 4, Sugar City vicinity) and a 1923 timber trestle bridge (MP 812.3, 

Haswell vicinity) Although potentially historic by their age these bridges are of modest scale and 

are undistinguished in design and none meet the critena for inclusion on the NRHP In addition to 

the bndges previously noted, SEA's review of UP records and track evaluafion videos for the enfire 

length ofthe abandonment indicated five gram complexes in proximity to the railroad right-of-way 

MP 753 (Stuart vicinity), MP 758.2 (Sheridan Lake vicinity), MP 766 (Brandon vicinity), MP 786 

(Eads vicinity), and MP 807 (Haswell vicinity) Based on SEA's evaluation, one of these structures 

meet the critena for inclusion in the NRHP Consultation has been initiated with the Colorado 

SHPO to confirm these findings. 

SEA's review of NRHP lists and specific information provided by the Colorado Historical 

Society Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation indicated nc recorded archaeological sites 

or Nafional Register sites in the immediate project area. However, there is the potenfiai for impacts 

on undocumented archaeological sites SEA's recommended mitigation measures include 

provisions for continued Section 106 coordination to address discovery and treatment of 

archaeological sites dunng the abandonment or salvage process. 

Safety 

SEA's review of the VISTA database and UP safety records identified a spill of unknown 

matenal at MP 830 in Heath in 1990 UP/SP shall confirm with the Colorado Public Health and 

Environment Department that this site has been remediated to agency satisfaction. 

Transportation 

Local shippers aro currently served three times a week by a UP local tram In 1994. this line 

carried a total of 119 railcars containing grain products for customers in Eads and Haswell, SP also 

currently uses this segment for through traffic between Pueblo and Herington, Kansas-

approximately 13 trains per day. 
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This rail line currenfiy has 65 grade crossings with local roads. These roads carry iow daily 

.traffic volumes. 

Air Quality 

The Towner to NA Junction City line is located in two Air Quality Control Regions, The Kiowa 

County portion ofthe segment in located in AQCR 34 (Comanche): the Pueblo County portion is 

in AQCR 38 (San Isabel) AQCR 34 is nonattainment for particulate matter (PM), it is in attainment 

with the NAAQS for all other pollutants AQCR 38 is nonattainment for particulate matter (PM) and 

carbon monoxide (CO); it is in attainment with the NAAQS for all other pollutants. 

Noise 

Raii. automobile and truck traffic are the primary sources of noise in this rural area of 

Colorado The current level of tram traffic on the Towner to NA Junction rail line (13 trains per day) 

generates an estimated L^, noise level of 65 dBA at a distance of approximately 200 feet without 

horns {bJO fee', with horns) Noise impacts frcm ^he shipments of gram products and through traffic 

wouid be minimal due to the small numbers ot sensitive receptors along the segment. 

Automobiles and trucks are the major sources of noise in the vicinity of the 65 grade 

crossings found along the line Noise levels from this traffic (at 50 feet) are estimated to be 

between 70 to 75 and 80 to 85 dBA respecfively However, because of the land uses adjacent to 

the right-of-way, there are few receptors for this automobile and truck noise Residences in the 

communities along the rail line are potenfiai receptors of rail and vehicular traffic noise. 

4.3.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

The proposed abandonment would change the existing land use designation of the railroad 

nght-of-way from active railroad use to an inactive status. It is estimated that approximately 2.673 

acres of land would be affected by this change Salvaging activities generally would not disturb 

adjacent land uses, although the removal of some bridges could require the use of construcfion 

equipment outside of the rail line right-of-way and property. Any adjacent land that would be 

disturbed by salvage activities would be restored by UP/SP to its onginal condition The proposed 

abandonment would not affect any pnme farmlands. 

Salvage activities would generate material that would need to be disposed of at a landfill, 

bumed as fuei, or incinerated Most of this material would consist of unusable rail ties and utility 

poles. Disposal would be earned out in accordance with applicable Federal, state, and local 
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environmental regulations If UP/SP select landfilling as a method of disposal, a properiy permitted 

and designed landfill would be employed. 

Water Resources 

As discussed in Section 4,3 3, surface water resources along the proposed abandonment 

are abundant end include nvers, streams, and ponds The rail line crosses a large number of 

streams, as indicated by the 34 bridges and culverts that are present on the line. There are also 

many ponds and lakes adjacent to the line, ranging in size from a few acres to several hundred 

acres. 

Salvage activities associated with the proposed abandonment would include removiriy rails, 

ties, spikes, plates, railroad-related utilities, signaling devices, and possibly some bndge spans and 

decking. Bridge removal could disturb small areas of soil, and has the potential to increase soil 

erosion and sedimentation of adjacent water bodies. Soil disturbance from the removal of the other 

matenals is expected to be negligible Actions to control erosion and sedimentation could include 

using sediment barners (e g,, silt fences and straw bale :iikes). diversion ditches, and sediment 

collection basins. Enhanced controls, such as increasing the storage capacity of sediment basins 

and conducfing more frequent inspections and maintenance, also may be required in areas where 

soils are particulariy suscepfible to erosion The measures selected would need to be site-specific 

and would depend on local soil conditions, topography, the extent of disturbance proposed 

proximity to water bodies, and applicable Federal, state or local regulations. 

Bridge abutments would remain in place following salvage operafions These abutments are 

generally long-lived, and are not expected to fail or collapse in the near future from normal 

detenoration and aging. 

Applicable Federal and state permits would be obtained by UP/SP if salvage activities would 

disturb nafive soils and vegetation in adjacent water bodies, floodplains. and/or wetlands The only 

salvage activity that has the potential to disturb these areas would be bridge span, deck, or pier 

removal. Most bridges could be dismantled by equipment that would be positioned on railbeds or 

in upland areas. Dismantling long bndges that are located over open surface water bodies and 

associated floodplains or wetlands could require using equipment within these protected areas, 

UP/SP's compliance with Federal and state permit requirements would ensure minimal 

impacts to these water bodies and associated floodplains and wetlands Actions that could be 

taken by UP/SP to minimize or avoid impacts include placing equipment on barges, matt.ing, or 

skids. The measures selected would be site-specific and would depend on local wetland and 

floodplain characterisfics, topography, the nature and duration of the proposed acfivity, proximity 

to floodplain and wetland, and the applicable Federal, state, and local regulations. 
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Culverts along the rail line segment could be dammed by debris which could cause flooding 

nd alter stream flows During salvage operations, UP/SP would be required to open all culverts 

to avoid flooding and stream flow alterations These activities would be conducted in accordance 

with Federal, stdtc and local regulations 

The propcspJ abandonment of this rail line segment v;ould not have adverse impacts on 

groundwater resources, given the small size of the project and the limited productivity of 

groundwater in the area Because abandonment of the rail line would require relatively little 

earthwork, the project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration patterns in the 

area 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation, Exisfing vegetation control practices along the nght-of-way would be 

discontinued after salvaging operafions are completed Native plant species would quickly 

revegetate the cleared rc'Ibed and it would eventually evolve to a natural state Therefore the 

overall impact of the proposed abandonment on vegetation along the nght-of-way should be 

beneficial. 

Wildlife. The proposed abandonment would have beneficial long-term impacts on most 

animal species that occupy ten-estnal habitats adjacent to the rail line. The proposed abandonment 

could ease terntorial movements and enhance the quality of habitat available to wildlife Any 

potentially adverse impacts associated with salvaging activities would be temporary and would not 

result in permanent loss of wildlife species. 

Threatened and Endangered Species, Although USFWS has indicated that Federally-listed 

threatened or endangered species could potentially occur in the area of the proposed 

abandonment, no effects on such species or their crifical habitat are anticipated. This 

detennination is based on the lack of any recorded occurrences at or near the project site, the lack 

of any critical or suitable habitat at the project site, and the lack of any observations of occurrences 

of such species during site visits. In addifion, the Colorado Department of Natural Resources has 

no recorded sightings of the seven threatened or endangered species listed in Section 4.3.3 within 

the rail line corridor. 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuaries No parks, forests, refuges, or 

sanctuaries would be affected by the abandonment 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

Based on SEA's inifial consultations with the Colorado SHPO, the proposed abandonment 
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of the Towner to NA Junction rail segment would not affect any historic or cultural resources. 

SEA's review of SHPO listings indicated no known or documented archaeological sites exist 
along the rail line segment proposed for abandonment However, there is the potential for adverse 
impacts on undocumented archaeological sites SEA's recommended mitigation measures include 
provisions for continued Section 106 coordination to address discovery and treatment of 
archaeological sites during the abandonment or salvage process. 

Safety 

SEA's review ofthe VISTA database and UP safety records indicates that the unidentified 
spill occurrence at MP 830 has been remediated, UP/SP would undertake coordination with 
appropriate agencies to confirm this prior to initiafion of the salvaging activities Because the 
disturbance resulting from removal of rail and ties would be limited to minor surface disturbance, 
no hazardous waste and safety impacts are expected as a result of the proposed abandonment 
In addifion. the probability of a major spill of hazardous or toxic materials dunng salvage operations 
is very small However, in the unlikely event that such a spill occurs at the abandonment site, 
drainage ditches are expected to retain the contaminated runoff In the very unlikely event of a 
large spill that is not promptty and properiy cleaned up, there could be the potenfiai for 
contaminants to seep into underiying soils. Overall, the proposed abandonment would not be 
expected to increase the probability or consequences of hazardous waste contamination. 

Transportation 

If the proposed merger is approved, through traffic currenfiy on this line segment woulo be 
diverted to other UP/SP lines to provide east-west service to shippers Approximately 120 railcars 
of gram products (wheat and corn) would be diverted to truck each year because of this 
abandonment. This would cause an insignificant mcrease of approximately 475 tnjcks per year on 
the local highway system. Current SP through traffic would be rerouted to other UP/SP lines; no 
rail-to-truck diversions are expected. 

The discontinuance of rail service on the abandoned line would eliminate the need for 65 
grade crossings and the remove the potential for vehicle/tram accidents. 

Air Quality 

The operafion of heavy equipment would be the pnm.ary source of pollutant emissions dunng 
salvage activities. The pollutants resulting from such activifies typically consist of: 

• Particulate matter, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), 
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and nitrogen oxides (NOJ, resulting from the combustion of diesel fuel. 

Fugitive dust emissions along the right-of-way and unimproved roads, resulfing 

from the opemtion of heavy equipment 

All of the emissions from salvaging operations would occur in an air quality attainment area. The 

fugitive particulate emissions, which would be of pnmary concern, can be controlled by UP/SP 

operators using water sprays or other suitable dust suppressants. Other emissions associated with 

salvaging operations (VOCs, CO, and NOJ generally would be minor and of short duration It 

should be noted that salvage activities themselves would be temporary in nature have insignificant, 

temporary effects on air quality, and would not be expected to contnbute to violations of the 

NAAQS 

Post-abandonment pollutant emissions along the nght-of-way would be substantially reduced, 

due to the eliminafion of rail traffic and rail line maintenance activities. 

Noise 

As discussed in Section 4.3,3, there is local and through (13 trains per day) rail traffic a ong 

the rail line, though noise level impacts are minor due to the limited number of sensitive rece:tors 

near the right-of-way Automobile and truck traffic contnbute to noise levels m the vicinity o*' the 

65 grade crossings along the rail line. 

Salvage operafions associated with the abandonment would cause temporary increases m 

noise levels. This would occur during the removal of rails, ties, plates, spikes, railroad-related 

utilities, signaling devices, and most bndges These salvaging activities would require the use of 

trucks and front-end loaders, as well as cranes at larger bndges Noise generated by such salvage 

equ'pment generally would be less than the 65-70 dBA level reported for typical trains Equipment-

generated noise, however, might be more frequent and last longer than noise from passing trains, 

since the equipment would remain relatively stationary for up to two days as each mile of track is 

dismantled and removed Following salvage activifies, elevated noise levels from all rail-related 

actions woutd be eliminated. 

Minor changes in vehicular traffic levels and patterns also would occur in the vicinity ofthe 

right-of-way during and after salvage operations Traffic levels at most of the 65 grade crossings 

on the rail line would be comparable to existing levels dunng and after salvage activities. Small 

increases in traffic could occur during salvaging at grade crossings near communities where the 

salvaging work force is operating. This temporarily increased traffic would result in small or 

imperceptible changes in exisfing traffic noise. 
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Upon completion of salvaging acfivities. all rail service ano associated noise would cease 

This permanent elimination of noise from rail traffic along the Towner to NA Junction line is 

expected to outweigh the temporarily increased noise of salvaging and local road traffic. Human 

and wildlife receptors located near the line would generally benefit from a long-term reduction in 

noise levels, 

4.3.5 Potential Environmental Impacts of Alternative Action 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment would include denial (and therefore no change 

in operations), discontinuance of service without abandonment, and continued operation by another 

operator In any of these cases, the existing quality of the human environment and energy 

consumpfion should not be affected, 

4.3.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considering tlie potential environnental impacts ofthe rail line segment abandonments 

planned as part ofthe proposed UP/SP merger, SEA sent consultation letters to vanous Feoeral 

state, and local agencies on January 29, 1996, These letters, samples of which are included ni 

Volume 5, Appendix D, Exhibits D-1 through D-9, provided eariy notification of this EA and 

requested information and comments on the effects to the environment ofthe proposed merger and 

related construction and abandonment projects Each letter included a state information packet 

and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals A sample packet is shown in Volume 

5, Appendix D, Exhibit D-10 SEA contacted agencies by telephone to alert them to the distnbufion 

ofthe consultafion letter and to confirm its receipt The Applicant also contacted these agencies 

in preparation of the Environmental Report which accompanied the merger application That 

correspondence and all responses were reviewed verified, and considered by SEA in the 

preparation of this EA, 

All comments received (through mid March 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Exhibits E-1 through E-11 As necessary, SEA conducted 

additional consultation with agencies as shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Table E-1, Agency 

comments regarding the proposed abandonments are summarized below: 

The U S. Forest Service noted its intent to participate in proceedings, and 

expressed concerns about: the potential effects to their management 

responsibilities in the corridor; potential movement of hazardous matenals; 

potenfiai for railbanking; identification and inventory of reverted prop.^rty rights, 

cultural resources, and hazardous matenal. 

• The Natural Resources Consen/ation Service noted there v ould be no apparent 
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impacts on pnme farmlands or farmland of statewide importance. 

The U S, Fish and Wildlife Service. Western Colorado Office provided a list of 

federally listed and candidate threatened and endangered species possible along 

the rail abandonment line. 

The U S Army Corp of Engineers, Omaha Distnct, indicates that some of the 

salvage operations could take place in watenways or wetlands which are 

classified as waters of the U S. and are therefore regulated under Secfion 404 

of the Clean Water Act 

The Colorado Historical Society requests that appropriate Colorado Cultural 

Resource Survey forms be completed for the rail Imes themselves as well as 

their associated features and that they be submitted to the Histoncal Society's 

office for their opinion regarding their eligibility for inclusion in the NRHP. 

The Crowley County Commissioners comments include: 

(1) The abandonment of rail lines, and consolidation of rail yards and 

intermodal facilities would increase local truck traffic, which would cause 

increased deterioration of existing poor roadway surfaces There would 

also be an increase in emissions and in traffic accidents and fatalities 

(2) Grain for a large local feedlot is currently shipped by rait and the 

abandonment would cause a large increase in truck traffic to the feedlot 

(3) Locally generated hazardous waste is currently transported by rail. The 

abandonment would necessitate this matenal being hauled by tmck, which 

increases the risk to local citizens. 

The Kiowa County Commissioners comments include: 

(1) The county currently produces more than 5 million bushels of gram per 

year, with the potential for more than 9 million Abandonment of the rail 

line could substantially increase truck traffic, greatty impacting the 

highways which are already greatly deteriorated 

(2) If the abandoned land reverts back to the state, the Colorado Department 

of Transportation (CDOT) would t>e required to install additional bridges at 

Colorado taxpayers' expense UP should be required to compensate 

CDOT for additional bndge construction 

(3) Dirt dikes built by the railroad should be leveled, cleaned, and reclaimed 

to the original state, with the adjacent landowners' consent. This should 

not be up to the Colorado government to provide. 

(4) UP should run soil tests at each derailment site over the past 20 years. 
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Tests should include all EPA standards for hazardous materials. 
(5) Expressed concem for the three major creeks in the area which drain into 

the Arkansas River and their associated wetlands, 

4.3.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This section highlights the mitigation measures that various parties, consulted in the process 
of preparing the EA for the proposed merger, have requested: 

• The Colorado Historical Society requests that appropriate Cultural Resource 
Survey forms be provided for rail lines, 

• The Kiowa County Commissioners request that UP compensate CDOT fcr 
construcfion of additional road bndges to level dirt dikes and reclaim land to its 
onginal state, and conduct soil tests at all known derailment sites (over the last 
20 years). 

4."̂  8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This section contains the mitigation measures that SEA recommends that the Board impose 
in any final decision approving this proposed abandonment of the Towner to NA Junction iine and 
disconfinuance of service by D&RGW. SEA will consider all comments on the EA in making its final 
recommendation to the Board. The Board will consider SEA's recommendations and the 
environmental record in making its final decision, SEA's recommended mifigafion is as follows. 

Land Use 

1. UP/SP shall observe all applicable Federal, state, and local regulafions regarding 
handling and disposal cf any waste materials, including hazardous waste, 
encountered or generated during salvage of the proposed rail line. 

2. UP/SP shall provide contamination investigation and mitigafion for the three 

Superfund sites. 

3. UP/SP shall dispose of all materials that cannot be reused in accordance with 
state and local solid waste management regulafions. 

4. UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed during right-of-
way salvaging activities to pre-salvaging conditions. 
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5. Before undertaking any salvage activities, UP/SP shall consult with any 

potentially affected American Indian Tribes. 

Water Resources 

1, UP/SP shall use appropnate technologies, such as silt screens, to minimize soil 

erosion dunng salvaging, UP/SP shall disturb the smallest area possible around 

streams and tributanes and shall revegetate disturbed areas immediately 

following salvage operafions, 

2, UP/SP shall assure that all culverts are clear from debris to avoid potential 

flooding and stream flow alteration, in accordance with Federai. state, and local 

regulations. 

3, UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal state, and local permits if salvaging 

activities require the alteration of wetlands, ponds, lakes streams, or rivers or 

if these activities would cause soil or other materials tc wash into these water 

resources, UP/SP shall use appropnate techniques to minimize impacts to water 

bodies and wetlands, such as posifioning salvaging equipment on barges 

matting, or skids. 

Biological Resources 

1. To further assess the potential occurrence of the seven threatened and 

endangered species of plants and animals. UP/SP shall coordinate with USFWS 

and the Colorado Department of National Resou'-ces to determine if surveys in 

areas of potential disturbance due to salvage activities are needed and shall 

conduct any such surveys during an appropnate time of the year. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1. UP/SP shall retain their interest in and take no steps to alter the D&RGW 

mainline (and structures) and the Hanging Bridge and the Royal Gorge War 

Revetments until the Section 106 process ofthe National Historic Preservation 

Act (16 USC 4700, as amended, has been completed 

2. If previously unknown archaeological remains are found dunng salvage 

operations, UP/SP shall cease work in the area and immediately contact the 

Colorado SHPO. 
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Safety 

Prior to the start of salvage operations in the vicinity of the known hazardous 
waste sites at MP 830, UP/SP shall contact the Colorado Public Health and 
Environment Department. Environment Office. Hazardous Materials and Waste 
Management Division, to confirm that remediation has been completed to 
agency satisfaction. 

Transportation 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate signs and barricades to control traffic disruptions 
during abandonment acfivities at and near grade crossings. 

2. UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed dunng abandonment activities to their 
original condifion. 

Air Quality 

UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulafions 
regarding the control of fugitive dust Fugitive dust emissions created during 
salvage operations shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 
spraying, instaliafion of wind barriers, and chemical treatment during salvaging. 

Noise 

UP/SP shall control temporary noise from construcfion equipment through the 
use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery. 
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C H A P T E R 5.0 

ILLINOIS 

This chapter analyzes the potential environmental impacts of three rail line segments in 

Illinois that UP/SP propose to abandon as part of the proposed merger. The rail line segments 

proposed for abandonment are 

Edwardsville to Madison, Illinois (UP) — Docket No, AB-33 (Sub-No, 98x). 

DeCamp to Edwardsville. Illinois (UP) — Docket No AB-33 (Sub-No. 97x). 

Barr to Girard, Illinois (UP) — Docket No. AB-33 (Sub-No. 96). 

Detailed descripfions of each proposed abandonment by location, alternative actions 

considered, the existing environment, the potential environmental impacts, and recommended 

mitigation measures, are provided below. 

5.1 Edwardsvil le to Madison (UP) 

Docket No. AB-33 (Sub-No. 98X) 

5.1.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed merger would include the abandonment of a 15-mile rail segment between 

Edwardsville and Madison, from MP 133 8 to MP 148 8 (see Figure 5-1) Edwardsville and 

Madison are both located in Madison County, approximately 25 miles northeast of St. Louis The 

proposed abandonment is along a portion of the former Chicago and North Western Railway 

Company (CNW) line which currenfiy serves as a route to St. Louis and is used pnmarily by 

passenger trains. 

Generally, on the line proposed for abandonment, UP/SP would remove the rails, ties, ballast, 

and ancillary equipment (i e , communications, signals) and grade crossings Depending on 

whether there is a proposed adaptive reuse of the right-of-way. the bridges may or may not be 

removed. Most salvage and removal activities wouid occur within the existing nght-of-way. The 

right-of-way would then be available for conversion to alternafive uses such as recreation (trail 

use), linear public utility transmission, local transportation corndor, expansion of adjacent land 

uses, or in some instances, a combinafion of some or all ofthe above, 

5.1.2 Alternative Actions Considered 

Altematives to the proposed abandonment action include: (1) discontinuance of service with 

no abandonment; (2) continued operations by another carrier; and (3) the no acfion alternative (i.e., 
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denial of the abandonment). Under each of these alternafives, there would be no significant impact 

to the environment, 

5.1.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

Land use along the 15-mile rail line between Edwardsville and Madison is predominantly 

residential and commercial Four communities are found along the nght-of-way: LeClaire, Glen 

Carbon. Stallings. .'ind Four Corners. 

The next most common use of the land adjacent to the rail line is cropland and pasture. 

Agricultural areas lie between the towns of Edwardsville and Glen Carbon Pnme agricultural lands 

have not been identified adjacent to the rail line In addition, there are several water features along 

this rail line. These include wetlands near Four Corners a large lake near Stallings, and a canal 

joining Judys Branch, Burdick Branch, and Cahokia Creek near Glen Carbon. 

Less common land uses along the rail line include transportation uses at the crossing of 1-270 

near Glen Carbon and the crossing of 1-25 near Stallings, and industnal uses near Madison 

Water Resources , 

The proposed abandonment crosses three watercourses including Long Lake, and fivy 

canals, culverts, and ditches. Three permanent and intermittent watercourses, including Judys 

Branch, are dispersed along the corridor Four waterbodies are located adjacent to the rail 

corridor. Nafional Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps indicate that 37 palustrine or riverine wetlands, 

both in and adjacent to the existing right-of-way are dispersed along the corridor. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation Exisfing vegetation within the right-of-way comdor is typically ruderal weeds, 

having been disturbed by past rail construction and cun-ent rail activities. A small tract of deciduous 

forest is located near Glen Carbon, and small, linear wetlands are located adjacent to the proposed 

rail abandonment comdor. 

Wildlife. The nght-ot-way provides habitat for a variety of terrestnal wildlife species, including 

mammals, repfiles, and birds. The area likely supports mammals such as rabbits, voles, mice, and 

fox Species typically adapted to both urban and rural areas are also likely and may include 

opossum, raccoon, skunk, and deer, A variety of bird species likely ufilize the forested area for 

both nesfing and foraging. These species may include hawks, owls, woodpeckers, flycatchers. 
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FIGURE 5-1 

Scaler MJes 

UP/SP RAILROAD MERGER 
PROPOSED ABANDONMENT 

EDWARDSVILLE - MADISON, ILLINOIS 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
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wrens, and warblers. 

The wetland areas provide habitat for a variety of wildlife species The open water areas are 

likely to be used by vanous turtles, frogs, and salamanders as well as many invertebrates, dunng 

reproduction and eariy life-stages Tolerant invertebrates including beetles air-breathing snails, 

and Insect larvae, are present The presence of water also attracts many of the terrestrial species 

noted above and acts as a bathing and drinking area 

Threatened and Endangered Species SEA consulted USFWS regarding threatened and 

endangered species in the area ofthe proposed rail line abandonment between Edwardsville and 

Madison, The USFWS staff indicated that no Federally-listed threatened or endangered species 

are known to occur in the vicinity of the proposed abandonment project 

USFWS also reported there is no critical habitat known or recorded in the vicinity of the 

proposed abandonment. 

SEA also consulted the Illinois Department of Conservafion (IDC) regarding state-listed 

threatened or endangered species in the area of this proposed rail line abandonment The IDC 

staff indicated that three state-listed avian species occur within a natural area associated with 

Horseshoe Lake, near the town of Venice in Madison County, These species include the state-

endangered yellow-headed blackbird {Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus) the state-threatened 

common moorhen {Gallinula chloropus). and the state-threatened pied-bi!led grebe {Podilymbus 

podiceps). The common moorhen has also been recorded at a location approximately 1,000 feet 

from the proposed abandonment, near the town of Stallings, which is near the southern end of this 

rail line segment. 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refu':|es. and Sanctuaries The Eagle Park Marsh-Illinois Natural 

Area Inventory (INAl) site, part of tne Horsehoe Lake complex, is located approximately 500 to 

1,000 feet east of the southern end of the proposed abandonment. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The Edwardsville to Madison line was constructed between 1889 and 1890 by the Chicago, 

Peona & St, Louis Railroad, subsequently the Litchfield & Madison Railway, The line was later 

acquired by the CNW and in 1995 by the UP UP records indicate that there are no bridges or 

other structures 50 years old or older within the proposed abandonment area A review of UP track 

evaluation videotapes was examined for the entire length of the abandonment and revealed no 

addifional structures within the proposed abandonment area. Consultation with the Illinois State 

Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) has been initiated to confirm these findings. 
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Initial consultations with the Illinois SHPO determined that no documented archaeological 

tes have been identified along the rail line segment oroposed for abandonment. However, as part 

of the Section 106 consultation process site-specific field surveys could be required by a SHPO 

to verify that no archaeological resources would be disturbed or destroyed by the abandonment 

or related salvage activities 

Safety 

SEA's review of the VISTA database and UP safety records indicated no hazardous waste 

sites v.'ere identified on the rail alignment on the Edwardsville to Madison rail segment The VISTA 

database review identified 2 CERCLIS sites, 14 ERNS sites, and 1 LUST site within 500 feet ofthe 

rail segment. 

Transportation 

This segn-.ent is part of the UP's Chicago-St, Louis route and is used pnmarily for passenger 

train service In 1994, an average of seven trains per day operated on this segment. 

There are 12 grade crossings located along this rail line. All are for local roads and carry very 

low daily traffic volumes 

Air Quality 

The Edwardsville to Madison rail line is located in Air Quality Control Region (AQCR) 70: 

Metropolitan St, Louis, Currently, AQCR 70 is in nonattainment for these critena pollutants: 

particulate matter, carbon monoxide, and ozone It is in attainment with the National Ambient Air 

Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ail other criteria pollutants. 

Noise 

Rail, automobile and truck traffic are the pnmary sources of noise in this rural region of 

Illinois The current level of train traffic on the Edwa-'dsville to Madison rail line (seven trains per 

day) generates an estimated L̂ ^ noise level of 65 dBA at a distance of approximately 100 feet 

without horns (300 with horns). 

Automobile and tmck sources of noise contribute to noise levels in the vicinity of the 12 grade 

crossings found along the line Noise levels at 50 feet from individual automobiles and trucks are 

estimated to be approximately 70 to 75 and 80 to 85 dBA, respectively Traffic levels at most of 

these road crossings are relatively low and there are few receptors for the automobile and truck 

noise Most residences in the vicinity of the Edwardsvil'e to Madison line are associated with the 
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small communities of LeClaire, Glen Carbon, Stallings. and Four Corners. 

5.1.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

The proposed abandonment would change the existmg land use designation ofthe railroad 

nght-of-way from active railroad use to an inactive status It is estimated inat approximately 191 

acres of land would be affected by this change Salvaging activities generally would not disturb 

adjacent land uses, although the removal of some bndges could require the use of construcfion 

equipment outside of the rail line right-of-way and property Any adjacent land that would be 

disturbed by salvage activities would be restored by UP/SP to its ongmal condifion The proposed 

abandonment would not affect any prime farmlands. 

Water Resources 

As discussed in Section 5,1 3, surface water resources along the proposed abandonment 

are limited to eight features intercepted by the segment and seven features adjacent to it. 

Salvaging activifies associated with the proposed abandonment would inc'ude removing rails, 

ties, spikes, plates, railroad-related utilities signaling devices, and possibly some bndge spans and 

decking. Bndge removal could disturb small areas of soil, and has the potential to increase soil 

erosion and sedimentation of adjacent water bodies Soi! disturbance from the removal of the other 

materials is expected to be negligible. Actions to controi erosion and sedimentation could include 

using sediment barners (e g,, silt fences and straw bale dikes), diversion ditches and sediment 

collection basins Enhanced controls, such as increasing the storage capacity of sediment basins 

and conducfing more frequent inspecfions and maintenance, also may be required in areas where 

soils are particulariy suscepfible to erosion. The measures selected would need to be site-specific 

and would depend on local soil conditions, topography, the extent of disturbance proposed, 

proximity to water bodies, and applicable Federal, state or local regulations. 

Bridge abutments would remain in place following salvage operations. These abutments are 

generally long-lived, and are not expected to fail or collapse in the near future from normal 

detenoration and aging. 

Applicable Federal and state permits would be obtained by UP/SP if salvage activifies would 

d\sturb native soils and vegetation in adjacent water bodies, floodplains. and/or wefiands The only 

salvage activity that has the potential to disturb these areas would be bndge span, deck, or pier 

removal. Most bndges could be dismantled by equipment that would be positioned on railbeds or 

in upland areas Dismantling long bridges that are located over open surface water bodies and 
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associated floodplains or wettands could require using equipment within these protected areas, 

UP/SP's compliance with Federal and state permit requirements would ensure minimal 

impacts to these water bodies and associated floodplains anc wetlands Actions that could be 

taken by UP/SP to minimize or avoid impacts mclude placing equipment on barges, matting, or 

skids The measures selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on local wetland 

and floodplain characterisfics, topography the nature and cjrat ion of the proposed activity, 

proximity to floodplain and wetland, and the applicable Federa., state, and local regulations. 

Culverts along the rail lme segment could be dammed by debris which could cause flooding 

and alter stream flows, Dunng salvage operations, UP/SP wcuid be required to open all culverts 

to avoid flooding and stream flow alterations. These activities would be conducted in accordance 

with Federal, state and local regulations. 

The proposed abandonment of this rail line segment would not have adverse impacts on 

groundwater resources, given the small size of the project and the limited productivity of 

groundwater in the area. Because abandonment of the rail line would require relatively little 

earthwork, the project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration patterns in the 

area. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation Existing vegetation control piactices along the nght-of-way would be 

disconfinued after salvaging operafions are completed, Opportunisfic plant species would quickly 

revegetate the cleared railbed and it would eventually evolve to a natural state Therefore, the 

overall impact of the proposed abandonment on vegetation along the r ght-of-way should be 

beneficial. 

Wildlife The proposed abandonment would have beneficial long-term impacts on most 

animal species that occupy terrestrial habitats adjacent to the rail line. The p'oposed abandonment 

could ease territorial movements and enhance the quality of habitat available to wildlife Any 

potentially adverse impacts associated with salvaging or other construction-related activities would 

be temporary and would not result in permanent loss of wildlife species. 

Erosion and sedimentation caused by salvaging operafions, particulariy bridge deck and snan 

removal, could affect downstream, aquatic communities However, adverse impacts to fish 

populafions and habitats are not anficipated. provided that UP.'SP follow permit requirements for 

soil erosion and sedimentation control measures and undertake adequate mitigation measures 

when salvaging takes place on soils that are prone to erosion Mifigation measures could include 

implementing enhanced erosion and sedimentation controls such as planting a rapidly-growmg 
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vegetation cover, increasing the storage capacity and detention periods for sediment basins, and 

conducfing more frequent inspections Salvage activities are not expected to create long-term 

negative impacts on water turbidity (i.e , degree of clanty) or existing fish populations and their 

habitat. 

Threatened and Endangered Species The proposed abandonment would have no impact 

to threatened and endangered species. The USFWS has indicated that no federally listed or 

threatened or endangered species, nor any designated critical habitats occur in the area of the 

proposed abandonment. 

The state threatened common moornen has been recorded over 1.000 feet from the rail line 

Salvage activities would be restricted to the ra -• bed and v;ould have no impact to this species. 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuanes The proposed abandonment would 

generally have long-term beneficial effects on the Eagle Park Marsh INAI site After salvaging, 

activity on the rail line would cease The absence of train noises and intrusions could increase 

wildlife activity and recreational opportunifies on adjacent park properties. Noise generated by 

equipment and construction-related activities associated with salvage activifies could, however, 

temporanly disrupt wildlife functions and recreational pursuits. However, these disruptions would 

be minor and of short duration Based on UP/SP s preliminary salvaging plans, no area along the 

right-of-way should be affected for more than two days 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The proposed Edwardsville to Madison abandonment would have no impacts on historic or 

cultural resources. Consultation with the Illinois SHPO has been initiated, seeking concurrence 

of this determination. 

Based on SEA's initial consultations with the Illinois SHPO, no known or documented 

archaeological sites exist along the rail line segment proposed for abandonment However, there 

is the potenfiai for adverse impacts on undocumented archaeological sites. SEA's recommended 

mitigafion measures include provisions for continued Section 106 consultation to address discovery 

and treatment of archaeological sites dunng the abandonment or salvage process. 

Safety 

UP/SF" should undertake coordination with appropnate agencies to confirm the locations and 

status of nearby hazardous waste sites prior to initiation of salvage acfivifies. Because the 

disturbance resulting from removal of rail and fies is limited to minor surface disturbance, no 

hazardous waste and safety impacts are expected as a result of the proposed abandonment. In 
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addifion, the probability of a major spill of hazardous or toxic materials dunng salvage operations 

,is very small However in the unlikely event that such a spill occurs at the abandonment site, 

drainage ditches are expected to retain the contaminated runoff. Overall, the proposed 

abandonment would not be expected to increase the probability or consequences of hrzardous 

waste contamination 

The disconfinuance of rail service between Edwardsville and Madison would eliminate the 

need for 12 grade crossings and remove the potenfiai for vehicle/train accidents. 

Transportation 

Passenger and freight train service currently using this rail segment would be rerouted to 

other UP/SP lines No rail-to-truck diversions are expected to result from the proposed 

abandonment. 

Air Quality 

The operation of heavy equipment would be the primary source of pollutant emissions dunng 

salvage activities. The pollutants resulting from such activities typically consist of: 

Particulate matter, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), and 

nitrogen oxides (NOJ, resulfing from the combustion of diesel fuel 

• Fugitive dust emissions along the right-of-way and unimproved roiads, resulting from 

the operation of heavy equipment 

All of the emissions from salvaging operations would occur in an air quality attainment area The 

fugitive particulate emissions, which would be of pnmary concern, can be controlled by UP/SP 

operators using water sprays or other suitable dust suppressants Other emissions associated with 

salvaging operations (VOCs. CO, and NOJ generally would be minor and of short duration It 

should be noted that salvage acfivities themselves would be temporary in nature and would have 

insignificant, temporary effects on air quality. 

Post-abandonment pollutant emissions along the right-of-way would be substantially reduced, 

due to the elimination of rail traffic and rail line maintenance activifies 

Noise 

As discussed in Section 5,1 3, seven trains per day currently operate on this raii line, which 

contributes to noise levels along the entire segment Automobile and truck traffic contribute to 
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noise levels in the vicinity of the 12 grade crossings along the rail line. 

Rail service and associated noise would cease as a result of the proposed abandonment 

The proposed abandonment also would include removal of rails, fies, plates, spikes, railroad-

related ufilifies, signaling devices, and most and bndges These salvaging activifies would require 

the use of trucks and front-end loaders, as well as cranes at larger bncges. Noise generated by 

such salvage equipment generally would be less than the 65-70 dBA level reported for typical 

trains. Equipment-generated noise, however, might be more frequent and last longer than noise 

from passing trains, smce the equipment would remain relatively stationary for up to two days as 

each mile of track is dismantled and removed Followmg salvage acfivities, elevated noise levels 

from all rail-related actions would be eliminated. 

Minor changes in vehicular traffic levels and patterns also would occur in the vicinity of the 

nght-of-way during and after salvage operations. Traffic levels at most of the 12 grade crossings 

on the rail line would be comparable to existing levels dunng and after salvage activities Small 

increases in traffic could occur dunng salvaging at grade crossings near communities where the 

salvaging work force is operating This temporanly increased traffic would result in small or 

impercepfible changes in existing traffic noise. 

Because the permanent elimination of noise from rail traffic along the Edwardsville to 

Madison line is expected to outweigh the temporanly increased noise of salvaging and local road 

traffic, human and wildlife receptors located near the line would generally benefit from a long-term 

reduction in noise levels. 

5.1.5 Potential Environmental Impacts of Alternative Action 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment would include denial (and therefore no change 

in operafions), disconfinuance of service without abandonment, and confinued operafion by another 

operator. In any of these cases, tne existing quality of the human environment and energy 

consumption should not be affected, 

5.1.6 Summary of Agency Comment and Concerns 

In considering the potential environmental impacts ofthe rail line segment abandonments 

planned as part ofthe proposed UP/SP merger. SEA sent consultation letters to various Federal, 

state, and local agencies on January 29. 1996 These letters, samples of which are included in 

Volume 5, Appendix D. Exhibits D-1 through D-9, provided eany notification of this EA and 

requested information and comments on the effects to the environment of the proposed merger and 

related abandonm.ent and construction projects Each letter included a state informafion packet 

and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals A sample packet is shown in Volume 
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5, Appendix D, Exhibit D-10, SEA contacted agencies by telephone to alert them to the distribution 

f the consultation letter and to confirm its receipt. The Applicant also contacted these agencies 

n preparation of the Environmental Report which accompanied the merger application That 

correspondence and all responses were reviewed, verified, and considered by SEA in the 

preparation of this EA. 

All comments received (through mid March 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5. Appendix E Exhibits E-1 through E-11 As necessary, SEA conducted 

additional consultation with agencies as shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Table E-1, Agency 

comments regarding the proposed abandonments are summarized below 

National Resources Conservation Service recommends that alternative actions 

take into account the adverse effect that could occur if rail lines are abandoned, 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency advises that a General NPDES Permit 

for storm water discharges associated with construction site activities is required 

for any disturbance of five or more acres For any abandonment site that totals 

five or more acres of disturbed land, submittal of Illinois EPA Notice of Intent 

forms IS required 48 hours before beginning construction. 

5.1.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This secfion highlights the mitigation measures that vanous parties, consulted in the process 

of preparing the EA for the proposed merger, have requested: 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency requires a General NPDES Permit for 

storm water discharges associated with any abandonment site that totals five or 

more acres of disturbed land. 

5.1.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This section contains the mitigation measures that SEA recommends that the Board impose 

in any final decision approving this proposed abandonment of the Edwardsville to Madison line. 

SEA will consider all comments on the EA in making its final recommendation to the Board The 

Board will consider SEA's recommendations and the environmental record in making its final 

decision, SEA recommended mitigation is as follows 

Land Use 

1, UP/SP shall observe all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations regarding 
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hand/ng and disposal of any waste matenals. including hazardous waste, 

encountered or generated dunng salvage of the proposed rail line. 

2 UP/SP shall dispose of ail materials that cannot be reused in accordance with 

state and local solid waste management regulations 

3. UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed dunng right-of-

way salvaging activifies to pre-salvagmg conditions. 

4, Before undertaking any salvage activities. UP/SP shall consult with any 

potentially affected Amencan Indian Tnbes 

Water Resources 

1, UP/SP shall use appropnate technologies, such as silt screens, to minimize soil 

erosion dunng salvaging UP/SP shall disturiD the smallest area possible around 

streams and tributanes and shall revegetate disturbed areas immediately 

following salvage operations 

2, UP/SP shall assure that all culverts are clear from debris to avoid potential 

flooding and stream flow alteration, in accordance with Federal, state and local 

regulations. 

3, UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal, state, and local permits if salvaging 

activities require the alteration of wetlands, ponds, lakes, streams, or rivers, or 

if these activities would cause soil or other materials to wash into these water 

resources, UP,/SP shall use appropriate techniques to minimize impacts to water 

bodies and wetlands, such as positioning salvaging equipment on barges, 

matting, or skids. 

Biological Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use Best Management Pracfices to encourage regrowth in disturbed 

areas and to stabilize disturbed soils. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1. If previously unknown archaeological remains are found dunng salvage activifies, 

UP/SP shall cease work in the area and immediately contact the Illinois SHPO 
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Safety 

Prior to the start of abandonment activities in the vicinity of any known hazardous 
waste sites, UP/SP shall consult with the Illinois Environmental Protecfion 
Agency to assess procedures necessary to address issues related to the sites, 

UP/SP shall transport all hazardous materials generated by salvage activities in 
compliance with the U S, Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier 
Safety Regulations (49 CFR Parts 171 to 179). 

Transportation 

UP/SP shall use appropnate signs and barncades to control traffic disruptions 
dunng abandonment activities at and near grade crossings. 

UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed during abandonment activifies to conditions 

as required by state and local regulations. 

Air Quality 

UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulafions 
regarding the control of fugitive dust. Fugitive dust emissions created dunng 
salvage operations shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 
spraying, instaliafion of wind bamers, and chemical treatment during salvaging. 

Noise 

UP/SP shall control temporary noise from construction equipment through the 
use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery. 
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5.2 DeCamp to Edwardsvil le (UP) 

Docket No, AB-33 (Sub-No. 97X) 

5.2.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed merger would include the abandonment ofthe 14 6-mile rail segment between 

DeCamp and Edwardsville. from MP 119 2 to MP 133 8 'see Figure 5-2), DeCamp is located in 

Madison County, approximately 35 miles northeast of St Louis, Edwardsville is also located in 

Madison County, approximately 25 miles northeast of St Louis The proposed abandonment is 

along a portion of the former CNW line that serves St, Louis, After this segment is abandoned, 

through trains using the line (i e , coal trains) would be interchanged to Norfolk Southern at 

DeCamp, rather than at Edwardsville. 

Generally, on the line proposed for abandonment. UP'SP would remove the rails, ties, ballast, 

and ancillary equipment (i e , communications, signals i and grade crossings Depending on 

whether there is a proposed adaptive reuse of the nght-of-way, the bndges may or may not be 

removed Most salvage and removal activities would occur within the existing right-of-way The 

right-of-way would then be available for conversion to alternafive uses such as recreation (trail 

use), linear public utility transmission, local transportation corndor, expansion of adjacent land 

uses, or in some instances, a combination of some or all of the above. 

5.2.2 Alternative Actions Considered 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment action include: (1) discontinuance of service with 

no abandonment: (2) continued operafions by another camer; and (3) the no acfion alternative (i.e., 

denial ofthe abandonment) Under each of these alternatives there would be no significant impact 

to the environment, 

5.2.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

Land use along the 14-mile rail line between DeCamp and Edwardsville is predominantly 

cropland and pasture, Pnme agricultural lands have not been identified adjacent to the rail line. 

Three residential areas are located along the right-of-way Quercus Grove, Worden. and northern 

Edwardsville, A tract of deciduous forest lies between the cropland/pasture area south of Quercus 

Grove and the residential area north of Edwardsville 
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FIGURE 5-2 

A (g) Scale in Miles 

UP/SP RAILROAD MERGER 
PROPOSED ABANDONMENT 

DeCAMP - EDWARDSVILLE, ILLINOIS 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
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Water Resources 

The proposed abandonment crosses 10 watercourses, including Mooney Creek and Sugar 
Creek. Five water bodies are located adjacent to the rail corridor. The NWI maps indicate that 11 
palustrine or riverine wetlands, occurring both in a'ld adjacent to the existing right-of-way, are 
dispersed along the comdor 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation Existing vegetation within the right-of-way comdor is typically ruderal weeds, 
having been disturbed by past rail constmction and current rail activifies A small tract of deciduous 
forest and several wetlands are located adjacent to the proposed rail abandonment corridor 
between developed or farmed lands 

Wildlife, The right-of-way provides habitat for a vanety of terrestnal wildlife species including 
mammals, reptiles, and birds. The area likely supports mammals such as rabbits, voles, mice, and 
fox Species typically adapted to both urban and rural areas are also likely and may include 
opossum, raccoon, skunk, and deer A variety of bird species likely utilize the forested and 
agricultural areas for both nesting and foraging These species may include hawks, owls, 
woodpeckers, flycatchers, wrens, and warblers 

The wefiand areas provide habitat for a vanety of wildlife species. The open water areas are 
likely to be used by various turtles, frogs, and salamanders, as well as many invertebrates, dunng 
reproducfion and eariy life-stages Tolerant invertebrates, including beetles air-breathing snails, 
and insect larvae, are present. The presence of water also attracts many of the terrestrial species 
noted above and acts as a bathing and drinking area. 

Threatened and Endangered Species, SEA consulted USFWS regarding threatened and 
endangered species in the area of the proposed rail line abandonment between DeCamp and 
Edwardsville, The USFWS staff indicated that no Federally-listed threatened or endangered 
species are known to occur in the vicinity of the proposed abandonment project. The USFWS also 
indicated that there is no critical habitat known or recorded in the vicinity of the proposed 
abandonment. 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges and Sanctuaries, No parks, preserves, refuges or 
sanctuaries are located withm c adjacent to the proposed abandonment corridor. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The DeCamp to Edwardsville line was constructed between 1889 and 1890 by the Cliicago. 
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Peona & St, Louis Railroad, subsequently the Litchfield & Madison Railway The line was later 

acquired by the CNW and in 1995 by the UP, There is one bridge on the 14,6-mile segment 

proposed for abandonment. The concrete arch structure at MP 132,47 (1905) is an eariy example 

of cast-in-place structural concrete and the only such structure on the DeCamp to Edwardsville 

segment that appears potentially eligible for the NRHP A review of National Register listings did 

not identify any addifional histonc structures or archaeological sites in the project vicinity UP track 

'valuation videotapes were examined for the entire length of the abandonment and showed no 

ditional structures within the project area. Consultation with the Illinois SHPO has been initiated 

to confirm these findings. 

SEA'S initial consultations with the Illinois SHPO determined that no documented 

archaeological sites have been identified along the rail line segment proposed for abandonment 

However, as part of the Section 106 consultation process, site-specific field surveys could be 

required by a SHPO to verify that no archaeological resources would be disturbed or destroyed by 

the abandonment or related salvage activifies. 

Safety 

SEA's review ofthe VISTA database and UP safety records indicate that in 1987 a gasoline 

spill was identified at MP 116.6 on the CNW rail line, 

Tran!>portation 

This segment currently serves St. Louis and bandies coal trains from Monterey. Illinois; 

currently seven trains per day operate on this rail line There is no local traffic on the DeCamp 

portion of this line. 

There are 11 grade crossings located between DeCamp and Edwardsville. These are for 

local roads which carry low daily traffic volumes. 

Air Quality 

The DeCamp to Edwardsville rail line is located in AQCR 70: Metropolitan St Louis. 

Currently. AQCR 70 is in nonattainment for these cntena pollutants: particulate matter, carbon 

monoxide, and ozone It is in attainment with the NAAQS for all other criteria pollutants. 

Noise 

Rail, automobile and truck traffic are the pnmary sources of noise in this predominantly rural 

and undeveloped region of Illinois. The current ievel of train traffic on the DeCamp to Edwardsville 
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rail line (seven trains per day) generates an estimated L̂ ^ noise level of 65 dBA at a distance of 

approximately 100 feet without horns (300 with horns). 

Automobile and tmck sources of noise contribute to noise levels in the vicinity ofthe 11 grade 

crossings found along the line. Noise levels at 50 feet from individual automobiles and trucks are 

estimated to be approximately 70 to 75 and 80 to 85 dBA. respectively. Traffic levels at most of 

these road crossings are relatively low and there are few receptors for the automobile and truck 

noise. Most residences in the vicinity of the DeCamp to Edwardsville line are associated with the 

small communities of Quercus Grove and Worden, However, isolated and small clusters of other 

homes are found at several locations along the line, 

5.2.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

The proposed abandonment would change the existing land use designation of the railroad 

right-of-way from active railroad use to an inactive status It is estimated that approximately 139 

acres of land would be affected by this change. Salvaging activities generally would not disturb 

adjacent land uses, although the removal of some bndges could require the use of construction 

equipment outside of the rail line right-of-way and property. Any adjacent land that would be 

disturbed by salvage acfivities would be restored by UP/SP to its original condition The proposed 

abandonment would not affect any prime farmlands. 

Water Resources 

As discussed in Section 5.2.3, surface water resources along the proposed abandonment 

are limited to 10 features intercepted by tlic cogment and 5 features adjacent to it. 

Salvaging activities associated with the proposed abandonment wouid include removing rails, 

ties, spikes, plates, railroad-related utilifies, signaling devices, and possibly some bridge spans and 

decking. Brid ge removal could disturb small areas of soil, and has the potential to increase soil 

erosion and sedimentation of adjacent water bodies. Soil disturbance from the removal of the other 

materials is expected to be negligible. Actions to control erosion and sedimentation could include 

using sediment barriers (e.g., silt fences and straw bale dikes), diversion ditches, and sediment 

collecfion basins. Enhanced controls, such as increasing the storage capacity of sediment basins 

and conducting more frequent inspections and maintenance, also may be required in areas where 

soils are particulariy susceptible to erosion. The measures selected would need to be site-specific 

and would depend on local soil conditions, topography, the extent of disturbance proposed, 

proximity to water bodies, and applicable Federal, state or local regulations. 
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m 
Bndge abutments would remain in place following salvage operafions. These abutments are 

enerally long-lived, ana are not expected to fail ci- collapse in the near future frcm normal 
'deterioration and aging. 

Applicable Federai and state pennits would be obtained by UP/SP if salvage activities would 
disturb native soils and vegetation m adjacent water bod es, floodplains, and/or wetlands. The oniy 
salvage activity that has the potential to disturb these areas would be bridge span deck, or pier 
removal. Most bridges could be dismantled by equipment that wouid be positioned on railbeds or 
in upland areas. Dismantling long bridges that are located over open surface water bodies and 
associated floodplains or wetlands could require using equipment within these protected areas 

UP/SP's compliance with Federal and state permit requirements would ensure minimal 
impacts to these water bodies and associated floodplains and wetlands Actions that could be 
taken by UP/SP to minimize or avoid impacts include placing equipment cn barges, matting, or 
skids The measures selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on local wetland 
and floodplain charactenstics, topography, the nature and duration of the proposed acfivity, 
proximity to floodplain and wetland, and the applicable Federal, state, and local regulations. 

Culverts along the rail line segment could be dammed by debris which could cause flooding 
and alter stream flows, Dunng salvage operations, UP/SP would be required to open all culverts 
to avoid flooding and stream flow alterations These activifies would be conducted m accordance 
with Federai, state and local regulations. 

The proposed abandonment of this rail line segment would not have adverse impacts on 
groundwater resources, given the small size the project and the limited productivity of 
groundwater in the area. Because abandonment of the rail line would require relatively little 
earthwork, the project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration patterns in the 
area. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetafion. Existing vegetation control practices along the right-of-way would be 
disconfinued after salvaging operations are completed Opportunisfic plant species would quickly 
revegetate the cleared railbed and it would eventually evolve to a natural state. Therefore, the 
overall impact of the proposed abandonment on vegetation along the right-of-way should be 
beneficial. 

Wildlife, The proposed abandonment would have beneficial long-term impacts on most 
animal species that occupy terrestnal habitats adjacent to the rail line The proposed abandonment 
could ease territonai movements and enhance the quality of habitat available to wildlife. Any 
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potentially adverse impacts associated with salvaging or other construction-related activities would 
be temporary and would not result in permanent loss of wildlife species. 

Erosion and sedimentation caused by salvaging operations, particulariy bridge deck and span 
removal, could affect downstream aquatic communities. However adverse impacts to fish 
populations and habitats are not anticipated, provided that UP/SP follow permit requirements for 
soil erosion and sedimentation control measures and undertake adequate mitigation measures 
when salvaging takes place on soils that are prone to erosion. Mitigation measures could include 
implementing enhanced erosion and sedimentation controls such as planting a rapidly-growing 
vegetation cover, increasing the storage capacity and detenfion periods for sediment basins, and 
conducting more frequent inspections. Salvage activities are not expected to create long-term 
negative impacts on v/ater turbidity (i,e., degree of clarity) or exisfing fish populafions and their 
habitat. 

Threatened and Endangered Species The proposed abandonment would have no impact 
on threatened and endangered species This determination is based on the lack of any recorded 
occurrences at or near the project site, the lack of any cntical or suitable habitat at the project site, 
and the lack of any observations of occurrences of such species during site visits. 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuaries No parks, preserves, refuges or 
sanctuaries would be affected by the proposed abandonment. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The proposed abandonment would have no impact on historic or cultural resources. Based 
on SEA'S consultations with the Illinois SHPO, it has been detennined that removal of the track and 
roadbed above the concrete arch structure at MP 132 47 would not impact that structure, which 
IS potenfiaily eligible for the NRHP. 

Based on SEA's initial consultations wiih the SHPO in Illinois, no known or documented 
archaeological sites exist along the rail line segment proposed for abandonment. However, there 
is the potential for adverse impacts on undocumented archaeological sites, SEA's recommended 
mitigation measures include provisions for continued Section 106 consultation to address discovery 
and treatment of archaeological sites during the abandonment or salvage process. 

Safety 

SEA'S review ofthe VISTA database and UP safety records indicates that the gasoline spill 
at MP 116.6 has been remediated. Because the disturbance resulting from removal of rail and ties 
is limited to minor surface disturbance, no hazardous waste and safety impacts are expected as 
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m 
a result ofthe proposed abandonment. In addition, the probability of a major spill of hazardous or 

oxic matenals dunng salvage operations is very small. However, in the unlikely event that such 

'a spill occurs at the abandonment site, drainage ditches are expected to retain the contaminated 

runoff. Overall, the proposeo abandonment would not be expected to increase the probability or 

conseguences of hazardous waste contamination 

The discontinuance of rail service between Edwardsville and Madison would eliminate the 

need for 11 grade crr)ssings and remove the potenfiai for vehicle/train accidents. 

Transportation 

Coal trains currently using this segment would be interchanged to Norfolk Southern at 

DeCamp, rath,ir than at Eawardsville, SEA concludes there would be no impacts on iocal traffic. 

Air Quality 

The operation of heavy equipment would be the primary source of pollutant emissions dunng 

salvage activities The pollutants resulfing from such activities typically consist of: 

Particulate matter volatile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), and 

nitrogen oxides (NOJ, resulting from the combustion of diesel fuel. 

Fugitive dust emissions along the nght of-way and unimproved roads, resulfing from 

the operafion of heavy equipment. 

All ofthe emissions from salvaging operations would occur in an air quality attainment area. The 

fugitive particulate emissions, which would be of pnmary concern, can be controlled by UP/SP 

operators using water sprays or other suitable dust suppressants Other emissions associated with 

salvaging operations (VOCs, CO, and NOJ generally would be minor and of short durafion. It 

should be noted that salvage activities themselves would be temporary in nature and would have 

insignificant, temporary effects on air quality. 

Post-abandonment pollutant emissions along the right-of-way would be substantially reduced, 

due to the elimination of rail traffic and rail line maintenance acfivities. 

Noise 

As discussed in Secfion 5.2 3, current rail traffic along this rail line consists of seven trains 

per day These trains contribute to increased noise leveis between DeCamp and Edwardsville 

Automobile and tmck traffic contnbute to noise levels in the vicinity ofthe 11 grade crossings along 

the rail line. 
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Rail service and associated noise would cease as a resuit of the proposed abandonment 
The proposed alr^ndonment also would include removal of rails, ties, plates, spikes, railroad-
related ufilities, signaling devices, and most and bridges These salvaging activities would require 
the use of trucks and front-end loaders, as well as cranes at larger bridges. Noise generated by 
such salvage equipment generally would be less than the 65-70 dBA If vel reported for typical 
trains. Equipment-generated noise, however, might be more frequent and last longer than noise 
from passing trains, since the equipment would remain relatively stationary for up to two days as 
each mile of track is dismantled and removed. Following salvage acfivities, elevated noise levels 
from all rail-related acfions would be eliminated 

Minor changes in vehicular traffic levels and patterns also would occur in the vicinity of the 
right-of-way dunng and after salvage operafions. Traffic levels at most of the 11 grade crossings 
on the rail line would be comparable to existing levels dunng and after salvage activifies Small 
increases in traffic could occur during salvaging at grade crossings near communities where the 
salvaging work force is operating This temporanly increased traffic would result in small or 
impercepfible changes in existing traffic noise. 

Because the permanent elimination of noise from rail traffic along the DeCamp to 
Edwardsville line is expected to outweigh the temporarily increased noise ot salvaging and local 
road traffic, human and wildlife receptors located near the line wouid generally benefit from a long-
term reduction in noise levels, 

5.2.5 Potential Environmental impacts of Alternative Action 

Altematives to the proposed abandonment would mclude denial (and therefore no change 
in operations), discontinuance of service without abandonment, and continued operation by another 
operator In any of these cases, the existing quality of the human environment and energy 
consumption should not be affected, 

5.2.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considering the potenfiai environmental impacts of the rail line segment abandonments 
planned as part ofthe proposed UP/SP merger, SEA sent consultation letters to various Federal, 
state, and local agencies on January 29, 1996 These letters, samples of which are included in 
Volume 5. Appendix D, Exhibits D-1 through D-9, provided early notification of this EA and 
requested informafion and comments on the effects to the environment of the proposed merger and 
related abandonment and construction projects Each letter included a state information packet 
and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals, A sample packet is shown in Volume 
5, Appendix D, Exhibft D-10, SEA conta'^ed agencies by telephone to alert them to the distribution 
ofthe consultation letter and to confirm its receipt The Applicant also contacted these agencies 
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m 
in preparation of the Environmental Report which accompanied the merger application. That 

correspondence and all responses were reviewed, verified, and considered oy SEA in the 

reparation of this EA. 

All comments received (through mid March, 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Exhibits E-1 through E-11, As necessary, SEA conducted 

additional consultafion with agencies as shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Table E-1 Agency 

comments regarding the proposed abandonments are summarized below: 

National Resources Conservation Service recommends that alternative actions take 

into account the adverse effect that could occur if rail lines are abandoned. 

• Illinois Environmental Protection Agency advises that a General NPDES Permit for 

storm water discharges associated with construction site activifies is required for any 

disturbance of five or more acres. For any abandonment site that totals five or more 

acres of disturbed land, submittal Illinois EPA Notice of Intent forms is required 48 

hours before beginning construction, 

5.2.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This section highlights the mitigafion measures that various parties, consulted in the process 

of preparing the EA for the proposed merger, have requested: 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency requires a General NPDES Permit for 

storm water discharges associated with any abandonment site that totals five or 

more acres of disturbed land. 

5.2.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This section contains the mitigation measures that SEA recommends that the Board impose 

in any final decision approving this proposed abandonment of the DeCamp to Edwardsville line, 

SEA will consider all comments on the EA in making its final recommendation to the Board The 

Board will consider SEA's recommendations and the environmental record in making its final 

decision SEA recommended mitigafion is as follows 

Land Use 

1. UP/SP shall observe all applicable Federal, state, and local regulafions regarding 

handling and disposal of any waste matenals. including hazardous waste, 

encountered or generated dunng salvage of the proposed rail line. 
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2. UP/SP shall dispose of all matenals that cannot be reused in accordance with 

state and local solid waste management regulations. 

3. UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed during right-of-

way salvaging activities to pre-salvagmg conditions, 

4. Before undertaking any salvage activifies, UP/SP shall consult with any 

potenfiaily affected Amencan Indian Tribes. 

Water Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate technologies, such as silt screens, to minimize soil 

erosion during salvaging UP/SP shall disturb the smallest area possible around 

streams and tnbutanes and shall revegetate disturbed areas immediately 

following salvage operations, 

2. UP/SP shall assure that all culverts are clear from debris to avoid potential 

flooding and stream flow alteration, in accordance with Federal, state and local 

regulations. 

3. UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal, state and local permits if salvaging 

activities require the alteration of wetlands, ponds, lakes, streams, or rivers, or 

if these activities would cause soil or other materials to wash into these water 

resources. UP/SP shall use appropnate techniques to minimize impacts to water 

bodies and wetlands, such as positioning salvaging equipment on barges, 

matting, or skids. 

Biological Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to encourage regrov»rth in disturbed 

areas and to stabilize disturbed soils. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1, If previously unknown archaeological remains are found during salvage activities, 

UP/SP shall cease work m the area and immediately contact the Illinois SHPO. 

Safety 

1. UP/SP shall transport all hazardous materials generated by salvage activities in 
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compliance with the U S, Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier 

Safety Regulafions (49 CFR Parts 171 to 179), 

Transportation 

1, UP/SP shall use appropnate signs and barncades to control traffic disruptions 

during abandonment acfivities at and near grade crossings. 

2, UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed during abandonment acfivities to conditions 

as required by state and local regulations. 

Air Quality 

UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 

regarding the control of fugitive dust Fugitive dust emissions created dunng 

salvage operafions shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 

spraying, installation of wind barriers, and chemical treatment dunng 

salvaging 

Noise 

1. UP/SP shall control temporary noise from construction equipment through the 

use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery. 

5.3 Barr to Girard (UP) 

Docket No AB-33 (Sub-No, 96) 

5.3.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed merger includes the abandonment of a 38,4-mile rail line segment between 

Barr and Girard. from MP 51,0 to MP 89,4 (see Figure 5-3), Barr is located in Menard County, 

approxim.ately 15 miles north of Springfield, Girard is located in Macoupin County, approximately 

25 miles south of Springfield, Following the abandonment, all through traffic would be diverted to 

a north-south route that would operate over the Chicago & Illinois Midland from Barr to Spnngfield 

and over an SP line from Spnngfield to St. Louis. 

Generally, on the line proposed for abandonment, UP/SP would remove the rails, ties, ballast, 

and ancillary equipment (i.e., communications, signals) and grade crossings Depending on 
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whether there is a proposed adaptive reuse of the right-of-way, the bndges may or may not be 

removed Most salvage and removal acfivities would occur within the existing right-of-way The 

right-of-way would then be available depending on the condition ofthe tifie held by the railroad, 

for conversion to alternative uses such as recreation (trail use), linear public utility transmission, 

local transportation corndor expansion of adjacent land uses, or in some instances, a combinafion 

of some or all of the above 

5.3.2 Alternative Actions Considered 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment acfion include: (1) disconfinuance of service with 

no abandonment; (2) contmued operations by another carrier; and (3) the no acfion alternative (i e,, 

denial of the abandonment) Under each of these alternatives there would be no significant impact 

to the environment. 

5.3.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

Land uses along the 38,4-mile rail line between Barr and Girard are primarily agricultural; 

approximately 80 percent of the comdor is cropland or pasture Pnme agncultural land has not 

been identified adjacent to the rail line 

The next most common land uses are residential areas associated with the towns of 

Spnngfield and Girard, and commercial areas associated with the towns of Archer, Curran, Lick, 

and Compro, 

Less common land uses along the rail line include confined feeding operafions north of 

Archer, mixed urban use near Curran. and other urban use west o^the Virden Cemetery in northern 

Macoupin County. 

Water Resources 

The proposed abandonment crosses 23 streams, including an unnamed tributary of Town 

Creek, Cantrall Creek, the Sangamon River, Spring Creek, Little Panther Creek, Sugar Creek, and 

Otter Creek. It also crosses two canals, culverts and ditches In addition, two streams, eight water 

bodies, and one canal are located adjacent to the rail corridor The NWI maps indicate that more 

tnan 64 wefiands are dispersed along the corndor. occurnng both in and adjacent to the existing 

right-of-way. These palustrine and riverine wefiands are associated with Cantrall Creek. 

Sangamon River. Spring Creek. Little Panther Creek, Sugar Creek, and Otter Creek, According 

to Federal Emergency Management Agency Flood Insurance Rate Maps, several portions of this 
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FIGURE 5-3 
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proposed abandonment segment from Barr to Girard are located within a 100-year floodplain 

including a broad area associated with Spnng Creek near the City of Spnngfield in Sangamon 

County, and a narrow area associated with Sugar Creek near the City of Virden in Macoupin 

County, 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation, Existing vegetation within the right-of-way corridor is typically ruderal weeds, 

having been disturbed by past rail construction and current rail activities. A large tract of deciduous 

forest and numerous wetlands are located adjacent to the proposed rail abandonment corndor 

between developed or farmed lands. 

Wildlife, The right-of-way provides habitat for a variety of terrestrial wildlife species includmg 

mammals, reptiles, and birds The area likely supports mammals such as rabbits, voles, mice, and 

fox Species typically adapted to both urban and rural areas are also likely and may include 

opossum, raccoon, skunk, and deer A variety of bird species likely ufilize the forested and 

agncultural areas for both nesting and foraging These species may include hawks, owls, 

woodpeckers, flycatchers, wrens, and warblers 

The wetland areas provide habitat for a variety of wildlife species The open water areas are 

likely to be used by vanous turtles, frogs, and salamanders, as wel! as many invertebrates, dunng 

reproduction and eariy life-stages Tolerant invertebrates, including beetles, air-breathing snaiis, 

and insect larvae, are present The presence of water also attracts many of the terrestrial species 

noted above and acts as a bathing and drinking area. 

Threatened and Endangered Soecies SEA consulted USFWS regarding threatened and 

endangered species in the area of the proposed rail line abandonment between Barr and Girard 

The USFWS staff indicated that three Federally-listed threatened or endangered species are Known 

to occur in the vicinity of the proposed abandonment project These species include the 

endangered bald eagle {Halaeetus leucocephalus). the endangered Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis). 

and the threatened eastern praine fringed orchid {Platanthera leucophaea) No occurrences of 

these species are known or recorded on or near the project site Field observafions on site also 

indicated no occurrences of these species. There is no critical habitat known or recorded in the 

vicinity of the proposed abandonment. 

SEA also consulted IDC regarding state-listed threatened or endangered species m the area 

of the proposed rail line abandonment between Barr and Girard, The IDC staff indicated that the 

federal candidate species loggerhead shnke {Lanius ludovicianus) is also a state-listed threatened 

species which has a record of occurrence in Sangamon County, approximately one mile west of 

the proposed rail abandonment line and could potentially occur in the vicinity of the proposed 
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abandonment. Field observations on site indicated no occurrence of this species. There is no 

,cntical habitat known or recorded in the vicinity ofthe proposed abandonment. 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuaries The only public land (Federal state, 

or municipal parks, refuges or management areas) cr non-profit managed area (nature preserves, 

registry natural areas) that occurs within 5 miles of the proposed abandonment is the Lincoln-New 

Salem State Park, 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The Barr to Girard abandonment is part of a rail line constructed in 1914 by the St, Louis, 

Prairie & Northwestern Railway Company. The line was subsequently acquired by the CNW and 

in 1995 by the UP There are 26 wooden or steel bndges on the proposed 38 4-mile 

abandonment, all constructed between 1912 and 1939 Of these 26 bndges 3 deck truss bndges 

and 2 concrete arch bndges appear potentially eligible for lisfing on the NRHP, 

Riveted, deck truss bridge (1913) with lattice members and a plate-girder deck 

approach span at MP 57,28. 

Riveted, deck truss bridge over Spring Creek (1913) with lattice members and 

concrete approach spans at MP 60.74 

• Riveted, deck truss bridge (1920) with lattice members over Lick Creek at 69.45. 

Three-span, concrete arch bridge over Sugar Creek at MP 82.12. 

• Three-span, concrete arch bndge at MP 87.04. 

The remaining bridges are potentially historic because of their age but are of modest scale 

and are undistinguished in design, and SEA believes that none meet the criteria for inclusion in the 

NRHP. A review of National Register listings did not identify any additional histonc structures or 

archaeological sites in the project vicinity UP track evaluation videotapes were examined for the 

entire iength of the abandonment and showed no additional structures within the project area. 

Consultafion has been inifiated with the Illinois SHPO to confirm these findings. 

SEA's initial consultations with the Illinois SHPO determined that no documented 

archaeological sites have been identified aiong the rail line segment proposed for abandonment. 

However, as part of the Section 106 consultation process, site-specific field surveys couid be 

required by a SHPO to venfy that no archaeological resources would be disturbed or destroyed by 

the abandonment or related salvage activities 

Safety 

SEA's review ofthe VISTA database indicated that no hazardous waste sites were identified 
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along the proposed abandonment. 

Transportation 

The proposed abandonment is along a fomier CNW line that serves as one of the UP routes 

between Chicago and St. Louis Current rail traffic on the segment is 4 trains per day. 

There are 26 grade crossings located along this segment for local roads which carry low 
traffic volumes 

Air Quality 

The Barr to Girard rail line is located in AQCR 75 West Central Illinois Currenfiy, AQCR 75 

IS in attainment with the NAAQS for all pollutants 

Noise 

Rail, automobile and truck traffic are the primary sources of noise in this predominantly rural 

region of Illinois, The current level of train traffic on the darr to Girard rail line (4 trains per day) 

generates an estimated L̂ ^ noise level of 65 dBA at a Jistance of approximately 69 feet without 

horns (224 feet with horns). 

Automobiles and trucks are the major sou; oes of noise in the vicinity of the 26 grade 

crossings found along the line Noise levels at 50 feet from individual automobiles and trucks are 

estimated to be approximately 70 to 75 and 80 to 85 dBA, respectively. However, as noted above, 

traffic levels at most of these road crossmgs are relatively low and there are few receptors for the 

automobile and truck noise. Most residences in the vicinity of the Barr to Girard are associated 

with the small communities of Archer, Curran, Lick and Compro. However, isolated and small 

clusters of other homes are found at several locations along the line, 

5.3.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

The proposed abandonment would change the existing land use designafion of the railroad 

right-of-way from active railroad use to an inactive status It is estimated that approximately 619 

acres of land would be affected by this change. Salvaging acfivities generally would not disturb 

adjacent land uses, although the removal of some bridges could require the use of construction 

equipment outside of the rail line right-of-way and property. Any adjacent land that would be 

disturbed by salvage activities would be restored by UP/SP to its original condition. The proposed 
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abandonment would not affect any prime farmlands. 

Water Resources 

Salvaging activities associated with the proposed abandonment would include removing rails 

ties, spikes, plates, railroad-related utilities, signaling devices, and possibly some bndge spans and 

decking Bndge removal could disturb small areas of soil, and has the potential to increase soil 

erosion and sedimentation of adjacent water bodies. Soil disturbance from the removal of the other 

materials is expected to be negligible. Actions to control erosion and sedimentation could include 

using sediment bamers (e g,, silt fences and straw bale dikes), diversion ditches, and sediment 

collecfion basins Enhanced controls, such as increasing the storage capacity of sediment basins 

and conducting more frequent inspections and maintenance, also may be required in areas where 

soils are particulariy susceptible to erosion The measures selected would need to be site-specific 

and would depend on local soil conditions, topography, the extent of disturbance proposed, 

proximity to water bcdies, and applicable Federal, state or local regulafions, 

Bndge abutments would remain in piace following salvage operations. These abutments are 

generally long-lived, and are not expected to fail or collapse in the near future from normal 

deterioration and aging 

Applicable Federal and state permits would be obtained by UP/SP if salvage activities would 

disturb nafive soils and vegetation in adjacent water bodies, floodplains, and/or wetlands The only 

salvage acfivity that has the potenfiai to disturb these areas would be bridge span, deck, or pier 

removal. Most bridges could be dismantled by equipment that wouid be positioned on railbeds or 

in upland areas Dismantling long bndges that are located over open surface water bodies and 

associated floodplains or wefiands could require using equipment within these protected areas. 

UP/SP's compliance with Federal and state permit requirements would ensure minimal 

impacts to these water bodies and associated floodplains and wetlands Actions that could be 

taken by UP/SP to minimize or avoid impacts include placing equipment on barges, matting or 

skids. The measures selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on local wetland 

and floodplain characteristics, topography, the nature and duration of the proposed activity, 

proximity to floodplain and wefiand, and the applicable Federal, state, and local regulations. 

Culverts along the rail line segment could be dammed by debris which could cause flooding 

and alter stream flows Dunng salvage operations, UP/SP would be required to open all culverts 

to avoid flooding and stream flow alterafions. These activities would be conducted In accordance 

with Federal, state and local regulations. 

The proposed abandonment of this rail line segment would not have adverse impacts on 
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groundwater resources, given the small size of the project and the limited productivity of 

groundwater in the area Because abandonment of the rail line would require relatively little 

earthwork, the project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration patterns in the 

area. 

Biological Resources 

Wildlife, The proposed abandonment vvould have beneficial long-term impacts on most 

animal species that occupy terrestrial habitats adjacent to the rail line. The proposed abandonment 

could ease territorial movements and enhance the quality of habitat available to wildlife Any 

potentially adverse impacts associated with salvaging or other construction-related activities would 

be temporary and would not result in permanent loss of wildlife species. 

Erosion and sedimentafion caused by salvaging operations particulariy bridge deck and span 

removal, could affect downstream aquatic communities However, adverse impacts to fish 

populations and habitats are not anticipated, provided that UP/SP follow permit requirements for 

soil erosion and sec'imentation control measures and undertake adequate mitigation measures 

when salvaging takes place on soils that are prone to erosion. Mitigation measures could include 

implemenfing enhanced erosion and sedimentafion controls such as planfing a rapidly-growing 

vegetation cover, increasing the storage capacity and detention penods for sediment basins, and 

conducting more frequent inspections. Salvage activities are not expected to create long-term ^ H i \ 

negafive impacts on water turbidity (i,e.. degree of clarity) or exisfing fish populations and their 

habitat. 

Threatened and Endangered Species Although USFWS and IDC have indicated that listed 

threatened or endangered species have occurred in the general area of the proposed 

abandonment. SEA concludes that no effects on such species or their critical habitat are 

anticipated. This determination is based on the lack of any recorded occurrences at or near the 

project site, the lack of any crifical or suitable habitat at the project site, and the lack of any 

observations of occurrences of such species dunng site visits. 

Parks. Forest Preserves, and Sanctuaries. There are no parks, preserves, or sanctuanes 

near the proposed abandonment Therefore, no impacts are anticipated due to the localized nature 

of salvage operations. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The Illinois SHPO has indicated the proposed abandonment would affect the three deck tmss 

bridges at MP 57,28, MP 60,74 and MP 69,45, Secfion 106 consultafion has been initiated with 

the SHPO regarding eligibility of these bridges and potenfiai effects. Accordingly, the UP/SP would 
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be required under SEA's recommended mitigafion to retain its interest in and take no steps to alter 

^these bndges unti! the Section 106 process has been completed for these structures. 

Based on SEA's inifial consultafions with the Illinois SHPO, no known or documented 

archaeological sites exist along the rail line segment proposed for abandonment However, there 

is the potenfiai for adverse impacts on undocumented archaeological sites SEA's recommended 

mitigafion measures include provisions for confinued Section 106 consultation to address discovery 

and treatment of archaeological sites during the abandonment or salvage process. 

Safety 

There are no known hazardous material sites within the railroad right-of-way Therefore, 

because the disturbance resulting from removal of rail and ties is limited to minor surface 

disturbance, no hazardous waste and safety impacts are expected as a result of the proposed 

abandonment. In addition, the probability of a major spill of haza dous or toxic materials dunng 

salvage operations is very small. However, in the unlikely event that such a spill occurs at the 

abandonment site, drainage ditches are expected to retain the contaminated runoff. Overall, the 

proposed abandonment would not be expected to increase the probability or consequences of 

hazardous waste contamination. 

The discontinuance of rail service between Barr and Girard would eliminate the need for 26 

grade crossings and remove tne potential for vehicle/train accidents. 

Transportation 

Following the abandonment, all through traffic would be diverted to an alternate north-south 

route. This rerouting would result in the diversion of local traffic consisting of plastic resin and 

fertilizer shipments to tmcks. This diversion impact is not substantial, totalling only 38 railcars per 

year 

Air Quality 

The operation of heavy equipment would be the primary source of pollutant emissions during 

salvage activities. The pollutants resulting from such activifies typically consist of: 

• Particulate matter, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), and 

nitrogen oxides (NOJ, resulfing from the combusfion of diesel .uei. 

• Fugitive dust emissions along the right-of-way and unimproved roads, resulting from 

the operation of heavy equipment. 
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All ofthe emiissicns from salvaging operations would occur in an air quality attainment area 

The fugitive particulate emissions, which would be of pnmary concern, can be controlled by UP/SP 

operators using water sprays or other suitable dust suppressants Other emissions associated with 

salvaging operations (VOCs, CO and NO.) generally would be minor and of short duration It 

should be noted that salvage activities themselves would be temporary m nature and would have 

insignificant, temporary effects on air quality. 

Post-abandonment pollutant emissions along the nght-of-way would be substantially reduced, 

due to the elimination of rail traffic and rail line maintenance activities 

Noise 

As discussed in Section 5 3,3, four trains per day currently operate between Barr and Girard, 

Automobile and tmck traffic contnbute to noise levels in the vicinity ofthe 26 grade crossings along 

the rail line. 

Salvaging operations associated with ti.e abandonment would cause temporary increases 

in noise levels. This would occur during the removal of rails, ties, plates, spikes, railroad-related 

utilities, signaling devices and most bridges These salvaging acfivities would require the use of 

trucks and front-end loaders as well as cranes at larger bridges Noise generated by such salvage 

equipment generally would be iess than the 65-70 dBA level reported for typical trains. Equipment-

generated rioise however, might be more frequent and last longer than noise from passing trains, 

since the equipment woulc remain relatively stationary for up to two days as each mile of track is 

dismantled and removed Following salvage activities elevated noise levels from all rail-related 

actions would be eliminated. 

Minor changes in vehicular traffic levels and patterns also would occur in the vicinity ofthe 

nght-of-way dunng and after salvage operations. Traffic levels at most of the 26 grade crossings 

on the rail line would be comparable to existing levels dunng and after salvage activities Small 

increases in traffic could occur dunng salvaging at grade crossings near communities where the 

salvaging work force is operating This temporanly increased traffic would result in small or 

imperceptible changes in existing traffic noise 

Upon completion of salvaging acfivifies, all rail service and associated noise would cease. 

This permanent elimination of noise from rail traffic along the Barr to Girard is expected to outweigh 

the temporanly increased noise of salvaging and local road traffic Human and wildlife receptors 

located near the iine would generally benefit from a long-term reducfion in noise levels. 
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5.3.5 Potential Environmental Impacts of Alternative Action 

Alternafives to the proposed abandonment would include denial (and therefore no change 

in operations), disconfinuance of service without abandonment, and continued operation by another 

operator In any of these cases, the existing quality of the human environment and energy 

consumpfion should not be affected 

5.3.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considering the potential environmental impacts ofthe rail line segment abandonments 

planned as part ofthe proposed UP/SP merger SEA sent consultation letters to vanous Federal, 

state, and local agencies on January 29, 1996 These letters, samples of which are included in 

Volume 5, Appendix D Exhibits D-1 through D-9 provided early notification of this EA and 

requested information and comments on the effects to the environment cf the proposed merger and 

related abandonment and construction projects Each letter included a state information packet 

and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals A sample packet is shown m Volume 

5, Appendix D, Exhibit D-10, SEA contacted agencies by telephone to alert them to the distnbution 

of the consultation letter and to confirm its receipt. The Applicant also contacted these agencies 

in preparation of the Environmental Report which accompanied the merger applicafion. That 

correspondence and all responses were reviewed, verified, and considered by SEA in the 

preparation of this EA. 

All comments received (through mid March. 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5. Appendix E. Exhibits E-1 through E-11 As necessary, SEA conducted 

additional consultation with agencies as shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Table E-1, Agency 

comments regarding the proposed abandonments are summarized below; 

• Nafional Resources Conservation Service recommends that alternative actions 

take into account the adverse effect that could occur if rail lines are abandoned, 

• Illinois Environmental Protection Agency advises that a General NPDES Permit 

for storm water discharges associated with constmction site activities is required 

for any disturiDance of five or more acres. For any abandonment site that totals 

five or more acres of disturbed land, submittal of Illinois EPA Notice of Intent 

forms is required 48 hours before beginning construcfion 

Consultation with the Illinois State Histonc Preservation Officer regarding 

National Register of Histonc Places eligibility and effects has been initiated, 

Potenfiai mitigation is dependent on their responses. 
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5.3.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This secfion highlights the mitigation measures that various parties, consulted in the process 

of preparing the EA for the proposed merger, have requested: 

• Illinois Environmenta! Protection Agency requires a General NPDES Permit for 

storm water discharges associated with any abandonment site that totals five or 

more acres of disturbed land 

5.3.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This secfion contains the mifigation measures that SEA recommends that the Board impose 

in any final decision approving this proposed abandonment of the Barr to Girard line SEA will 

consider all comments on the EA m making its final recommendation to the Board The Board will 

consider SEA's recommendations and the environmental record in making its final decision, SEA 

recommended mifigafion is as follows: 

Land Use 

1. UP/SP shall observe all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations regarding 

handling and disposal of any waste matenals, including hazardous waste 

encountered or generated dunng salvage of the proposed rait line, 

2. UP/SP shall dispose of all matenals that cannot be reused in accordance with 

state and local solid waste management regulations. 

3. UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed dunng right-of-

way salvaging activities to pre-salvaging condifions, 

4. Before undertaking any salvage activities, UP/SP shall consult with any 

potentialiy affected American Indian Tnbes. 

Water Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate technologies, such as silt screens, to minimize soil 

erosion dunng salvaging, UP/SP shall disturb the smallest area possible around 

streams and tributanes and shall revegetate disturbed areas immediately 

following salvage operefions. 

2. UP/SP shall assure that al! culverts are clear from debris to avoid potential 
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flooding and stream flow alteration, in accordance with Federal, state and local 
regulations. 

3. UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal, state, and local permits if salvaging 
activities require the alteration of wetlands, ponds, lakes, streams, or nvers. or 
if these activities would cause soil or other matenals to wash into these water 
resources UP/SP shall use appropnate techniques to minimize impacts to water 
bodies and wefiands, such as posifioning salvaging equipment on barges, 
matting, or skids. 

Biological Resources 

1, UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to encourage regrowth in disturbed 

areas and to stabilize disturbed soils. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1, UP/SP shall photograph and prepare written documentation on the history of the 
deck truss bndges at MP 57 28, MP 60 74 and MP 69,45 and the concrete 
bridges at MP 82 12 and MP 87 04 and submit to the Illinois SHPO UP/SP shall 
retain their interest in and take no step to alter the listed bndges, until the Section 
105 process of the National Histonc Preservation Act (16 USC 470f, as 
amended) has been completed for these structures. 

2. If previously unknown archaeological remains are found during salvage 
operafions. UP/SP shall cease work and immediately contact the Illinois SHPO. 

Safety 

UP/SP shall transport all hazardous matenals generated by salvage activities in 
compliance with the U S, Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier 
Safety Regulations (49 CFR Parts 171 to 179). 

Transportation 

1. UP/SP shall use appropnate signs and barricades to control traffic disruptions 
during abandonment activities at and near grade crossings. 

2. UP/SP shall restore roads disturtsed dunng abandonment activities to condifions 

as required by state and local regulations. 
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Air Quality 

Noise 

UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 

regarding the control of fugitive dust Fugit ve dust emissions created during 

salvage operations shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 

spraying, installation of wind bamers and chemical treatment dunng salvaging 

UP/SP shall control temporary noise from construction equipment through the 

use of work hour controls and maintenance of mufflei- systems on machinery. 
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C H A P T E R 6.0 
K A N S A S 

This chapter analyzes the potential environmental impacts of rail line segments m Kansas 

that UP/SP propose to abandon and/or discontinue service on as part of the proposed merger The 

rail line segments proposed for abandonment and/or discontinuance of service are: 

Whitewater to Newton. Kansas (UP) — Docket No AB-3 (Sub-No 132x). 

Hope to Bridgeport, Kansas (UP) : 

Docket No AB-3 (Sub-No, 131) - UP Abandonment 

Docket No AB-8 (Sub-No 37) - D&RGW Disconfinuance of Service, 

Detailed descnptions of each proposed abandonment and discontinuance by location, 

alternative actions considered, the existing environment, the potenfiai environmental impacts, and 

recommended mitigation measures, are providecJ below 

6.1 Whitewater to Newton (UP) 

Docket No, AB-3 (Sub-No 132X) 

6.1.1 Proposed Action 

As part ofthe proposed merger, UP/SP intend to abandon a 9-mile rail line segment between 

Whitewater to Newton, from MP 476,0 to MP 485,0 (see Figure 6-1), Whitewater is located in 

Butler County, approximately 20 miles northeast of Wichita Newton is located m Harvey County, 

approximately 20 miles north of Wichita The proposed abandonment is along the UP McPherson 

Branch, Following the proposed merger, through traffic now using this segment would be diverted 

onto the SP Tucumcan line. 

Generally, on the abandoned line, UP/SP would remove the rails, fies, ballast, buildings, 

ancillary equipment (i.e., communicafions, signals), and grade crossings. Depending on whether 

there is a proposed adaptive reuse of the right-of-way. the bndges may or may not be removed. 

Most salvage and removal activities would occur within the exisfing nght-of-way. The right-of-way 

would then be available for conversion to alternative uses such as recreation (trail use), linear 

public utility transmission, local transportation corridor, expansion of adjacent uses, or in some 

instances, a combinafion of some or all of the above. 

6.1.2 Alternative Actions Considered 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment action include: (1) discontinuance of service with 

no abandonment; (2) continued operations by another carrier; and (3) the no action aiternative (i.e., 
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denial of the abandonment). Under each of these alternatives there would be no significant impact 

to the environment. 

6.1.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

Land use along the 9-mile rail line between Whitewater and Newton is neariy 100 percent 

cropland and pasture. 

A less common land use along the rail line is residential/commercial The small communities 

of Annelly and McLains are found along the right-of-way. The right-of-way also crosses four 

underground pipelines. Prime agncultural lands have not been identified adjacent to the rail line 

Water Resources 

The proposed abandonment crosses 13 streams, and is adjacent to 3 addifional streams 

National Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps indicate 13 wetlands within or adjacent to the exisfing nght-

of-way proposed for abandonment. Each of these are small palustnne wettands associated with 

streams crossed by the rail line. The rail line also crosses the 100-year floodplains of the 

Whitewater, Gypsum, Wildcat, and Lester Creeks and several other unnamed tributaries 

Biological Resources 

Vegetafion. Existing vegetafion within the right-of-way corridor is typically ruderal weeds 

having been disturbed by past rail construction and current rail activities. Pasture and palustrine 

wetlands are located adjacent to the proposed abandonment corndor between deve'oped or farmed 

lands. 

Wildlife, The vegetation around Whitewater is a combinafion of native grasses and 

agncultural species, pnmanly wheat Typical wildlife species found in the native grass/shortgrass 

prairie areas include larger mammals such as white-tailed deer and coyote, smaller mammals such 

as cotton-tail rabbit and jackrabbit, and avian species such as red-tailed hawk, pheasant, great-

horned owl, and quail 

The we rind a 'i*^ ^ '>vide habitat for a variety of wildlife species. The open water areas are 

likely to be used b^ v.'-^-' ?, frogs, and salamanders, as well as many invertebrates, dunng 

reproduction and f.i.: v :ife : .ages. Tolerant inve.tebrates, includmg beettes. air-breathing snails, 

and insect larvae, are prese nt. The water also attracts many of the terrestrial species noted above 

for bathing and drinking 
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FIGURE 6-1 

UP.'SP RAILROAD MERGER 
PROPOSED ABANDONMENT 

WHITEWATER - NEWTON, KANSAS 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
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Threatened and Endangered Species SEA consulted USFWS regarding threatened and 

endangered species in the area of the proposed rail line abandonment between Whitewater and 

Nev/ton The USFWS staff indicated that no federally listed threatened or endangered species 

would be adversely affected by the proposed abandonment. 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuaries No parks, preserves, refuges or 

sanctuanes occur in or around the proposed abandonment corndor. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The Whitewater to Newton rail line was constructed in 1885 by the Ellsworth, McPherson, 

Newton & Southwestem Railway, subsequently the Missoun Pacific Railroad Company There are 

two wooden bndges, constructed in 1939 and 1940. on the proposed 9-mile abandonment. 

Although potentially histonc because of their age, these bndges are of modest scale and are 

undistinguished in design, and, based on SEA's evaluation, do not meet the cnteria for inclusion 

on the Nafional Register of Historic Places (NRHP), Consultation with the Kansas SHPO has been 

initiated to confirm these findings. 

SEA's review of NRHP lists and specific informafion provided by the Kansas State Historical 

Society, Cultural Resources Division (Kansas SHPO) indicated no recorded archaeological sites 

or National Register sites in the immediate project area However, as part of the Secfion 106 

consultation process, site-specific field surveys could be required by a SHPO to verify that no 

archaeological resources would be disturbed or destroyed by the abandonment or related salvage 

activities, SEA'S review of UP records and track evaluation videos for the entire length of the 

abandonment indicated no additional structures within the project area 

Safety 

SEA'S review of the VISTA database and UP safety records indicated no hazardous waste 

sites within the nght-of-way on the Whitewater to Newton segment. 

Transportation 

Currently, the Whitewater to Newton line serves as the UP route to McPherson It carries 

one through train per day and no local traffic If the proposed merger is approved, the through 

traffic would be rerouted to the SP Tucumcan line. 

There are two grade crossings located along the rail line. Both of these involve local roads 

that carry very low daily traffic volumes. 
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Air Quality 

The Whitewater to Nev.'̂ on rail line is located in Air Quality Control Region (AQCR) 96: North 

Central Kansas, Currently, AQCR 96 is in attainment with the National Ambient Air Quality 

Standards (NAAQS) for all pollutants. 

Noise 

Rail, automobile, and truck traffic are the pnmary sources of noise in this predominantly rural 

region of Kansas Along much of the Whitewater to Newton line, rail traffic is the primary noise 

source The current level of train traffic on the Whitewater to Newicn rail line (one train per day) 

generates an estimated La„ noise level of 65 dBA at a distance of approximately 30 feet without 

horns (110 feet with horns). 

Automobiles and trucks also contnbute to the noise levels in the vicinity of the two grade 

crossings found along the line. Noise levels at 50 feet from individual automobiles and trucks are 

estimated to be approximately 70 to 75 and 80 to 85 dBA respectively However, as noted above, 

traffic levels at these grade crossings are relatively low and there are few receptors for the 

automobile and truck noise. Most residences in the vicinity of the Whitewater to Newton line are 

associated with the small communities of Annelly and McLains However, isolated and small 

clusters of otner homes are found at several locations along the line 

6.1.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

The proposed abandonment would change the existing land use designation of the railroad 

right-of-way from active railroad use to an inactive status It is esfimated that approximately 110 

acres of land vjou'id be affected oy this change. Salvaging activities generally v,ould not disturb 

adjacent land uses, although the removal of some bndges could require the use of construction 

equipment outside of the rail line right-of-way and property. Any adjacent land that wouid be 

disturbed by salvage activities would be restored by UP.'SP to its onginal condition. The proposed 

abandonment would not affect any pnme farmlands. 

Salvage activities would generate material that would need to be disposed of at a landfill, 

bumed as fuei, or incinerated. Most of this material would consist of unusable rail ties and utility 

poles. Disposal would be earned out in accordance with applicable Federal, state, and local 

environmental regulations If UP/SP select landfilling as a method of disposal, a properiy permitted 

and designed landfill would be employed. 
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Water Resources 

As discussed in Section 6 1,3, surface water resources along the proposed abandonment 

include 13 streams There are no ponds or lakes adjacent to the line. 

Salvaging activities associated with the proposed abandonment would include removing rails, 

ties spikes, plates railroad-related utiii'. 3S, signaling devices, and possibly some bndge spans and 

decking Bridge removal could disturb small areas of soil, and has the potential to increase soil 

erosion and sedimentation of adjacent water bodies Soil disturbance from the removal of the other 

materials is expected to be negligible, Acfions to control erosion and sedimentation could include 

using sediment barriers (e.g,, silt fences anc straw bale dikes), diversion ditches, and sediment 

collecfion basins. Enhanced controls, such as increasing the storage capacity of sediment basins 

and conducting more frequent inspections and maintenance, also may be required in areas where 

soils are particulariy susceptible to erosion. The measures selected would need to be site-specific 

and would depend on local soil conditions, topography the extent of disturbance proposed, 

prox'mity to water bodies, and applicable Federal, state or local regulafions. 

Bridge abutments would remain in place following salvage operations These abutments are 

generally long-lived, and are not expected to fail or collapse in the near future from normal 

deterioration and aging. 

Applicable Federal and state permits would be obtained by U. /oP if salvage activities would 

disturb native soils and vegetation in adjacent water bodies floooplains, and/or wetlands. The only 

salvage activity that has the po'ential to disturb these areas would be bndge span, deck, or pier 

removal. Most bridges could be dismantled by equipment tl'at v.'ould be positioned on railbeds or 

in upland areas. 

UP/SP's compliance with Federa! and state oermit requirements would ensure minimal 

impacts to these water bodies and ajsociated floodplains and wetland?. Actions that could be 

taken by UP/SP to mimmi.-'? or avoid impacts include placing equipment on barges, matting, or 

skids, "The measures selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on local wetland 

and floodplain characterisi'cs, topography, the nature and duration of the propos-^d activity, 

proximity to floodplam and wetland, and the applicable Federal, state, and local regulafions 

Culverts along the rail line segment, if left in place, could become blocked by waterborne 

debns, which could cause upstream flooding and alter stream flows During salvage operations, 

UP/SP would be required to open all culverts to avoid flooding and stream flow alterafions. These 

activifies would be conducted in accordance with Federal, state, and local regulations. 

The proposed abandonment of this rail line segment would not have adverse impacts on 
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m 
groundwater resources, given the small size of the project and the limited productivity of 

roundwater in the area Because abandonment of the rail line would require relatively little 

'earthwork, the project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration patterns in the 

area. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation Existing vegetation control pracfices along the nght-of-way would be 

discontinued after salvaging operations are completed. Opportunistic plant species would quickly 

revegetate the cleared railbed and it would eventually evolve to a natural state. Therefore, the 

overall impact of the proposed abandonment on vegetafion along the right-of-way should be 

beneficial. 

Wildlife, The proposed abandonment would have beneficial long-term impacts on most 

animal species that occupy terrestnal habitats adjacent to the rail line The proposed abandonment 

could ease territonai movements and enhance the quality of habitat available to wildlife Any 

potentially adverse impacts associated with salvaging activities would be temporary and would not 

result in permanent loss of wildlife species. 

Erosion and sedimentafion caused by salvaging operafions. particulariy bndge deck and span 

removal could affect downstream aquatic communities. However adverse impacts to fish 

populations and habitats are not anticipated, provided that UP/SP follow permit requirements for 

soil erosion and sedimentation con' oi measures and undertake adequate mitigation measures 

when salvaging takes place on soils tnat are prone to erosion Mitigation measures could include 

implementing enhanced erosion and sedimentation controls such as planting a rapidly-growmg 

vegetation cover, increasing the storage capacity and detention penods for sediment basins, and 

conducfing more frequent inspecfions Salvage acfivities are not expected tc create long-term 

negative impacts on water turbidity (i e , degree of clanty) or exisfing fish populations and their 

habitat. 

Threatened and Endangered Species, USFWS has indicated that no federally listed 

threatened or endangered species would be adversely affected by the proposed abandonment. 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuanes No parks preserves, refuges or 

sanctuaries would be affected by the abandonment. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The Kansas SHPO has determined that the proposed abandonment would not adversely 

affect any histonc resources. 
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Based on SEA's initial consultations with the Kansas SHPO, no known or documented 

archaeological sites exist along the rail line segment proposed for abandonment. However, there 

is the potenfiai for adverse impacts on undocumented archaeological sites SEA's recommended 

mitigation measures indude provisions for UP/SP to confinue Secfion 106 f ••Puliation to address 

discovery and treatment of archaeological sites dunng the abandonment. .Ivage process. 

Safety 

As reported in Secfion 6 1.3. there are no hazardous waste sites along the existing rail line. 

Therefore, no hazardous waste and safety impacts are expected as a result of the proposed 

abandonment. In addition, the probability of a major spill of hazardous or toxic materials during 

abandonment is very small. However, m the unlikely event that such a spill occurs from salvage 

machinery at the abandonment site, drainage ditches are expected to retain the contaminated 

runoff. In the very unlikely event of a large spill that is not promptly and properiy cleaned up, there 

could be the potential for contaminants to seep into underiying soils Overall, the proposed 

abandonment would not be expected to increase the probability or consequences of hazardous 

waste contamination. 

The discontinuance of rail sen/ice along the Whitewater to Newton line would eliminate the 

need for the two grade crossings and would eliminate the potential for vehicle/train accidents 

Transportation 

No existing rail shipments would be diverted to trucks as a result of the proposed 

abandonment. 

Air Quality 

The operafion of heavy equipment would be the pnmary source of pollutant emissions during 

salvage activities. The pollutants resulting from such acfivities typically consist of. 

• Particulate matter, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), 

and nitrogen oxides (NOJ, resulting from the combusfion of diesel fuel 

• Fugitive dust emissions along the right-of-way and unimproved roads, resulting 

from the operation of heavy equipment. 

All ofthe emissions from salvaging operations would occur in an air quality attainment area. 

The fugitive particulate emissions, which would be of primary concem, can be controlled by UP/SP 

operators using water sprays or other suitable dust suppressants. Other emissions associated with 
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salvaging operations (VOCs, CO, and NOJ generally would be mine and of short duration It 
should be noted that salvage acfivities themselves would be temporary in nature and would have 
insignificant, temporary effects on air quality. 

Post-abandonment pollutant emissions along the right-of-way would be substantially reduced 
due to the elimination of rail traffic and raii line maintenance activities. 

Noise 

As discussed in Secfion 6,1,3, one train per day operates on this rail line segment. Due to 
the small volume of traffic, noise impacts would be insignificant Automobile and truck traffic 
contribute to noise levels in the vicinity ofthe two grade crossings aiong the rail line 

Salvaging operafions associated with the abandonment would cause temporary increases 
in noise levels This would occur during the removal of rails, ties piates spikes, railroad-related 
utilities, signaling devices, and bridges These salvaging activities wouid require the use of trucks 
and front-end loaders, as well as cranes at larger bridges Noise generated by such salvage 
equipment generally would be less than the 65-70 dBA level reported for typical trains Equipment-
generated noise, however, might be more frequent and last longer than noise from passing trains, 
since the equipment would remain relatively stationary for up to two days as each mile of track is 
dismanfied and removed Following salvage activities, elevated noise levels from all rail-related 
acfions would be eliminated. 

Minor changes in vehicular traffic levels and patterns also would occur in the vicinity of ttie 
right-of-way dunng and after salvage operations Traffic levels at the two grade crossings on the 
rail line would be comparable to exisfing levels dunng and after salvage act vities Small increases 
in traffic could occur dunng salvaging at grade crossings near communities where the salvaging 
work force is operatmg. This temporarily increased traffic would result in small or impercepfible 
changes in exisfing traffic noise. 

Upon uomplcfion of salvaging activities, all rail service and associated noise would cease 
This permcjnent elimination of noise from rail traffic along the Whitewater to Newton line is expected 
to outweigh the temporarily increased noise of salvaging and local road traffic. Human and wildlife 
receptors located near the line would generally benefit from a long-term reduction in noise levels 

6.1.5 Potential Environmental Impacts of Alternative Action 

Alternafives to the proposed abandonment would include denial (and therefore no change 
m operafions), discontinuance of service without abandonment, and continued operafion by another 
operator. In any of these cases, the exisfing quality of the human environment and energy 
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consumpfion should not be affected. 

6.1.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considering the potential environmental impacts of the rail line segment abandonments 

planned as part ofthe proposed UP/SP merger. SEA sent consultation letters to various Federal, 

state, and local agencies on January 29. 1996, These letters, samples of which are included in 

Voiume 5, Appendix D, Exhibits D-1 through D-9, provided eariy notification of this EA and 

requested information and comments on the effects to the environment of the proposed merger and 

related abandonment and construcfion projects Each letter included a state information packet 

and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals A sample packet is shown in Volume 

5 Appendix D, Exhibit D-10. SEA contacted agencies by telephone to alert them to the distribution 

of the consultafion letter and to confirm its receipt The Applicant also contacted these agencies 

in preparation of the Environmental Report which accompanied the merger application. That 

correspondence and all responses were reviewed, verified, and considered by SEA in the 

preparafion of this EA. 

All comments received (through mid March, 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5. Appendix E. Exhibits E-1 through E-11, As necessary, SEA conducted 

additiona! consultation with agencies as shown in Volume 5, Appendix E. Table E-1, Agency 

comments regarding the proposed abandonments are summarized below: 

• U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service concludes there should be no adverse impacts .o 

fish and wildlife resources, including threatened and endangered species. They 

encourage that nght-of-way for abandoned lines be kept in natural condition to 

benefit native wildlife, plants, and the public. 

6.1.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This section highlights the mifigation measures that various parties, consulted in the process 

of preparing the EA for the proposed merger, have requested; 

• U.S, Fish and Wildlife Service encourages that the right-of-way be kept in natural 

condition to benefit native wildlife, plants, and the public. 

• The Kansas Department of Health and Environment requires a Stormwater 

Pollution Control permit for any project which disturbs more than 5 acres. 
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6.1.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This section contains the mitigation measures that SEA recommends that the Board impose 
in any final decision approving this proposed abandonment of the Whitewater to Newton line SEA 
will consider all comments on the EA in making its final recommendafion to the Board. The Board 
will consider SEA's recommendations and the environmental record in making i*.. f decision, 
SEA recommended mitigation is as follows: 

Land Use 

1. UP/SP shall observe all ap-.jlicable Federal, state, and local regulations regarding 
handling and disposa' o* any waste matenals, including hazardous waste, 
encountered or generated during salvage ofthe proposed rail line. 

2. UP/SP shall dispose of all materials that cannot be reused in accordance with 
state and local solid waste management regulations. 

3. UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed dunng right-of-
way salvaging activities to pre-salvaging conditions. 

4. Before undertaking any salvage activities, UP/SP shall consult with any 
potentially affected American Indian Tribes 

Water Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use appropnate technologies, such as silt screens, to minimize soil 
erosion dunng salvaging UP/SP shall disturb the smallest area possible around 
streams and tnbutaries and shall revegetate disturbed areas immediately 
following salvage operations, 

2. UP/SP shall assure that all culverts are clear from debns to avoid potential 
flooding and stream flow alterafion, in accordance with Federal, state and local 
regulations. 

3. UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal, state, and local permits if salvaging 
activifies require the alteration of wetlands, ponds, lakes streams, or rivers, or 
if these activifies would cause soil or other materials to v. jsh into these water 
resources, UP/SP shall use appropnate techniques to minimize impacts to water 
bodies and wettands, such as positioning salvaging equipment on barges, 
matting, or skids, 
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Biological Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use Best Management P'-actices to encourage regrowth in disturbed 
areas and to stabilize r''sturt)ev soils 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1. If previously unknown archaeological remains are found during salvage 
operations UP/SP shall cease work in the area and immediately contact the 
Kansas SHPO. 

Safety 

1. UP/SP shall transport a., hazardous matenals generated by salvage activities in 
compliance with the U S, Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carner 
Safety Regulations (49 CFR Parts 171 to 179). 

Transportation 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate signs and barricades to control traffic disruptions 
dunng abandonment activities at and nea grade crossings, 

2. UP/SP shail restore roads disturbed during abandonment acfivities to condifions 

as required by state or local regulations. 

Air Quality 

1. UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 
regarding the control of fugitive dust Fugitive dust emissions created dunng 
salvage operations shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 
spraying, instaliafion of wind barriers, and chemical treatment dunng salvaging 

Noise 

1. UP/SP shall control temporary noise from construcfion equipment through the 
use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery. 
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6.2 Hope to Bridgeport (UP) 

Docket No AB-3 (Sub-No 131) - UP Abandonment 

Docket No AB-8 (Sub-No, 37) - D&RGW Discontinuance of Sen/ice 

6.2.1 Proposed Action 

The Hope to Bridgeport rail line segment planned for abandonment by UP as part of the 

proposed merger is 32 0 miles, from MP 459,2 to 491,2 (See Figure 6-2) D&RGW would 

discontinue service over the same line Hope is located in Dickinson County, approximately 30 

miles east of Salina, Bndg sport is located in Saline County, approximately 15 miles south of 

Salina. The proposed abandonment is along the UP line from Hope to Bridgeport After the 

abandonment, D&RGW (SP) through traffic on this line would be diverted to nearby, more efficient 

UP/SP lines 

Generally, on the line proposed for abandonment, UP/SP would remove the rails, ties, ballast, 

ancillary equipment (i.e uommunicafions, signals), and grade crossings. Depending on whether 

there is a proposed adaptive reuse ofthe rignt-of-way, the bndges may or may not be removed. 

Most salvage and removal activities would occur witr.in ti :e existing nght-of-way The right-of-way 

would then be available for conversion to alternative uses such as recreation (trail use), linear 

public utility transmission, local transportafion corridor, expansion of adjacent land uses, or in some 

instances, a combination of some or all of the above 

6.2.2 Aiternative Actions Considered 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment action include: (1) discontinuance of service with 

no abandonment; (2) continued operafions by another carrier; and (3) the no acfion altemative (i e,, 

denial of the abandonment) Under each of these alternatives there would be no significant impact 

to the environment. 

6.2.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

Land use along the 32-mile rail line between Hope and Bridgeport is predominantly cropland 

and pasture. The second most common use is herbaceous range In addition, there is mixed use 

urban land near Elmo and Carlton, a residential area near Gypsum, and water uses associated with 

the Smokey Hill River near Bridgeport. Prime agncultural lands have not been identified adjacent 

to the rail line 
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Water Resources 

The proposed abandonment crosses 46 streams and is adjacent tr, 8 addifional streams. The 

NWI maps indicate that there are no wetlands within or adjacent to the existing right-cf v.-ay 

proposed for abandonment However small, unmapped wetlands are expected along the creeks 

m the area The corndor crosses the 100-year floodplains associated with Holland Turkey, and 

Spnng Creeks (and their tributaries) The western end of the corridor crosses the Smoky Hill River 

floodplain. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetafion. Existing vegetafion within the right-of-way corridor typically is ruderal weeds, 

having been disturbed by past rail construcfion and current rail activities The vegetation around 

Hope IS a combination of native grasses and agncultural species, pnmarily wheat. 

Wildlife, Typical wildlife species found in the nativf^ grass/shortgrass prairie areas include 

larger mammals such as v/hite-tailed deer and coyote and aviai, species such as pheasant and wild 

turkey Wildlife in the ripanan areas along the Smokey Hill River near Bridgeport include beaver, 

raccoon, and stnped skunk. Other typical species for the area include fox and possibly grey 

squirrel. 

Threatened and Endanoered Species SEA consulted USFWS regarding threatened and 

endangered species in the area of the proposed rail line abandonment between Whitewater and 

Newton, The USFWS staff indicated that no federally listed threatened or endangered species 

would be adversely affected by the proposed abandonment. 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuaries No parks, preserves, refuges or 

sanctuanes occur near the proposed abandonment corndor 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The Hope to Bndgeport portion ofthe present UP Herington Subdivision was constructed in 

1886-87 by the Topeka, Salina & Western Railroad (Hope to MP 476 4) and the Council Grove, 

Smoky Valley Western Railway (Gypsum to Bridgeport), There are 28 wooden or steel/concrete 

bridges on this segment. With the exception of one bridge constructed in 1953, all were 

constructed between 1919 and 1940. Although potentially historic by their age. these bndges are 

of modest scale and are undistinguished in design, and none meet the criteria for inclusion on the 

NRHP. Consultation has been inifiated with the Kansas SHPO to confirm this finding. 

SEA's review of NRHP lists and specific information provided by the Kansas State Historical 
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FIGURE 6-2 

UP/SP RAILROAD MERGER 
PROPOSED ABANDONMENT 

HOPE - BRIDGEPORT, KANSAS 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
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Society. Cultural Resources Division (Kansas SHPO) indicated no recorded archaeological sites 

or National Register sites in the immediate project area. However, as part of the Section 106 

consultation process, site-specific field surveys could be required by a SHPO to venfy that no 

archaeological resources would be disturbed or destroyed by the abandonment or related salvage 

activifies, A review of UP records and track evaluation videotapes for the entire length of the 

abandonment indicated no additional structures within the project area 

Safety 

SEA'S review of the VISTA database and UP safety records indicates no hazardous waste 

sites on the rail alignment on the Hope to Bridgeport rail segment. 

Transportation 

This segment is a UP line currently used by SP for through traffic shipments of gram and 

fertilizer; it is also used occasionally for local traffic Total service on the rail line segment averages 

13 trains per day. 

There are 34 grade crossings located along the rail line. All of these involve local roads that 

carry very low daily traffic volumes 

Air Quality 

The Hope to Bridgeport rail line is located in AQCR 96: North Central Kansas, Current 

AQCR 96 is in attainment with the NAAQS for all pollutants. 

Noise 

Rail, automobile, and truck traffic are the pnmary sources of noise in this predominanfiy rural 

and undeveloped region of Kansas, The cun-ent level of tram traffic on the Hope to Bndgeport rail 

line (13 trains per day) generates an estimated L,., noise level of 65 dBA at a distance of 

approximately 190 feet without horns (570 feet with horns). 

Automobiles and trucks are the major sources of noise in the vicinity of the 34 crossings 

found along the line. Noise levels at 50 feet from individual automobiles and trucks are estimated 

to be approximately 70 to 75 and 80 to 85 dBA, respectively However, as noted above, traffic 

levels at most of these road crossings are relatively low and there are few receptors for the 

automobile and truck noise. Most residences in the vicinity of the Hope to Bndgeport line are 

located in the following small communities: Elmo, Carlton. Gypsum, and Bndgeport. However, 

isolated and small clusters of other homes are also found at several locations along the line. 
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6.2.4 Potential Environmental Impacts ot Proposed Action 

Land Use 

The proposed abandonment would change the existing land use designation of the railroad 

right-of-way from active railroad use to an inactive status It is estimated that approximately 754 

acres of land would be affected by this change Salvaging activities generally would not disturb 

adjacent land uses, although the removal of some bridges could require the use of construction 

equipment outside of the rail line nght-of-way and property Any adjacent land that would be 

disturbed by salvage activifies woulc be restored by UP/SP to its original condition. The proposed 

abandonment would net affect any pnme farmlands 

Salvage activities would generate matenal that would need to be disposed of at a landfill, 

burned as fuel, or incinerated Most of this matenal would consist of unusable rail ties and utility 

poles Disposal would be earned out in accordance with applicable Federal, state, and local 

environmental regulafions If UP/SP select landfilling as a method of disposal, a properiy permitted 

and designed landfill would be employed. 

Water Resources 

As discussed in Section 6.2,3, surface water resources aiong the proposed abandonment 

are numerous and include nvers, streams, and ponds Salvaging activities associated with the 

proposed abandonment would include removing rails, ties, spikes, plates, railmad-related utilities, 

signaling devices, and bndge spans and decking Bndge removal could disturb small areas of soil, 

and has the potential to increase soil erosion and sedimentation of adjacent water bodies. Soil 

disturbance from the removal ofthe other materials is expected to be negligible Acfions to control 

erosion and sedimentation could include using sediment barners (e g , silt fences and straw bale 

dikes), diversion ditches, and sediment collection basins Enhanced controls such as increasing 

the storage capacity of sediment basins and conducting more frequent inspections and 

maintenance, also may be required in areas where soils are particulariy suscepfible to erosion 

The measures selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on local soil conditions, 

topography, the extent of disturbance proposed, proximity to water bodies, and applicable Federal, 

state, or local regulations. 

Bridge abutments would remain in place following salvage operafions These abutments are 

generally long-lived, and are not expected to fail or collapse in the near future from normal 

deterioration and aging. 

Applicable Federal and state permits would be obtained by UP/SP if salvage activities would 

disturb native soils and vegetation in adjacent water bodies, floodplains, and/or wefiands. The only 
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salvage activity that has the potential to disturb these areas would be bridge span, deck, or pier 
removal. Most bridges could be dismantled by equipment that would be positioned on railbeds or 
in upland areas. Dismantling long bridges that are located over open surface water bodies and 
associated floodplains or wettands. such as the Smoky Hill River crossing, could require using 
equipment within these protected areas. 

UP/SP's compliance with Federal and state permit requirements would ensure minimal 
impacts to these water bodies and associated floodplains and wetlands. Actions that could be 
taken by UP/SP to minimize or avoid impacts include placing equipment on barges, matting, or 
skids. The measures selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on local wetland 
and floodplain charactenstics, topography, the nature and duration of the proposed activity, 
proximity to floodplain and wetland, and the applicable Federal state, and local regulations 

Culverts along the rail line segment, if left in place could become blocked by waterborne 
debns, which could cause upstream flooding and alter stream flows, Dunng salvage operations 
UP/SP would be require:* to open all culvc^'i. to avoid flooding and stream flow alterations These 
acfivities would be conducted in accordance with Federal, state, and local regulations. 

The proposed abandonment of this rail line segment would not have adverse impacts on 
groundwater resources, given the smail size of the project and the limited productivity of 
groundwater in the a-'ea. Because abandonment of the rail line would require relatively little 
earthwork, the projp' c design would not alter stormwater drainage and .nfiltrafion patterns in the 
area. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetafion, Existing vegetation control practices along the right-of-way would be 
discontinued after salvaging operafions are completed, Opportunisfic plant species would quickly 
revegetate the cleared railbed and it would eventually evolve to a natural state Therefore, the 
overall impact of the proposed abandonment on vegetation along the right-of-way should be 
beneficial. 

Wildlife. The proposed abandonment would have beneficial long-term impacts on most 
animal species that occupy terrestnal habitats adjacent to the rail line. The proposed abandonment 
could ease territorial movements and enhance the quality of habitat available to wildlife Any 
potentially adverse impacts associated with salvaging activifies would be temporary and would not 
result in permanent loss of wildlife species. 

Erosion and sedimentafion caused by salvaging operations, particularly bridge deck and span 
removal, could affect downstream aquafic communities. However, auverse impacts to fish 
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populations and habitats are not anticipated, provided that UP/SP follow permit requirements for 

soil erosion and sedimentation control measures and undertake adequate mitigation measures 

when salvaging takes place on soils that are prone to erosion. Mitigation measures could include 

implementing enhanced erosion and sedimentation controls such as planting a rapidly-growmg 

vegetation cover increasing the storage capacity and detention periods for sediment basins, and 

conducting more frequent inspections. Salvage activities are not expected to create long-term 

negafive impacts on water turbidity (i.e . degree of clarity) or existing fish populafions and their 

habitat. 

Threatened and Endangered Species USFWS has indicated that no federally listed 

threatened or endangered species would be adversely affected by the proposed abandonment. 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuaries, No parks, presen/es, refuges or 

sanctuanes would be affected by the abandonment. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

Based on SEA's initial consultations with the Kansas SHPO. the Hope to Bridgeport 

abandonment would not affect any histonc resources. 

The SHPO also indicated that no known or documented archaeological sites exist along the 

rail line segment. However, there is the potential for adverse impacts on undocumented 

archaeological sites. SEA's recommended mitigafion measures include provisions for UP/SP to 

continue Secfion 106 consultation to address discovery and treatment of archaeological sites 

dunng the abandonment or salvage process 

Safety 

As reported in Section 6,2.3, there are no hazardous waste sites along the existing rail line 

Therefore, no hazardous waste and '̂ ety impacts are expected as a result of the proposed 

abandonment In addition, the piobability of a major spill of hazardous or toxic materials during 

abandonment is very small. However, in the unlikely event that such a spill occurs at the 

abandonment site, drainage ditches are expected to retain the contaminated runoff In the very 

unlikely event of a large spill that is not prompfiy and properiy cleaned up, there could be the 

potential for contaminants to seep into underiying soils. Overall, the proposed abandonment would 

not be expected to increase the probability or consequences of hazardous waste contamination. 

The disconfinuance of rail service along the Hope to Bndgeport line would eliminate the need 

for the 34 grade crossings and remove the potential for vehicle/train accidents. 
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Transportation 

Abandonment of this segment would result in the diversion of some shipments from rail to 

truck. Approximately 240 railcars per year of gram and fertilizer now using this segment would be 

diverted to trucks. The remainder of exisfing through traffic would be accommodated on the 

reconfigured UP/SP system. 

Air Quality 

The operation of heavy equipment would be the pnmary source of pollutant emissions during 

salvage activities. The pollutants resulting from such activities typically consist of: 

• Particulate matter, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), and 

nitrogen oxides (NOJ, resulting from the combusfion of diesel fuel. 

Fugitive dust emissions along the right-of-way and unimproved roads, resulfing from 

the operation of heavy equipment. 

All of the emissions from salvaging operafions would occur in an air quality attainment area. The 

fugitive particulate emissions, which would be of primary concern, can be controlled by UP/SP 

operators using water sprays or other suitable dust suppressants. Other emissions associated with 

salvaging operations (VOCs. CO, and NOJ generally would be minor and of short duration. It 

should be noted that salvage activities themselves would be temporary in nature and would have 

insignificant, temporary effects on air quality. 

Post-abandonment pollutant emissions along the right-of-way would be substantially reduced, 

due to the elimination of rail traffic and rail line maintenance activities. 

Noise 

As discussed in Section 6,2.3, current rail traffic consists of 13 trains per day on this rail line, 

which contributes to noise levels along the entire segment Automobile and truck traffic contnbute 

to noise levels in the vicinity ofthe 34 grade crossings along the rail line 

Salvaging operations associated with the abandonment would cause temporary increases 

in noise levels. This would occur dunng the removal of rails, ties, plates, spikes, railroad-related 

utilifies, signaling devices, and bridges These salvaging activifies would require the use of trucks 

and front-end loaders, as well as cranes at larger bridges. Noise generated by such salvage 

equipment generally would be less than the 65-70 dBA level reported for typical trains. Equipment-

generated noise, however, might be more frequent and last longer than noise from passing trains. 
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m 
since the equipment would remain relatively stationary for up to two days as each mile of track is 

ismantied and removed. Following salvage acfivities. elevated noise levels from all rail-related 
ctions would be eliminated. 

Minor changes in vehicular traffic levels and patterns also would occur in l.ie vicinity of the 
right-of-way dunng and after salvage operations Traffic levels at most of the 34 grade crossings 
on the rail line would be comparable to existing levels during and after salvage activities Small 
increases in traffic could occur during salvaging at grade crossings near communities where the 
salvaging work force is operating. This temporanly increased traffic would result in small or 
impercepfible changes m exisfing traffic noise. 

Upon completion of salvaging activifies, all rail service and associated noise would cease. 
This permanent elimination of noise from rail traffic along the Hope to Bndgeport line is expected 
to outweigh the temporanlv increased noise of salvaging and local road traffic Human and wildlife 
receptors located near the line would generally benefit from a long-term reduction in noise levels. 

6.2.5 Potential Environmental Impacts of Alternative Action 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment would include denial (and therefore no change 
in operations), disconfinuance of service without abandonment, and continued operafion by another 
operator In any of these cases, the exisfing quality of the human environment and energy 
consumption should not be affected. 

6.2.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considering the potential environmental impacts ofthe rail line segment abandonments 
planned as part ofthe proposed UP/SP merger. SEA sent consultation letters to various Federal, 
state, and local agencies on January 29 1996 These letters, samples of which are included in 
Volume 5, Appendix D, Exhibits D-1 through D-9, provided early notification of this EA and 
requested information and comments on the effects to the environment ofthe proposed merger and 
related abandonment and construction projects. Each letter included a state information packet 
and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals, A sample packet is shown in Volume 
5. Appendix D, Exhibit D-10, Telephone contacts with agencies were made to aiert them ofthe 
distribution of the consultation letter and to confirm its receipt. The Applicant also contacted these 
agencies in preparafion of the Environmental Report which accompanied the merger application. 
That correspondence and all responses were reviewed, venfied. and considered by SEA in the 
preparafion of this EA. 

All comments received (through mid March, 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 
shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Exhibits E-1 through E-11. As necessary, SEA conducted 
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additional consultation with agencies as shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Table E-1. Agency 
comments regarding the proposed abandonments are summarized below: 

• U S Bureau of Indian Affairs, Anadari<o Area Office, reported that the proposed 
abandonment is not within close proximity of any current American Indian 
reservations or individual allotted lands The history of the railroad in relation to 
lands ceded by the Kaw (Kansa) Nafion for purposes of construcfion of the 
railroads in Kansas may need to be investigated 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Sen/ice, Kansas Field Office, indicated that the proposed 
abandonment would not adversely affect fish and wildlife resources, including 
threatened and endangered species. The Service encourages UP/SP to keep 
the right-of-way in a natural condition for the benefit of native wildlife, plants, and 
the public, 

• Kansas Department of Health and Environment provided application 

requirements for the Stormwater Pollution Control plan required for any project 

disturbing more than five acres. 

• Saline County Planning and Zoning Department does not have species 

information or a listing of critical habitats within five miles of the site The 

Department also indicated that there are no parks or wildlife refuges in proximity 

to the project. 

6.2.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This section highlights the mitigation measures that various parties, consulted in the process 

of preparing the EA for the proposed merger, have requested: 

. The U S, Fish and Wildlife Service encourages maintaining a natural right-of-way 

for the benefit of native wildlife, plants, and the public. 

6.2.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This section contains the mifigafion measures that SEA recommends that the Board impose 
in any final decision approving this proposed abandonment of UP Hope to Bndgeport line and 
disconfinuance of D&RGW (SP) service, SEA will consider all comments on the EA in making its 
final recommendation to the Board, The Board will consider SEA's recommendafions and the 
environmental record in making its final decision. SEA recommended mitigation is as follows: 
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Land Use 

1, UP/SP shall observe al! applicable Federal, state, ard local regulations regarding 

handling and disposal of any waste materials, including hazardous waste, 

encountered or generated during salvage of the proposed rail line. 

2 UP/SP shall dispose of all materials that cannot be reused in accordance with 

state and iocal solid waste management regulations. 

3 UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed during right-of-

way salvaging activities to pre-salvagmg conditions 

4, Before undertaking any salvage activities. UP SP shall consult with any 

potentially affected American Indian Tnbes 

Water Resources 

1, UP/SP shall use appropnate technologies, such as silt screens, to minimize soil 

erosion dunng salvaging UP/SP shall disturb the smallest area possible around 

streams and tributaries and shall revegetate disturbed areas immediately 

following salvage operations, 

2, UP/SP shall assure that all culverts are clear from debris to avoid potential 

flooding and stream flow alteration, in accordance with Federal, state, and local 

regulations, 

3, UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal state and local permits if salvaging 

activities require the alteration of wefiands, ponds lakes, streams, or rivers, or 

if these activities would cause soil or other matenals to wash into these water 

resources, UP/SP shall use appropnate techniques tc minimize impacts to water 

bodies and wetlands, such as positioning salvaging equipment on barges, 

matting, or skids. 

Biological Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to encourage regrowth in disturbed 

areas and to stabilize disturbed soils. 
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Historic and Cultural Resources 

1, If previously unknown archaeological remains are found during g r o u n d ^ ^ 

disturbance, UP/SP shall contact the Kansas SHPO 

Safety 

1. UP/SP shall transport all hazardous matenals generated by salvage activities in 

compliance with the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier 

Safety Regulafions (49 CFR Parts 171 to 179). 

Transportation 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate signs and barricades to contro! traffic disruptions 

during abandonment activifies at and near grade crossings. 

2 UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed dunng abandonment activities to conditions 

as required by state or local regulafions 

Air Quality 

1, UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 

regarding the control of fugitive dust Fugitive dust emissions created during 

salvage operations shall be minimized by using such controi methods as water 

spraying, installation of wind bamers. and chemical treatment dunng salvaging. 

Noise 

1. UP/SP shall control temporary noise from construction equipment through the 

use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery. 
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C H A P T E R 7.0 
LOUISIANA 

This chapter analyzes the potential environmental impacts of the line segment in Louisiana 

that UP/SP propose to abandon as part of the proposed merger. The rail line segment proposed 

for abandonment is: 

lowa Junction to Manchester (UP) Docket No, AB-3 (Sub-No. 133X) 

A detailed descnption of the proposed abandonment, including alternative actions 

considered, the existing environment, the potential environmental impact?, and recommended 

mitigation measures is provided below. 

7.1 lowa Junction to Manchester (UP) 

Docket No AB-3 (Sub-No 133X) 

7.1.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed merger would include the abandonment of a 8.5-mile rail segment between 

lowa lunction and Manchester, from MP 680 0 to MP 688 5 (see Figure 7-1) lowa Junction and 

Manc^:»ster are both located in Calcasieu Parish, within 15 miles of Lake Charles, The proposed 

abandonment is along the UP Lake Charies Subdivision After the merger, access to the Lake 

Charies area would be provided via an adjacent SP line. 

Generally, on the line proposed for abandonment, UP/SP would remove the rails, ties, ballast, 

ancillary equipment (i.e., communications, signals), and grade crossings Depending on whether 

there is a proposed adaptive reuse of the right-of-way, the bridges may or may not be removed. 

Most salvage and removal activities would occur within the existing nght-of-way. The right-of-way 

would then be available for conversion to alternative uses such as recreation (trail use), linear 

public utility transmission, local transportation comdor, expansion of adjacent uses, or in some 

instances, a combination of some or all of the above, 

7.1.2 Alternative Actions Considered 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment acfion include: (1) discontinuance of service with 

no abandonment; (2) continued operations by another earner; and (3) the no action alternative (i.e., 

denial of the abandonment) Under each of these alternafives there would be no significant impact 

to the environment. 
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7.1.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

Land use along the rail line between lowa Junction and Manchester is approximately 90 
percent cropland and pasture Approximately 6 percent is residential and approximately 4 percent 
consists of streams and canals 

The nearest developed areas are the communities of lowa just to the north of the proposed 
abandonment and Lake Charies within 15 miles to the west 

According to the U S Department of Agriculture soils data, prime farmland occurs along the 

rail line. 

The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, Coastal Management Division, has stated 
that the proposed abandonment is outside the Louisiana coastal zone. 

Water Resources 

The proposed abandonment corridor crosses six streams and two man-made canals, and 
is adjacent to three additional streams. National Wetland Inventory maps indicate two palustnne 
wetlands adjacent to the existing right-of-way about midway between lowa Junction and 
Manchester and nvenne unconsolidated bottom and aquatic bed classificafions for the two canals. 
The rail line does not cross any 100-year floodplains according to the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency maps. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetafion, Existing vegetation within the right-of-way comdor is typically ruderal weeds, 
having been disturbed by past rail construction and current rail activities. Adjacent vegetation types 
consist of coastal marsh species or mixed deciduous forested land including China-berry (/We//a 
azedarach). American sweetgum {Liquidambar styraciflua), sea-myrtle {Baccharis halimifolia), and 
southern wax-myrtle {li/lyrica cerifera). These vegetation cover types are interspersed with 
agricultural and developed lands. 

Wildlife, Because much of this area of Calcasieu Parish is used agriculturally for rice 
production, there are relatively high populafions of duck and geese, both nafive and migratory. 
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Species such as quail and rabbit that thrive in agricultural areas are also common. 

The wetland areas provide habitat for a variety of wildlife species The open water areas are 

likely to be used by turtles, frogs, and salamanders, as weli as many invertebrates, during 

reproduction and eariy life-stages. Tolerant invertebrates, including beefies, air-breathing snails, 

and insect larvae, are present The water also attracts many of the terrestrial species noted above 

for bathing and dnnking. 

Threatened and Endangered Species The U S, Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) was 

consulted regarding threatened and endangered species in the area of the proposed rail line 

abandonment bettveen lowa Junction and Manchester The USFWS staff indicated that two 

federally-listed threatened or endangered species could potentially occur in the vicinity of the 

proposed abandonment These species include the threatened bald eagle {Haliaeetus 

leucocephalus) and the endangered least tern (Sfema antillarum) However, the Louisiana 

Department of Wldlife and Fishenes indicates that they have no current recording of either species 

in the project area. Field obser/aMons on site also indicated no occurrences of these species. 

There is no critical habitat know, or recorded in the vicinity of the proposed abandonment 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuaries, No parks, preserves, refuges, or 

sanctuanes occur near the proposed abandonment corndor. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The lowa Junction to Manchester rail line was constructed in 1892 by the Kansas City, 

Watkins & Gulf Railway and later acquired by the Missoun Pacific Railroad The proposed 

abandonment includes seven timber pile trestles, two of which were constructed in 1929, the 

rem.ainder in 1947 and 1949 The seven bridges are undistinguished exam.ples of a common 

bndge type and do not meet the critena for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places 

(NRHP), Consultafion has been inifiated with the Louisiana SHPO to confirm this finding. 

SEA's review of NRHP lists and specific information provided by the Louisiana Office of 

Cultural Development (Louisiana SHPO) documented no previously recorded archaeological sites 

or National Register sites in the immediate project area. However, as part of the Section 106 

consultation process, site-specific field surveys could be required by a SHPO to venfy that no 

archaeological resources would be disturbed or destroyed by the abandonment or related salvage 

activities. A review of UP records and track evaluation videotapes for the enfire iength of the 

abandonment showed no additional structures within the project area. 
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Safety 

SEA's review of the VISTA database and UP safety records indicated that no hazardous 

waste sites are located within 500 feet of the lowa Junction to Manchester rail segment. 

Transportation 

This segment currently serves as the UP access to Lake Charles. Local traffic consists of 

two cars per year of grass seed. 

There are five grade crossings along this rail segment They all involve local roads with low 

traffic volumes. 

Air Quality 

The iovi/a Junction to Manchester rail line is located in Air Quality Control Region (AQCR) 

106: Southern Louisiana - Southeast Texas Currently, AQCR 106 is in nonattainment with the 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ozone 

Noise 

Rail, automobile, and truck traffic are the pnmary sources of noise in this predominanfiy rural 

and undeveloped region of Louisiana The current levcil of train traffic on the lowa Junction to 

Manchester rail line (one train per day) generates an estimated L,. noise level of 65 dBA at a 

distance of approximately 30 feet without horns (110 feet with horns) 

Automobiles and trucks are the major sources of noise in the vicinity of the five grade 

crossings found along the line Noise levels at 50 feet from individual automobiles and trucks are 

estimated to be approximately 70 to 75 and 80 to 85 dBA, respectively However, as noted above, 

traffic levels at most of these road crossings are relatively low and there are few receptors for the 

automobile and truck noise. Most residences in the vicinity of the lowa Junction to Manchester Ime 

are associated with the small com.munities of Manchester and lowa However, isolated and small 

clusters of other homes are found at several locations along the line 

7.1.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

The proposed abandonment would change the existmg land use designation of the railroad 

right-of-way from active railroad use to an inactive status. It is esfimated that approximately 109 
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acres of land would be affected by this change Salvaging activities generally would not disturb 
adjacent land uses, although the removal of some bndges could require the use of construction 
equipment outside of the rail line nght-of-way and property Any adjacent land that would be 
disturt^ed by salvage activities would be restored by UP/SP to its onginal condition The proposed 
abandonment would not affect any pnme farmlands 

Salvage activities wouid generate matenal that would need to be disposed of at a landfill, 
burned as fuel or incinerated Most of this matenal would consist of unusable rail ties and utility 
poles Disposal would be earned out in accordance with applicable Federal, state, and local 
environmental regulafions If UP/SP select landfilling as a method of disposal a p.'operiy permitted 
and designed landfill would be employed. 

The Calcasieu Pansh Police Jury has indicated a desire to utilize the rail segment as a 
recreational trail UP has indicated its willingness to negotiate with the Jury for intenm trail use 
under the Nafional Trail System Act, 

Water Resources 

Salvaging activifies associated with the oroposed abandonment would include removing rails, 
fies, spikes, plates, railroad-related ufilities, signaling devices, and possibly some bndge spans and 
decking Bridge removal could disturb smail areas of soil, and has the potential to increase soil 
erosion and sedimentation of adjacent water oodles Soil disturbance from the removal of the other 
materials is expected to be negligible. Actions to control erosion and sedimentation could include 
using sediment barriers (e g,, silt fences and straw bale dikes), diversion ditches, and sediment 
collection basins. The measures selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on 
local soil conditions, topography, the extent of disturbance proposed, proximity to water bodies, and 
applicable Federal, state, or local regulations 

Bridge abutments would remain in place following salvage operafions. These abutments are 
generally long-lived, and are not expected to fail or collapse in the near future from normal 
deteriorafion and aging 

Applicable Federal and state permits would be obtained by UP/SP if salvage activities would 
disturb nafive soils and vegetafion in adjacent water bodies or wetiands. The only salvage activity 
that has the potential to disturb these areas would be bridge span, deck, or pier removal Most 
bridges could be dismantled by equipment that would be positioneo on railbeds or in upland areas, 

UP/SP's compliance with Federal and state permit requirements would ensure minimal 
impacts to these water bodies and associated wefiands Actions that could be taken by UP/SP to 
minimize or avoid impacts include placing equipment on barges, matting, or skids The measures 
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selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on local wetland charactensfics 
^topography, the nature and duration of the proposed acfivity, proximity to wetland, and the 
applicable Federal, state, and local regulations. 

Culverts along the rail line segment, if left in place could become blocked by waterborne 

debns which could cause upstream flooding and alter stream flows Dunng salvage operations 

UP/SP would be required to open all culverts to avoid flooding and stream flow alterations These 

acfivities would be conducted in accordance with Federal state and local regulations. 

If this rail segment is converted to recreational trail use, then all bndges and culverts would 
remain m place. 

The pmoosed abandonment of this rail Ime segment would not have adverse impacts on 
groundwater resources, given the small size of the project and the limited productivity of 
groundwater m the area. Because abandonment of the rail line would require relatively little 
earthwork, the project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration pattems m the 
area. 

Since there are no designated floodplains in the vicinity ofthe pmposed abandonment, there 
would be no floodplain impacts. 

Biological Resources 

^^'s^'"9 vegetafion control practices along the nght-of-way would be 
discontinued after salvaging operafions are completed Opportunisfic plant species would quickly 
revegetate the cleared railbed and it would eventually evolve to a natural state. Therefore the 
overall impact of the proposed abandonment on vegetation along the nght-of-way should be 
beneficial. 

If this segment of rail line ,s converted to recreational trail use, then continuing vegetafion 
management activifies would be necessary. 

Md l i f e . The proposed abandonment would have beneficial long-term impacts on most 

animal species that occupy terrestnal habitats adjacent to the rail line. The proposed abandonment 

could ease territonai movements and enhance the quality of habitat available to wildlife Any 

potentially adverse impacts associated with salvaging activities would be temporary and would not 

result in permanent loss of wildlife species. 

Erosion and sedimentafion caused by salvaging operafions, particulariy bridge deck and span 

removal, could affect downstream aquafic communities. However, adverse impacts to fish 
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populations and habitats are not anticipated, provided that UP/SP follow permit requirements for 
soil erosion and sedimentation control measures and undertake adequate mitigation measures 
when salvaging takes place on soils that are prone to erosion. Mifigation measures could include 
implemenfing enhanced erosion and sedimentation controls such as planting a rapidly-growing 
vegetafion cover, increasing the storage capacity and detention penods for sediment basins, and 
conducting more frequent inspections. Salvage activities are not expected to create long-term 
negative impacts on water turbidity (i e., degree of clarity) or existing fish populations and their 
habitat. 

Threatened and Endangered Species Although the U S Fish and Wildlife has indicated that 
Federally-listed threatened or endangered species could potentially occur in the area of the 
proposed abandonment, no effects on such species or their critical habitat are anticipated This 
determination is based on the lack of any recorded occurrences at or near the project site, the lack 
of any critical or suitable habitat at the project site, and the lack of any observations of occurrences 
of such species dunng site visits. Furthermore, the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fishenes 
indicates that no threatened or endangered species would be affected by the abandonment of the 
rail line corridor 

Parks, Forest Presen/es, Refuges, and Sanctuaries No paries, preserves refuges or 
sanctuanes would be affected by the abandonment. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The Louisiana SHPO has determined that the proposed lowa Junction to Manchester 
abandonment would not adversely affect historic or archaeological resources. 

Based on SEA's initial consultritions with the Louisiana SHPO, no known or documented 
archaeological sites exist along the rail line segment proposed for abandonment However, there 
is the potential for adverse impacts on undocumented archaeological sites SEA's recommended 
mifigation measures include provisions for UP/SP to continue Section 106 consultation to address 
discovery and treatment of archaeological sites dunng the abandonment or salvage process. 

Safety 

Because the disturbance from removal of rail and ties would be limited to minor surface 
disturbance, no hazardous waste and safety impacts are expected as a result of the proposed 
abandonment. In addition, the probability of a major spill of hazardous or toxic materials during 
salvage operations is very small. However, in the unlikely event that such a spill occurs at the 
abandonment site, drainage ditches are expected to retain the contaminated runoff. In the very 
unlikely event of a large spill that is not promptly and properiy cleaned up. there could be the 
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potential for contaminants to seep into underiying soils Overall, the proposed abandonment would 

ot be expected to increase the probability or consequences of hazardous waste contamination. 

The discontinuance of rail service on this segment would eliminate the need for grade 

crossings and the associated potential for vehicle/train accidents 

Transportation 

Train traffic now using the segment proposed for abandonment would be rerouted to a 

nearby SP line with minimal impacts to shippers The two carioads of grass seed per year would 

likely be diverted to truck if the segment were abandoned. 

Air Quality 

The operation of heavy equipment would be the pnmary source of pollutant emissions dunng 

salvage activities. The pollutants resulting from such activities typically consist of: 

Particulate matter, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), and 

nitrogen oxides (NOJ, resulting from the combustion of diesel fuel 

Fugitive dust emissions along the right-of-way and unimproved roads, resulting from 

the operation of heavy equipment 

The fugitive particulate emissions, which would be of pnmary concern can be controlled by 

UP/SP operators using water sprays or other suitable dust suppressants Other emissions 

associated with salvaging operations (VOCs, CO, and NOJ generally would be minor and of short 

duration It should be noted that salvage activities themselves would be temporary in nature and 

would have insignificant, temporary effects on air quality. 

As reported in Section 7 13, AQCR 106 is in a nonattainment area for ozone. The minor 

intermittent emissions of NO, (a precursor to ozone) dunng salvage operations would not be 

expected to contribute to violations of ozone NAAQS, 

Post-abandonment pollutant emissions along the right-of-way would be substantially reduced, 

due to the eliminafion of rail traffic and rail line maintenance acfivities 

Noise 

As discussed in Secfion 7 1,3, current rail traffic consists of one train per day operating on 

this rail segment. This contributes to increased noise levels along the entire .segment. Automobile 
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and truck traffic contnbute to noise levels in the vicinity ofthe five grade crossings along the rail 

line. 

Salvaging operations associated with the abandonment would cause temporary increases 

in noise levels This would occur during the removal of rails, ties, plates, spikes, railroad-related 

utilities, signaling devices, and most bndges These salvaging activities would require the use of 

trucks and front-end loaders, as well as cranes at larger bndges Noise generated by such salvage 

equipment generally would be less than the 65-70 dBA level reported for typical trains Equipment-

generated noise, however, might be more frequent and last longer than noise from passing trains 

since the equipment would remain relatively stationary for up to two days as each mile of track is 

dismantled and removed Following salvage activifies, elevated noise levels from all rail-related 

actions would be eliminated. 

Minor changes m vehicular traffic levels and patterns also would occur in the vicinity of the 

right-of-way during and after salvage operations Traffic levels at most of the five grade crossings 

on the rail line would be comparable to existing levels during and after salvage activities. Small 

increases in traffic could occur during salvaging at grade crossings near communities where the 

salvaging work force is operating. This temporanly increased traffic would result in small or 

impercepfible changes in existing traffic noise. 

Upon completion of salvaging activities, all rail service and associated noise would cease 

This permanent elimination of noise from rail traffic along the lowa Junction to Manchester line is 

expected to outweigh the temporarily increased noise of salvaging and local road traffic. Human 

and wildlife receptors located near the line would generally benefit from a long-term reduction in 

noise levels. 

7.1.5 Potential Environmental Impacts of Alternative Action 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment would include denial (and therefore no change 

in operafions), discontinuance of sen '̂ice without abandonment, and confinued operation by another 

operator In any of these cases, the exisfing quality of the human environment and energy 

consumpfion should not be affected. 

7.1.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considering the potential environmental impacts of the rail line segment abandonments 

planned as part of the proposed UP/SP merger, SEA sent consultation letters to various Federal, 

state, and local agencies on January 29, 1996, These letters, samples of which are included in 

Volume 5, Appendix D, Exhibits D-1 through D-9, provided eariy notification of this EA and 

requested information and comments on the effects to the environment ofthe proposed merger and 
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m 
the related abandonment and construcfion projects Each letter included a state information packet 

nd maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals A sample packet is shown in Volume 

5 Appendix D. Exhibit D-10. SEA contacted agencies by telephone to alert them to the distribution 

ofthe consultation letter and to confirm its receipt The Applicant also contacted these agencies 

in preparation of the Environmental Report \A hich accompanied the merger application. That 

correspondence and all responses were reviewed verified, and considered by SEA in the 

preparation of this EA, 

All comments received (through mid March 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5 Appendix E, Exhibits E-1 through E-11 As necessary, SEA conducted 

additional consultation with agencies as shown m Volume 5 Appendix E, Table E-1 Agency 

comments regarding the proposed abandonment are summarized below 

• U S Army Corps of Enginee''s, New Orieans Distnct, reports concerns over flood 

control with the abandonment Removal of rails, ties, and switching assemblies 

is not anficipated to have any appreciable effect on the railroad roadbed integrity 

as a structure impeding and directing surface drainage of the surrounding areas 

throughout the designated linear abandonment proposal However, the 

maintenance, clean out, and replacement of bndges. culverts, and structures that 

has been continuous to protect the integrity ofthe railroad roadbed has provided 

control of surface drainage in the area 

Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality notes that air quality problems 

during abandonment and salvage activities could result from unauthorized open 

burning, grading, trucking, or other activities which generate particulates. 

Im.perial Calcasieu Regional Planning & Development Commission requests 

issuance of a Public Use Condition, as well as an intenm Trail Use Condition 

rather than outright abandonment. 

7.1.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This section highlights the mitigafion measures that vanous parties, consulted in the process 

of prepanng the EA for the proposed merger nave requested: 

U S, Army Corps of Engineers recommends confinued maintenance of drainage 

structures, 

Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality recommends no open burning. 
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• Imperial Calcasieu Regional Planning and Development Commission requests 
a Public Use Condifion for creating a trail The UP has indicated its willingness^B^ 
to negotiate with the Commission for intenm trail use, 

7.1.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This section contains the mitigafion measures that SEA recommends that the Board impose 
in any final decision approving the proposed abandonment of the lowa Junction to Manchester line 
SEA will consider all comments on the EA in making its final recommendation to the Board, The 
Board will consider SEA's recommendations and the environmental record in making its final 
decision, SEA recommended mitigation is as follows: 

Land Use 

1. UP/SP shall observe all applicable Federal, state, and local regulafions regarding 
handling and disposal of any waste materials, including hazardous waste, 
encountered or generated dunng salvage ofthe proposed rail line. 

2 UP/SP shall dispose of all materials that cannot be reused in accordance with 
state and local solid waste management regulations. 

3. UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed during right-of-
way salvaging acfivities to pre-salvagmg conditions. 

4, UP/SP shall confinue negotiafions with the Imperial Calcasieu Regional Planning 
and Development Commission for intenm trail use. 

5. Before undertaking any salvage activities, UP/SP shall consult with any 
potentially affected American Indian Tribes. 

Water Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate technologies, such as silt screens, to minimize soil 
erosion dunng salvaging UP/SP shall disturb the smallest area possible around 
streams and tnbutaries and shall revegetate disturbed areas immediately 
following salvage operations. 

2. UP/SP shall assure that all culverts are clear from debris to avoid potenfiai 
flooding and stream flow alteration, in accordance with Federal, state, and local 

# 
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regulations and shail consult with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New 

Orieans District. 

3, UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal, state, and local permits if salvaging 

activities require the alteration of wetlands, ponds, lakes streams, or rivers, or 

if these activities would cause soil or other materials to wash into the ie water 

resources UP/SP shall use appropnate techniques to minimize impacts to water 

bodies and wetlands, such as positioning salvaging equipment on barges, 

matting, or skids. 

Biological Resources 

1 UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to encourage regrowth in disturbed 

areas and to stabilize disturbed soils. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1. If previously unknown archaeological remains are found during salvage 

operations UP/SP shall cease work in the area and immediately contact the 

Louisiana SHPO. 

Safety 

1. UP/SP shall transport all hazardous materials generated by salvage activities in 

compliance with the U S Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier 

Safety Regulafions (49 CFR Parts 171 to 179), 

Transportation 

1. UP/SP sha'l use appropnate signs and barncades to control traffic disruptions 

during abar donment activities at and near grade crossings. 

2. UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed during abandonment acfivities to their 

original conditions as required by state or local regulations. 

Air Quality 

UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 

regarding the control of fugitive dust. Fugitive dust emissions created during 
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salvage operations shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 

spraying, instaliafion of wind barners, and chemical treatment dunng salvaging, 

UP/SP shall conduct no open burning during salvage operations. 

Noise 

1. UP/SP shall control temporary noise from construction equipment through the 

use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery. 
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C H A P T E R 8.0 
T E X A S 

This chapter analyzes the potential environmental impacts of three rail line segments in 

Texas that UP/SP propose to abandon as part of the proposed merger The rail line segments 

proposed for abandonment are: 

SeabrooK to San Leon, Texas (SP) — Docket No AB-12 (Sub-No 187x) 

Suman to Benchley, Texas (SP) — Docket No AB-12 (Sub-No 185x) 

Troup to Whitehouse, Texas (UP) — Docket No, AB-3 (Sub-No. 134x). 

Detailed descnptions of each proposed abandonment by location alternative acfions 

considered, the existing environment, the potentiai environmental impacts, and recommended 

mitigation measures, are provided below 

8.1 Seabrook to San Leon (SP) 

Docket No AB-12 (Sub-No 187X) 

8.1.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed merger would include the abandonment of 10.5 miles of rail line between 

Seabrook and San Leon, from MP 30,0 to MP 40,5 (see Figure 8-1) Seabrook is located in Hams 

County, approximately 20 miles southeast of Houston San Leon is located in Galveston County 

approximately 30 miles southeast of Houston The proposed abandonment is along a portion of 

the SP Galveston line that has been out of service for several years. Service to the Texas City/ 

Galveston area is currently available on a parallel UP route. 

Generally, on the line proposed for abandonment, UP/SP would remove the rails, ties, ballast, 

ancillary equipment (i e , communicafions, signals), and grade crossings. Depending on whether 

there is a proposed adaptive reuse of the nght-of-way, the bndges may or may not be removed 

Most salvage and removal activities would occur within the existmg nght-of-way The nght-of-way 

would then be available, for conversion to alternative uses such as recreation (trail use), linear 

public utility transmission, local transportation corridor, expansion of adjacent land uses, or in some 

instances, a combination of some or all of the above 

8.1.2 Alternative Actions Considered 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment action are limited to the no acfion alternative (i e,, 

denial ofthe abandonment) since there is currently no service on the ime. This alternative would 

have no significant impact on the environment. 
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8.1.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

The 10,5-mile rail line section between Seabrook and San Leon is adjacent to various land 

uses, including transportafion, communication, utilifies, residential, cropland, and pastures The 

largest adjacent land use is a series of electric power transmission lines paralleling the entire rail 

line section, along with an associated electric substation. 

The second most common land use (approximately 35 percent) adjacent to the rail line is 

residenfial. The small communifies of Seabrook, Kemah, Bayview, Bacliff, and San Leon are found 

along the right-of-way 

Less common land uses along the rail line include cropland, bays, and estuaries, and 

commercial land. Cropland and pastures are located south of the Dickinson Bayou. Pnme 

agncultural lands have not been identified adjacent to the line. 

Water Resources 

The proposed abandonment corridor crosses one stream and two tidal channels, including 

Clear Creek and Dickinson Bayou, The National Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps indicate 18 

estuarine and palustnne wetlands within or adjacent to the existing nght-or-way proposed for 

abandonment. Also nearby are a tidal channel and a ditch The rail line crosses two large lOO-

year floodplains~the first associated with Galveston Bay and the second with Dickinson Bayou, 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation Exisfing vegetafion within the right-of-way corridor is typically ruderal weeds, 

having been disturbed by past rail construction and maintenance activities Adjacent vegetation 

types consist of coastal marsh species, grassland, and post-oak savanna These vegetafion cover 

types 3 e interspersed with agricultural and developed lands. 

Wildlife. The right-of-way provides habitat for a variety of terrestrial wildlife species, however, 

the extent of habitat is extremely limited. The adjacent marsh and grassland areas provide cover 

for small mammals such as mice, moles, voles, shrews, chipmunks, and rabbits These small 

mammals provide food sources for predators such as red-tailed hawk, red fox and others, Vanous 
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birds are likely to forage in these areas, including songbirds such as thrasher, sparrow, towhee 

and catbird, and possibly gamebirds such as quail and woodcock. Other wildlife species that may 

use these habitats include American kestrel, box turtle, and garter snakes. 

The wetland areas provide habitat for a variety of wildlife species. The open water areas are 

likely to be used by turtles, frogs, and salamanders, as well as many invertebrates, during 

reproduction and early life-stages Tolerant invertebrates, including beetles air-breathing snails, 

and insect larvae, are present The water bodies also attract many of the terrestrial species noted 

above for bathing and dnnking. 

Threatened and Endangered Species. SEA consulted the U S Fish and Wildlife Sen/ice 

(USFWS) regarding threatened and endangered species in the area of the proposed rail line 

abandonment between Seabrook and San Leon. The USFWS staff indicated that the federally 

listed endangered species, Attwater s greater prairie chicken {Tympanuchus cupido attwateri). 

occurs at a site southeast of the project. The USFWS also noted that several populations of Texas 

windmill-grass {Chloris texensis). a candidate species, are known to occur in the vicinity There 

is no critical habitat known or recorded in the vicinity of the proposed abandonment Field 

observafions on site also indicated no occurrences of these species The Texas Parks and 

Wildlife Department noted that there are no known occurrences of special species or natural 

communifies in the general vicinity of the project. 

Parks, Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuaries No parks, preserves, refuges, or 

sanctuaries occur along or adjacent to the proposed abandonment corridor. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The Galveston Line (Seabrook to San Leon) had its origin as the North Galveston. Houston 

and Kansas City Company, incorporated in 1882 The property passed through two receivers and 

on February, 1893 was purchased by the La Porte, Houston and Northem, which opened the line 

on May 12, 1896, In 1905, the property was purchased by the Galveston, Harrisburg and San 

Antonio, which was already under the control of SP. 

Two through-plate girder swing bridges located at MP 31 99 and MP 38.77 were both 

constructed in 1907 and. based on SEA's evaluafion. are potentially eligible for the Nafional 

Register of Historic Places (NRHP) There are six wooden bndges built between 1932 and 1947 

that, based on Texas State Histonc Presen/ation Officer (SHPO) guidance, are not considered 

eligible for the NRHP. 

SEA's review of National Register listings identified three archaeological sites within or 

adjacent to the nght-of-way: GU 84 and GU 85, both shell middens previously determined eligible 
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for listing on the NRHP, and GU 37, a prehistonc site that, based on SEA's evaluation, appears 

.eligible for the NRHP. Consultation has been initiated with the Texas SHPO to confirm these 

findings. 

Safety 

SEA's review of the VISTA database identified one RCRA-TSD site, three LUST sites, and 

four ERNS sites within 500 feet of the rail segment. According to the ERNS list, one of the 

hazardous waste spills was a 2,500-gallon diesel fuel spill in Dickinson in 1990, which was 

remediated. 

Transportation 

The proposed abandonment is along a portion of the SP Galveston line that has been out of 

service for several years and therefore carnes no traffic. This segment formeriy served as an SP 

access route to Texas City and Galveston. There are eight grade crossings located along the rail 

line. 

Air Quality 

The Seabrook to San Leon rail line is located in Air Quality Control Region (AQCR) 215: 

Metropolitan Houston - Galveston Currently, AQCR 216 is in nonattainment with the National 

Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ozone. 

Noise 

Automobile and tmck traffic are the primary sources of noise along this corridor because the 

rail line parallels Texas State Highway 146, Since there is no exisfing rail traffic on the Seabrook 

to San Leon line, rail traffic is not a source of noise. 

The automobile and truck sources of noise along State Highway 146 are the pnmary 

contributors to noise levels in the communities of Seabrook, Kemah, Bayview, Bacliff. and San 

Leon There are also isolated and small clusters of other homes at several locations along the line 

and the adjacent highway 

8.1.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

Tht proposed abandonment would change the existing land use designation of the railroad 
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right-of-way from railroad use to non-railroad use It is estimated that approximately 143 acres of 

land would be affected by this change Salvaging activities generally would not disturb adjacent 

land uses, although the removal of some bndges could require the use of construction equipment 

outside of the rail line nght-of-way and property. Any adiacent land that would be disturbed by 

salvage activities would be restored by UP/SP to its onginal condifion The proposed abandonment 

would not affect any prime farmlands. 

Salvage activities would generate matenal that would need to be disposed of at a landfill, 

burned as fuel, or incinerated. Most of this material would consist of unusable rail ties and utility 

poles Disposal would be carried out in accordance with applicable Federal, state, and local 

environmental regulations If UP/SP select landfilling as a method of disposal, a properiy permitted 

and designed landfill would be employed. 

Water Resources 

As discussed in Section 8,1 3, surface water resources along the proposed abandonment 

include a stream, and two tidal channels. The rail line also crosses two large floodplains There 

are also many wetlands within or adjacent to the line. 

Salvaging activities associated with the proposed abandonment would include removing rails 

ties, spikes, plates, railroad-related utilities, signaling devices and possibly some bndge spans and 

decking Bridge removal could disturb small areas of soil and has the potential to increase soil 

erosion and sedimentafion of adjacent water bodies. Soil disturbance from the removal of the other 

matenals is expected to be negligible Acfions to control erosion and sedimentation could include 

using sediment barriers (e g silt fences and straw bale dikes), diversion ditches, and sediment 

collection basins. Enhanced controls, such as increasing the storage capacity of sediment basins 

and conducfing more frequent inspecfions and maintenance, also may be required in areas where 

soils are particulariy susceptible to erosion. The measures selected would need to be site-specific 

and would depend on local soil conditions, topography, the extent of disturbance proposed 

proximity to water bodies, and applicable Federal, state, or local regulations. 

Bndge abutments would remain m place followmg salvage operations. These abutments are 

generally long-lived, and are not expected to fail or collapse in the near future from normal 

detenoration and aging 

Applicable Federal and state permits would be obtained by 'JP/SP if salvage activities would 

disturb native soils and vegetation in adjacent water bodies, floodplains, and/or wefiands. The only 

salvage activity that has the potenfiai to disturb thes^ areas would be bridge span, deck, or pier 

removal. Most bridges could be dismantled by equipment that would be posifioned on railbeds or 

in upland areas Dismanfiing long bridges that are located over open surface water bodies and 
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associated floodplains or wetlands, such as the Clear Creek or Dickinson Bayou crossings, could 

require using equipment within these protected areas, 

UP/SP's compliance with Federal and state perm't requirements would ensure minimal 
impacts to these water bodies and associated floodplains and wetlands. Actions that couid be 
taken by UP/SP to minimize or avoid impacts include placing equipment on barges, matting, or 
skids The measures selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on local wetland 
and floodplain characteristics, topography, the nature and duration of the proposed activity, 
proximity to floodplain and wefiand, and the applicable Federal, state, and local regulations. 

Culverts along the rail line segment, if left in place could become blocked by waterborne 
debris. Such blockage could cause upstream flooding and alter stream flows, Dunng salvage 
operations, UP/SP would be required to open all culverts to avoid flooding and stream flow 
alterations These activities would be conducted m accordance with Federal, state, and iocal 
regulafions. 

The proposed abandonment of this rail line segment would not have ad.erse impacts on 
groundwater resources given the small size of the project and the limited productivity of 
groundwater in the area. Because abandonment of the rail line would require relatively little 
earthwork, the project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration patterns m the 
area. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetafion Existing vegetafion control p.'-actices along the right-of-way would be 

disconfinued after salvaging operafions are completed. Opportunistic plant species would quickly 

revegetate the cleared ;ailbed and it would eventually evolve to a natural state Therefore, the 

overall impact of the proposed abandonment on vegetation along the right-of-way should be 

beneficial. 

Wildlife. The proposed abandonment would have beneficia' long-term impacts on most 
animal species that occupy terrestrial habitats adjacent to the rail line "he proposed abandonment 
could ease terntonal movements and enhance the quality of habitat available to wildlife Any 
potentially adverse impacts associated with salvaging activities would be temporary and would not 
result in permanent loss cf wildlife species. 

Erosion and sedimentafion caused by salvaging operations, particulariy bridge deck and span 
removal, could affect downstream aquatic communities However, adverse impacts to fish 
populations and habitats are not anticipated, provided that UP/SP follow permit requirements for 
soil erosion and sedimentation control measures and undertake adequate mitigation measures 
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wnen salvaging takes place on soils that are prone to erosion Mitigafion measures could include 

implementing enhanced erosion and sedimentation controls such as planting a rapidly-growmg 

vegetation cover, increasing the storage capacity and detention periods for sediment basins, and 

conducfing more frequent inspections Salvage activities are not expected to create long-term 

negative impacts on water turbidity (i,e , degree of claritv) or existing fish populations and their 

habitat. 

Threatened and Endangered Species. Although USFWS has indicated that one federally 

listed endangered species and one candidate species could potentially occur in the area of the 

proposed abandonment, no effects on such species or their crifical habitat are anticipated This 

determinafion is based cn the lack of any recorded occurrences at the project site, the lack of any 

critical habitat at tt.e project site, and the lack of any observations of occurrences of such species 

during site visits. 

Parks. Fciest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuanes, No parks, preserves, refuges, or 

sanctuaries occur along or adjacent to the rail line. Therefore, no effects on such resources would 

result the abandonment. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

Salvage operations could result in the physical destruction damage, or alteration of the two 

histonc swing bndges (MP 31 99 and 38,77) and three archaeological sites reported in Section 

8,1 3 If the abandonment procedure does not include salvage operafions, there is still a possibility 

for indirect adverse effects Neglect of the sites may result in their destruction due to vandalism 

or deterioration due to lack of regular maintenance 

Secfion 106 consultation with the Texas SHPO regarding NRHP eligibility and potential effect 

has been inifiated UP/SP shall retain their interest and take no steps to alter the two histonc 

bridges until the Section 106 process has been completed SEA's recommended mitigation 

measures also include provisions for UP/SP to continue Section 106 consultafion to address 

discovery and treatment of archaeological sites during the abandonment or salvage process. 

Safety 

UP/SP would undertake coordinafion with appropriate agencies regarding the locations and 

influence of nearby hazardous waste sites prior to initiation of abandonment activifies. Because 

the disturbance resulting from removal of rail and ties is limited to minor surface disturbance, no 

hazardous waste and safety impacts are expected as a result of the proposed abandonment In 

addition, the probability of a major spill of hazardous or toxic matenals dunng abandonment is very 

small. However, in the unlikely event that such a spill occurs from salvage machinery at the 
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m 
abandonment site, drainage ditches are expected to retain the contaminated runoff. In the very 

nlikely event of a large spill that is not promptly and properiy cleaned up, there could be the 

otential for contaminants to seep into underiying soils Overall, the proposed abandonment would 

not be expected to mcrease the probability or consequences of hazardous waste contamination 

The discontinuance of the Seabrook to San Leon line would eliminate the need for the eight 

grade crossings which would be removed. Since there is currently no rail traffic, the potential for 

vehicle and pedestrian/train accidents would not change. 

Transportation 

Potential through train traffic on the abandoned line «̂  ,gment would be rerouted along a 

parallel SP route. Since this line has been out of service for several years, no rail-to-truck 

diveruions are anticipated as a result ofthe proposed abandonment Sen/ice to the Texas City and 

Galveston areas would be provided by the parallel UP route. 

Air Quality 

The operafion of heavy equipment would be the primary source of pollutant emissions during 

salvage activities The pollutants resulting from such activities typically consist of: 

Particulate matter, voiafile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), 

and nitrogen oxides (NOJ, resulfing from the combusfion of diesel fuel. 

Fugifive dust emissions along the right-of-way and unimproved roads, resulting 

from the operation of heavy equipmeni. 

The fugitive particulate emissions, which would be of pnmary concern, can be controlled by 

UP/SP operators using water sprays or other suitable dust suppressants. Other emissions 

associated with salvaging operations (VOCs. CO. and NOJ generally would be minor and of short 

duration. It should be noted that salvage activities themselves would be temporary in nature and 

would have insignificant, temporary effects on air quality 

As reported in Section 8 13. AQCR 216 is in a nonattainment area for ozone The minor, 

intermittent emissions of NO, (a precursor to ozone) during salvage operafions would not be 

expected to contnbute to violations of ozone NAAQS 

Post-abandonment pollutant emissions along the right-of-way would be unchanged since 

there is currently no rail traffic on this section. 
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Noise 

As discussed in Secfion 8,1,3, there is no current rail traffic along the rail line. Automobile 

and truck traffic contribute to noise levels in the vicinity of the adjacent communities and the eight 

grade crossings along the rail line. 

Salvaging operations associated with the abandonment would cause temporary inc ^ases 

in noise levels. This would occur during the removal of rails, ties, plates, spikes, railroad-related 

utilifies, signaling devices, and most bridges These salvaging activities would require the use of 

trucks and front-end loaders as well as cranes at larger bridges Noise generated by such salvage 

equipment generally would be less than the 65-70 dBA level reported for typical trains. Equipment-

generated noise, however, might t>e more frequent and last longer than noise from passing trains, 

since the equipment would remain relatively stationary for up to two days as each mile of track is 

dismantled and removed Following salvage acfivities, elevated noise levels from all rail-related 

acfions would be eliminated. 

Minor changes in vehicular traffic levels and patterns also would occur in the vicinity of the 

right-of-way dunng and after salvage operations Traffic levels at most of the eight grade crossings 

on the rail line would be comparable to existing levels during and after salvage activities. Small 

increases in traffic could occur during salvaging at grade crossings near communifies where the 

salvaging work force is operating. This temporarily increased traffic would result in small or 

impercepfible changes in existing traffic noise. 

Upon completion of salvaging activifies, all rail service-associated noise would cease. This 

permanent elimination of noise from rail activities along the Seabrook to San Leon line is expected 

to outweigh the temporamy increased noise of salvaging and local road traffic Human and wildlife 

receptors located near the line would generally benefit from a long-term reducfion in noise levels 

8.1.5 Potential Environmental Impacts of Alternative Action 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment are limited to the no-action alternative This 

alternafive should not affect the existing quality of the human environment and energy 

consumpfion. 

8.1.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considering the potenfiai environmental impacts of the rail line segment abandonments 

planned as part ofthe proposed UP/SP merger, SEA sent consultation letters to various Federal, 

state, and local agencies on January 29, 1996. These letters, samples of which are included in 

Volume 5, Appendix D, Exhibits D-1 through D-9, provided eariy notificafion of this EA and 
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requested information and comments on the effects to the environment ofthe proposed merger and 

elated abandonment and construction projects Each letter included a state information packet 

'and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals A sample packet is shown in Volume 

5 .Appendix D, Exhibit D-10 SEA contacted agencies by telephone to alert them to the distnbution 

ofthe consultation letter and to confirm its receipt. The Applicant also contacted these agencies 

in preparation of the Environmental Report which accompanied the merger application. That 

correspondence and all responses were reviewed, venfied, and considered by SEA in the 

preparation of this EA, 

All comments received (through mid March 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Exhibits E-1 through E-11 As necessary, SEA conducted 

additional consultation with agencies as shown m Volume 5, Appendix E, Table E-1, Agency 

comments regarding the proposed abandonments are summarized below: 

U,S Natural Resources Conservation Service. Temple Office, strongly recommends 

that all trackage abandonments include plans to prevent soil erosion during and after 

track removal, 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Houston Office, reports that this section of 

abandonment occurs near one ofthe few remaining populations of Attwater's Greater 

Prairie Chicken, The Service also noted that several populations of Texas Windmill-

grass (C2 candidate species) are known to occur in the vicinity, 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers requests that, prior to actual salvage operations within 

the junsdiction of Galveston District, the Chief of Evaluation be contacted, 

Texas Historical Commission requested that an assessment be made of any historic 

or archaeological properties along the abandonment 

• Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission reported that the 

Houston/Galveston area is classified as a severe ozone nonattainment area. The 

Commission aiso advised that General Conformity regulations require that Federal 

actions be considered as a whole Therefore, actions dealing with increased rail 

activity should tie combined with construction actions within each nonattainment area 

in order to determine net emissions increase/decrease. 

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department recommends that existing vegetation along the 

abandoned sections of track be disturbed as little as possible Railroad corridors often 

provide undisturbed segments of nafive vegetation communities not often found in 

Texas, which should be kept intact to provide some remnants of these once abundant 

communities. 
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8.1.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This secfion highlights the mitigafion measures that various parties, consulted in the process' 
of preparing the EA for the proposed merger, have requested: 

• Natural Resources Conservation Service recommends that all proposed 

abandonments include soil erosion plans, 

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department recommends leaving existing vegetafion 

along abandoned trackbeds 

8.1.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This secfion contains the mifigation measures that SEA preliminarily recommends that the 
Board impose in any final decision approving this proposed abandonment of the Seabrook to San 
Leon line, SEA will consider all comments on the EA in making its final recommendation to the 
Board, The Board will consider SEA's recommendafions and the environmenta! record in making 
its final decision, SEA recommended mitigation is as follows: 

Land Use 

1. UP/SP shall observe all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations regarding 
handling and disposal of any waste materials, including hazardous waste, 
encountered or generated dunng salvage of the proposed rail line. 

2, UP/SP shall dispose of all materials that cannot be reused in accordance with 
state and local solid waste management regulations. 

3, UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed during nght-of-
way salvaging activities to pre-salvagmg conditions. 

4. Before undertaking any salvage activities, UP SP shall consult with any 
potenfiaily affected American Indian Tnbes. 

Water Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate technologies, such as silt screens to minimize soil 
erosion during salvaging, UP/SP shall disturtj the smallest area possible around 
streams and tributanes and shall revegetate disturbed areas immediately 
following salvage operations. 
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2. UP/SP shall assure that all culverts are clear from debris to avoid potenfiai 

flooding and stream flow alteration, in accordance with Federal, state, and local 

regulations and shall consult with the U S Army Corps of Engineers. Galveston 

Distnct. 

3. UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal, state, and local permits if salvaging 

activities require the alteration of wetlands, ponds, lakes, streams, or rivers or 

if these activities would cause soil or other matenals to wash into these water 

resources UP/SP shall use appropnate technigues to minimize impacts to water 

bodies and wetlands, such as positioning salvaging equipment on barges, 

matting, or skids. 

Biological Resources 

1, USFWS indicated a possible desire to obtain permission to determine if Windmill-

grass is present along the fail line Should USFWS follow up with such a 

request, UP/SP shall cooperate in granfing the necessary authorizafions. 

2. UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to encourage regrov^rth in disturbed 

areas and to stabilize disturbed soils. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1. UP/SP shall retain its interest in and take no steps to alter the through plate 

girder bridges at MP 31.99 and 38,77 until the Section 106 process of the 

National Historic Preservafion Act (16 USC 470f., as amended), has been 

completed for these structures 

2. UP/SP shall continue Secfion 106 consultation with the Texas SHPO to 

determine the need and extent of a recovery and treatment program for the three 

known archaeological sites along this segment. 

3. If previously unknown archaeological remains are found during salvage 

operations, UP/SP shall cease work in the area and immediately contact the 

Texas SHPO. 

Safety 

1. Prior to the start of abandonment activities in the vicinity of any known hazardous 

waste sites, UP/SP shall contact the Texas Natural Resources Conservafion 
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Commission. Waste Management Office, to assess procedures necessary to 
address issues related to the sites. 

2 UP/SP shall transport all hazardous materials generated by salvage activities in 
compliance with the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Motor Camer 
Safety Regulafions (49 CFR Parts 171 to 179) 

Transportation 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate signs and barricades to control traffic disruptions 
dunng abandonment activities at and near grade crossings. 

2. UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed during salvage activities to conditions as 
required by state or local regulations. 

Air Quality 

1. UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 
regarding the control of fugitive dust Fugitive dust emissions created during 
salvage operafions shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 
spraying, instaliafion of wind barriers, and chemical treatment during salvaging, 

Noise 

1. UP/SP shall control temporary noise from construction equipment through the 
use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery. 

2. UP/SP shall limit construction work within 1.000 feet of residences to daytime 
hours to mitigate noise impacts on nearby receptors. 
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8.2 Suman to Benchley (SP) 

Docket No, AB-12 (Sub-No. 185X) 

8.2.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed merger would include the abandonment of a 13,1-mile rail line segment 

between Suman and Benchley, from MP 117 6 to MP 105 07 (see Figure 8-2) Suman is located 

in Robertson County, approximately 80 .miles northeast of Austin, Benchley is located in Robertson 

County, approximately 80 miles northwest of Houston Following the rnerger, existing rail traffic 

on this segment would be diverted to a parallel UP route 

Generally, on the line proposed for abandonment, UP/SP would remove the rails, ties, ballast, 

ancillary equipment (i.e.. communications, signals) and grade crossings Depending on vvhether 

there is a proposed adaptive reuse ofthe nght-cf-way the bridges may or may not be removed 

Most salvage and removal activities would occur within the existing nght-of-way. The nght-of-way 

would then be available for conversion to alternative uses such as recreation (trail use), linear 

public utility transmission, local transportation comdor, expansion of adjacent land uses, or in some 

instances, a combination of some or all of the above 

8.2.2 Alternative Actions Considered 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment action include: (1) discontinuance of sen/ice with 

no abandonment: (2) continued operations by another carrier: and (3) the no action alternafive (i e., 

denial of the abandonment). Under each of these alternafives there would be no significant impact 

to the environment. 

8.2.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

Land along the 13 1-mile rail line between Suman and Benchley is predominantly rural and 

undeveloped. Mixed rangeiand is adjacent to approximately 60 percent ofthe rail line. Deciduous 

forest is the second most common land cover and is adjacent to approximately 30 percent of the 

rail line Cropland and pasture are located at the south end of the rail line near Benchley and make 

up the remainder of the land use, Pnme agncultural lands have not been identified adjacent to the 

rail line 

The small communities of Sutton and Benchley are found along the nght-of-way. 
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Water Resources 

The proposed abandonment corridor crosses eight streams and is adjacent to several other' 

streams associated with Pin Oak Creek, Spring Creek, and Campbells Creek It is also adjacent 

to several other water bodies, such as lakes or ponds. The NWI maps indicate that 12 palustrine 

wetlands are £idjacent to the proposed abandonment, particulariy in the area of Spnng and Pin Oak 

Creeks, The right-of-way does not cross any 100-year floodplain. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation, Existing vegetation within the right-of-way corridor is typically ruderal weeds, 

having been disturbed by past rail construction and current rail acfivities. Vegetation types adjacent 

to the right-of-way consist of blackland praine, and post-oak savanna. These vegetation cover 

types are interspersed with agricultural and developed lands. 

Wildlife The righ'.-of-way provides habitat for a vanety of terrestrial wildlife species; however, 

the extent of habitat is extremely limited The adjacent forest and field areas provide cover for 

small mammals such as mice, moles, voles, shrews, chipmunks, and rabbits These small 

mammals provide food sources for predators such as red-tailed hawk, red fox, and others. Various 

birds are likely to forage in these areas, including songbirds such as thrasher, sparrow, towhee, 

and catbird, and possibly gamebirds such as quail and woodcock Other wildlife species that may 

use these habitats include Amencan kestrel, box turtle, and garter snakes. 

The wetland areas provide haoitat for a vanety of wildlife species. The open water areas are 

likely to be used by turtles, frogs, and salamanders, as well as many invertebrates, dunng 

reproducfion and eariy life-stages. Tolerant invertebrates, including beetles, air-breathing snails, 

and insect larvae, are present The presence of water also attracts many of the terrestrial species 

noted above for bathing and dnnking. 

Threatened and Endangered Species SEA consulted USFWS regarding threatened and 

endangered species in the area of the proposed rail line abandonment between Suman and 

Benchley. The USFWS staff indicated concern for one federally listed endangered species that 

may occur in Robertson County, the Navasota Ladies'-tresses {Spiranthes parksii). There are no 

critical habitats designated in the area. Field observafions on site indicated no occurrences of this 

species. Although suitable habitat may exist in the post oak areas outside the railroad right-of-way, 

such areas are beyond the limits of any work that would be done to carry out the proposed 

abandonment. The Texas Parks and Wldlife Department noted that there are no known 

occurrences of special species or natural communities in the general vicinity of the project. 

Parks. Forest Preserves, Refuges, and Sanctuanes No parks, preserves, refuges or 
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sanctuaries occur near the proposed abandonment corndor. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The Hearne Line (Suman to Benchley) had its ongins as part ofthe Galveston & Red River 

Valley Railway, originally chartered in 1847 to begin building a railroad between Houston and 

Denison The railroad franchise and property were sold at foreclosure dunng the Civil War in 1861 

to the Houston & Texas Central. The line tjegan operations from Houston to Bryan in August 1867 

and steadily progressed to Dallas by 1872 and finally to Denison in 1873. 

Three deck plate girder bridges at MP 109.73 (built 1899), MP 112,96 (built 1899), and MP 

117.55 (built 1901) have undergone alterations; their NRHP eligibility is still awaiting SHPO 

concurrence There are two wooden bridges built in 1940 and 1942 that, based on Texas SHPO 

guidance, are not considered eligible for the NRHP, SEA identified one archaeological site eligible 

for listing on the NRHP within the right-of-way The site is Route 192, a State Archaeological 

Landmark, described as a substantia! late prehistonc site with buried material. Consultation has 

been initiated wilh the Texas SHPO to confirm these findings, 

SEA's review of National Register listings and information did not identify any additional 

historic structures or archaeological sites in the vicinity of the proposed abandonment However, 

as part ofthe Section 106 consultation process, site-specific field surveys could be required by a 

SHPO to verify that no archaeological resources would be disturbed or destroyed by the 

abandonment or related salvage activities SEA reviewed UP track evaluation videotapes for the 

entire length of the proposed abandonment and did not identify any additional histonc structures 

within the project area 

Safety 

SEA's review of the VISTA database indicated that there are no hazardous waste sites along 

the rail line. 

Transportation 

Rail traffic on the segment is currently eight trains per day. Any through traffic would be 

served by the parallel UP line if the proposed merger is approved. There are five grade crossings 

on the seg.ment. 

Air Quality 

The Suman to Benchley rail line is located in Air Quality Control Region (AQCR) 212: Ausfin-
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Waco, Currently, AQCR 212 is in attainment with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

,(NAAQS) for all pollutants. 

Noise 

Rail, automobile, and truck traffic are the primary sources of noise in this rural and 

undeveloped region of Texas Along most of this line, rail traffic is the predominant noise source 

The current level of train traffic on the Suman to Benchley rail line ( eight trains per day) generates 

an estimated L̂ ,, noise level of 65 dBA at a distance of approximately 109 feet without horns (336 

feet with horns) 

Automobile and tmck sources also contribute to noise levels adjacent to the rail line, because 

U S Route 190 parallels the rail line Noise levels at 50 feet from individual automobiles and trucks 

are reported to be approximately 70 to 75 and 80 to 85 dBA, respectively 

Because ofthe rural character ofthe areas adjacent to the rail line, there are few receptors 

for the rail, automobile, and truck noise Most residences in the vicinity of the Suman to Benchley 

line are associated with the two small communities of Sutton and Benchley. However, isolated and 

small clusters of homes are also present at seve'al locations along the line, 

8.2.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

The proposed abandonment would change the existing land use designation ofthe railroad 

right-of-way from active railroad use to an inactive status. It is estimated that approximately 220 

acres of land would be affected by this change Salvaging activities generally would not disturb 

adjacent land uses, although the removal of some bndges could require the use of construction 

equipment outside of the rail line right-of-way and property Any adjacent land that would be 

disturbed by salvage activities would be restored by UP/SP to its ongmal condition The proposed 

abandonment would not affect any pnme farmlands. 

Salvage activities would generate material that would netJ to be disposed of at a landfill, 

burned as fuel, or incinerated Most of this matenal would consist of unusable rail ties and utility 

poles. Disposal would oe earned out in accordance with applicable Federal, state, and local 

environmental regulations. If UP/SP select landfilling as a method of disposal, a properiy permitted 

and designed landfill would be employed. 
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Water Resources 

As discussed in Section 8.2.3, surface water resources along the proposed abandonment 

include eight rivers and streams and many wetiands associated with Pin Oak Creek, Spnng Creek, 

and Campbells Creek, 

Salvaging acfivities associated with the proposed abandonment would include removing rails, 
ties, spikes, plates, railroad-related utilifies. signaling devices and possibly some bridge spans and 
decking, Bndge removal could disturb small areas of soil, and has the potential to increase soil 
erosion and sedimentation of adjacent water bodies Soil disturbance from the removal of the other 
matenals is expected to be negligible Actions to control erosion and sedimentation could include 
using sediment bamers (e g silt fences and straw bale dikes) diversion ditches, and sediment 
collection basins. Enhanced controls, such as increasing the storage capacity of sediment basins 
and conducting more frequent inspections and maintenance, also may be required in areas where 
soils are particulariy susceptible to erosion. The measures selected would need to be site-specific 
and would depend on local soil conditions, topography, the extent of disturbance proposed, 
proximity to water bodies and applicable Federal state, or local regulations 

Bridge abutments would remain in place following salvage operations. These abutments are 

generally long-lived, and are not expected to fail or collapse in the near future from normal 

deteriorafion and aging 

Applicable Federal and state pennits wouid be obtained by UP/SP if salvage activities would 
disturb nafive soils and vegetation in adjacent water bodies and/or wetlands. The only salvage 
acfivity that has the potential to disturb these areas would be bridge span, deck, or pier removal 
Most bridges could be dismantled by equipment that would be positioned on railbeds or in upland 
areas. Dismantling long bndges that are located over open surface water bodies and associated 
wetlands, such as the Spring Creek and Campbells Creek crossings, could require using 
equipment within these protected areas, 

UP/SP's compliance with Federal and state permit requirements would ensure minimal 
impacts to these water bodies and associated floodplains and wetlands. Actions that could be 
taken by UP/SP to minimize or avoid impacts include placing equipment on barges, matting, or 
skids. The measures selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on local wetland 
and floodplain charactenstics, topography, the nature and duration of the proposed activity, 
proximity to fioodplain and wetland, and the applicable Federal, state, and local regulations. 

Culverts along the rail line segment, if left in place, could become blocked by waterborne 
debris. Such blockage could cause upstream flooding and alter stream flows During salvage 
operations, UP/SP would be required to open all culverts to avoid flooding and stream flow 
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alter?tions These activities would be conducted in accordance with Federal, state and local 

egulat.ons. 

The P'oposed abandonment of this rail line segment would not have adverse impacts on 
groundwater resources, given the small size of the project and the limited productivity of 
groundwater in the area. Because abandonment of the rail line would require relatively little 
earthwork, the project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration patterns m the 

area. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetafion. Existing vegetation control practices along the right-of-way would be 

discontinued after salvaging operations are completed. Opportunistic plant species would quickly 

revegetate the cleared railbed and it would eventually evolve to a natural state Therefore, the 

overall impact of the proposed abandonment cn vegetation along the nght-of-way should be 

beneficial. 

Wildlife, The proposed abandonment would have beneficial long-term impacts on most 
animal species that occupy terrestnal habitats adjacent to the rail line. The proposed abandonment 
could ease territorial movements and enhance the quality of habitat available to wildlife Any 
potenfiaily adverse impacts associated with salvaging activities would be temporary and would not 
result in permanent loss of wildlife species. 

Erosion and sedimentation caused by salvaging operations, particulariy bndge deck and span 
removal, r-ould affect downstream aquafic communities. However, adverse impacts to fish 
populations and habitats are not anticipated, provided that UP/SP follow permit requirements for 
soil erosion and sedimentation control measures and undertake adequate mitigation measures 
when salvaging takes place on soils that are prone to erosion, Mitigafion measures could include 
implemenfing enhanced erosion and sedimentation controls such as planfing a rapidly-growing 
vegetafion cover, increasing the storage capacity and detention penods for sediment basins, and 
conducting more frequent inspections. Salvage acfivifies are not expected to create long-term 
negative impacts on water turbidity (i.e., degree of clarity) or exisfing fish populations and their 
habitat. 

Threatened and Endangered Soecies Although USFWS has indicated that one federally 
listed endangered species could potenfiaily occur in the area of the proposed abandonment no 
effects on this species or its critical habitat are anticipated This detennination is based on the lack 
of any recorded occurrences at or near the project site, the lack of any cntical or suitable habitat 
on the project site, and the lack of any obsen/ations of occurrences dunng site visits. 
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Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuaries. No parks, preserves, refuges or 

sanctuaries occu. along or adjacent to the rail line. Therefore, there would be no effects on such 

resources as a result of the proposed abandonment 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

Salvage operations could result in the physical destrucfion, damage, or alterafion ofthe three 

histonc deck plate girder bridges and one archaeological site located along this segment. If the 

abandonment procedure does not include salvage operations, there is still a possibility for indirect 

adverse effects. Neglect of the bridges may result m their destruction due to vandalism or 

deterioration due to lack of regular ma'.itenance 

Secfion 106 consultation with the Texas SHPO regarding NRHP eligibility and potential effect 

has been initiated UP/SP shall retain their interest and take no steps to alter the three historic 

bridges until the Section 106 process has been completed SEA's recommended mitigation 

measures also include provisions for UP/SP to continue Section 106 consultation to address 

discovery and treatment of archaeological sites during the abandonment or salvage process. 

Safety 

UP/SP would undertake coordination with appropriate agencies to determine the locations 

and influence of any nearby hazardous waste sites pr.or to inifiafion of abandonment acfivities 

Because the disturbance resulting from removal of rail and ties is limited to minor surface 

disturbance, any existing hazardous wastes are unlikely to be affected as a result of the proposed 

abandonment. Safety impacts are also expected to be negligible. In addition, the probability of 

a major spill of hazardous or toxic matenals during abandonment is very small. However, in the 

unlikely event that such a spill occurs from salvage machinery at the abandonment site, drainage 

ditches are expected to retain the contaminated runoff In the very unlikely event of a large spill 

that IS not promptly and properiy cleaned up, there couid be the potential for contaminants to seep 

into underiying soils. Overall, the proposed abandonment would not be expected to increase the 

probability or consequences of hazardous waste contamination. 

The disconfinuance of rail service along the Suman to Benchley line would eliminate the need 

for the five grade crossings and would remove the potential for vehicle/train accidents. 

Transportation 

Through traffic on the rail line segment proposed for abandonment would be served by a 

parallel UP line. However, some local shipments of wood particit board would be diverted to truck 

c •". a result of the abandonment. The diversion of this traffic to truck would result in approximately 
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212 additional trucks per year on locai highways, including U.S. Route 190. The transportafion 

mpacts of this diversion are expected to be minimal. 

Air Quality 

The operation of heavy equipment would be the pnmary source of pollutant emissions dunng 

salvage activities. The pollutants resulting from such activities typically consist of: 

Particulate matter, voiafile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), 

and nitrogen oxides (NOJ, resulting from the combustion of diesel fuel. 

Fugitive dust emissions along the right-of-way and unimproved roads, resulfing 

from the operation of heavy equipment 

All of the emissions from salvaging operations would occur in an air quality attainment area. The 

fugitive particulate emissions, which woulo be of pnmary concern can be controlled by UP/SP 

operators using water sprays or other suitable dust suppressants. Other emissions associated with 

salvaging operafions (VOCs, CO, and NOJ generally would be minor and of short durafion It 

should t>e noted that salvage acfivities themselves vvould be temporary in nature and would have 

insignificant, temporary effects on air quality. 

Post-abandonment pollutant emissions along the right-of-way would be substantially reduced, 

due to the elimination of rail traffic and rail line maintenance activities. 

Noise 

As discussed in Section 8,2,3, rail traffic is cun-ently the predominant noise source along most 

of the Suman to Benchley line Currently, eight trains per day operate on this rail line, which 

contnbute to noise levels along the entire segment Automobile and truck traffic also contribute to 

current noise levels in the vicinity of the rail line. 

Noise disturbances during the salvaging operafions would be temporary and generally less 

than noise from trains that cun-ently travel along the rail line. This wouid occur dunng the removal 

of rails, ties, plates, spikes, railroad-related ufilities, signaling devices, and most bridges. These 

salvaging activities would require the use of trucks and front-end loaders, as well as cranes at 

larger bridges. Noise generated by such salvage equipment generally would be less than the 65-

70 dBA level reported for typical trains Equipment-generated noise, however, might be more 

frequent and last longer than noise from passing trains, since the equipment would remain 

relatively statioi.ary for up to two days as each mile of track is dismanfied and removed. Following 

salvage activifies, noise levels along the raii line would be greatty reduced due to the elimination 
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of all train traffic. 

Minor changes in vehicular traffic levels and patterns also would occur in the vicinity ofthe 

right-of-way dunng ano after salvage operations Traffic lcv*»ls at most of the five grade crossings 

on the rail line would be comparable to existing levels during and after salvage activities. Small 

increases in traffic could occur dunng salvaging at grade crossings near communities where the 

salvaging work force is operating. This temporanly increased traffic would result in small or 

imperceptible changes in exist.ng traffic noise. The additional truck traffic resulting from the 

diversion of local shipments of wood particle board would result in insignificant increase in traffic 

noise levels. 

Upon completion of salvaging activities all rail service and associated noise would cease. 

This permanent elimination of noise from rail traffic along the Suman to Benchley line is expected 

to outweigh the temporanly increased noise of salvaging and local road traffic Human and wildlife 

receptors located near the line would generally benefit from a long-term reducfion in noise levels. 

8.2.5 Potential Environmental impacts of Alternative Action 

Altematives to the proposed abandonment would include denial (and therefore no change 

in operations), discontinuance of service without abandonment, and continued operafion by another 

operator. In any of these cases, the existing quality of the human environment and energy 

consumption should not be affected, 

8.2.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considering the potential environmental impacts of the rail line segment abandonments 

planned as part of the proposed UP/SP merger, SEA sent consultation letters to various Federal, 

state, and local agencies on January 29, 1996, These letters, samples of which are included in 

Volume 5, Appendix D, Exhibits D-1 through D-9, provided eariy notification of this EA and 

requested information and comments on the effects to the environment of the proposed merger and 

related abandonment and construction projects Each letter included a state information packet 

and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals A sample packet is shown in Volume 

5 Appendix D, Exhibit D-10. SEA contacted agencies by telephone to alert them to the distribufion 

of the consultation letter and to r'^nf\rtr\ its receipt The Applicant also contacted these agencies 

in preparation of the Enviro ttrt; t „ Report which accompanied the merger application. That 

conespondence and H r*;.. •Dr-j.'? were reviewed, verified, and considered by SEA in the 

preparafion of this EA. 

All comments received (ttiroug i mid March, 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Exhibits E-1 through E-11. As necessary, SEA conducted 
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additional consultafions with agencies as shown m Volume 5, Appendix E, Table E-1. Agency 
omments regarding the proposed abandonment are summarized below: 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Ausfin Office indicated concern for the Navasota 
Ladies-tresses, a federally listed endangered species that may occur in Robertson 
County They recommend that any habitat that may be cleared or modified by the 
abandonment be evaluated to determine if the site is used by the species. 

Texas Historical Commission requested that an assessment be made of any historic 
or archaeological properties along the abandonment. 

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department recommends existing vegetation along these 
sections of track be disturbed as iittle as possible The Department notes that railroad 
corridors often provide undisturbed segments of native vegetation communities not 
often found in Texas, which should be kept intact to provide some ren nants of these 
once abundant communifies. A search ofthe Texas Biological and Conservation Data 
System revealed no presently known occurrences of special species or natural 
communifies in the general vicinity of the proposed abandonment. 

8.2.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This section highlights the mitigation measures that various parties, consulted in the process 
of prepanng the EA for the proposed merger, have requested: 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Seivice recommends that before cleanng any area, a 
survey for Navasota ladies-tresses be conducted, 

• Texas Parks and Wildlife Department recommends preservation of existing 
vegetation along the trackbed, 

8.2.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This secfion contains the m.ifigation measures that SEA recommends that the Board impose 
in any final decision approving this propos id abandonment of the Suman to Renchley line, SEA 
wiil consider all comments on the EA in making its final recommendation to the Board, The Board 
will consider SEA's recommendations and the environmental record in making its final decision 
SEA recommended mitigation is as follows: 
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Land Use 

1. UP/SP shall observe all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations regarding 

handling and disposal of any waste materials, including hazardous waste, 

encountered or generated dunng salvage ofthe proposed rail line 

2. UP/SP shall dispose of all materials that cannot be reused in accordance with 

state and local solid waste management regulafions. 

3. UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed during nght-of-

way salvaging activities to pre-salvagmg conditions. 

4 Before undertaking any salvage activities. UP/SP shall consult with any 

potentially affected American Indian Tribes. 

Water Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate technologies, such as silt screens, to minimize soil 

erosion dunng salvaging, UP/SP shall disturb the smallest area possible around 

streams and tributanes and shall revegetate disturbed areas immediately 

following salvage operations 

2. UP/SP shall assure that all culverts are clear from debris to avoid potential 

flooding and stream flow alteration, in accordance with Federal, state, and local 

regulafions. 

3 UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal, state, and local permits if salvaging 

activities require the alteration of wetlands, ponds, lakes, streams, or nvers, or 

if these activities would cause soil or other matenals to wash into these water 

resources UP/SP shall use appropriate techniques to minimize impacts to water 

bodies and wetlands, such as positioning salvaging equipment on barges, 

matting, or skids. 

Biological Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to encourage regrowth in disturbed 

areas and to stabilize disturbed soils. 

2. To further assess the potenfiai occurrence of Navasota Ladies'-tresses 

{Spiranthes parksii), a federally listed endangered species, UP/SP shall conduct 
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a sun/ey prior to salvage operations to determine if this species is present in any 

areas to be cleared or modified by the proposed abandonment. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1. UP/SP shall retain their interest in and take no steps to alter the three deck plate 

girder Pridges at MPs 109 73 112 96 and 117 55, unfil the Section 106 process 

ofthe National Histonc Preservafion Act. (16 USC 470f, as amended), has been 

completed for these structures, 

2. UP/SP shall continue Section 106 consultation witt: the Texas SHPO to 

determine the need and extent of a recovery and treatment program for the 

known archaeological site, 

3. If previously unknown archaeological remains are found during salvage 

operations. UP/SP shall cease work in the area and immediately contact the 

Texas SHPO. 

Safety 

Prior to the start of abandonment activities in the areas ccntaining copper slag 

ballast, UP/SP shall contact the Texas Natural Resources Consen/ation 

Commission, Waste Management Office, as necessary to assess procedures 

necessary to address issues related to the sites. 

Transportation 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate signs and barricades to control traffic disruptions 

dunng abandonment activities at and near grade crossings 

2. UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed during abandonment activifies to their 

onginal conditions as required by state or local regulations. 

Air Quality 

1. UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 

regarding the control of fugitive oust. Fugitive dust emissions created dunng 

salvage operations shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 

spraying, installation of wind barriers, and chemical treatment dunng salvaging. 
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Noise 

1. UP/SP shall contrcl temporary noise ^rom construction equipment through the 

use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery 

8.3 Troup to Whitehouse (UP) 

Docket No AB-3 (Sub-No 134X) 

8.3.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed merger would include the abandonment of a 7 5-mile rail line segment between 

T'-oup and Whitehouse from MP 0,5 to MP 8 0 (see Figure 8-3) Troup and Whitehouse are both 

located in Smith County, approximately 100 miles southeast of Dallas The proposed 

abandonment is along the UP Tyler Industnal Lead Following the .merger, traffic using this line 

would be rerouted to the SP line serving the Tyler area 

Generally, on the line proposed for abandenment UP'SP v.'onld r o - oue the rails, ties, ballast, 

and ancillary equipment (i e , communications, signals* and grade , 3'.""jS Depending on 

whether there is a proposed adaptive reuse of the nght-cf-way, . Dodges may or may not be 

removed Most salvage and removal activities would occur within the existing right-of-way The 

right-of-way would then be available for conversion tc alternative uses such as recreafion (trail 

use), linear public ufility transmission, local transportafion corndor. expansion of adjacent land 

uses, or in some instances, a combination of some c all cf the obove. 

8.3.2 Alternative Act ions Considered 

Alternatives to the prcposed abandonment action include (1) discontinuance o^ service with 

no abandonment; (2) confinued operations by another carrier and (3) the no acfion alternative (i e , 

deniai of the abandonment). Under each of these alternafives there would be no signifi: int impact 

to the environment. 

8.3.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

The 7.5-mile rail line between Troup and Whitehouse is predominantly rural and 

undeveloped. Mixed forest land is adjacent to approximately 75 percent of the rail line. 
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FIGURE 8-3 

UP/SP RAILROAD MERGER 
PROPOSED ABANDONMENT 

TROUP - WHITEHOUSE, TEXAS 
ENVlRONMEr :TAL ASSESSMENT 
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The second most common land use adjacent to the rail line is cropland and pasture 

compnsing approximately 15 percent. Prime agricultural lands have not been identified adjacent 

to the rail line. 

Less common land uses along the rail line include forested and nonforr -i wetlands and 

a small area of ';ommercial/service use The two endpoints of the proposeo undonment are 

adjacent to the communities of Troup and Whitehouse 

Water Resources 

The proposed abandonment corridor crosses 6 streams and is adjacent to another 10 

streams. It is also adjacent to three ponds The NWI maps indicate more than 30 wetlands within 

or adjacent to the exisfing nght-or-way proposed for abandonment Many of these are associated 

With Horsepen Branch, Kickapoo Creek, Praine Creek and Blackhawk Creek The right-of-way 

does not cross any 100-year floodplains. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation. Existing vegetation within the right-of-way corridor is typically ruderal weeds, 

having been disturbed by past rail construcfion and current rail activifies. Vegetation types adjacent 

to the right-of-way consist of deciduous woodland, and pine forests. These vegetation cover types 

are interspersed with agncultural and developed lands. 

Wildlife, The right-of-way provides habitat for a vanety of terrestnal wildlife species: however, 

the extent of habitat is extremely limited The adjacent forest and field areas provide cover for 

small mammals such as mice, moles, voles shrews, chipmunks, and rabbits. These small 

mammals provide food sources for predators such as red-tailed hawk, red fox. and others. Various 

birds are likely to forage in these areas including songbirds such as thrasher, sparrow, towhee, 

and catbird, and possibly gamebirds such as quail and woodcock Other wildlife species that may 

use these habitats include Amencan kestrel, box turtle, and garter snakes. 

The wetland areas provide habitat for a vanety of wildlife species The open water areas are 

likely to be used by turtles, frogs, and salamanders, as well as many invertebrates, during 

reproduction and eariy life-stages Tolerant invertebrates, including beetles, air-breathing snails, 

and insect larvae, are present. The water also attracts many of the terrestnal species noted above 

and acts as a bathing and dnnking area 

Threatened and Endangered Species, SEA consulted USFWS regarding threatened and 

endangered species in the area of the proposed rail line abanoonment between Troup and 

Whitehorse, The USR/\'S staff indicated that no federally listed threatened or endangered species 
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a.-e known to occur in the vicinity of the proposed abandonment project 

Parks, Forest Presences. Refuges, and Sanctuaries No parks, preserves, refuges or 
sanctuanes occur near the proposed abandonment comdor. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

This line was constructed in 1872 by the Houston and Great Northem Railroad, subsequenfiy 
the Missouri Pacific Railroad, There are seven wooden pre-1950 bridges along the rail Ime. 
However, based on guidance from the Texas SHPO, none of these bridges are considered eligible 

SEA'S initial consultations with the Texas SHPO determined that no documented 
archaeological sites have been identified along the rail line segment proposed for abandonment 
However, as part of the Section 106 consultation process, site-specific field surveys could be 
required by the SHPO to verify that no archaeological resources would be disturbed or destroyed 
by the abandonm'jnt or related salvage activities 

Safety 

The UP Troup Yard, adjacent to the Troup to Whitehouse rail segment, was identified by UP 

as a closed LUST site. 

Transportation 

Current rail traffic on the segment is six trains per day. There are four grade crossings 

located along the rail line. 

Air Quality 

The Troup to Whitehouse rail line is located in AQCR 22: Shreveport-Texarkana-Tyler 
Currently, AQCR 22 is in attainment with the NAAQS for all pollutants. 

Noise 

Rail, automobile, and truck traffic are the pnmary sources of noise in this predominanfiy rural 
and undeveloped region of Texas The current level of train traffic on the Troup to Whitehouse rail 
line (six trains per day) generates an estimated L̂ ^ noise level of 65 dBA at a distance of 
approximately 90 feet without horns (280 feet with horns). 
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Automobiles and trucks are the major sources of noise m the vicinity of the four grade 

crossings found along the line Noise levels at 50 feet from individual automobiies and trucks are 

estimated to be approximately 70 to 75 and 80 to 85 dBA. respectively However, as noted above, 

traffic levels at most of these road crossings are relatively low and t^ere are few receptors for the 

automobile and truck noise. 

8.3.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

The proposed abandonment would change the existing land use designation ofthe railroad 

right-of-way from active railroad use to an inactive status It is estimated that approximately 157 

acres of land would be affected by this change Salvo^.ng activities generally would not disturb 

adjacent land uses, although the removal of some bridges could require the use of construction 

equipment outside of the rail line right-of-way ard property. Any adjacent land that would be 

disturbed by salvage activities would be restored by UP/SP to its onginal condition. The proposed 

abandonment would not affect any prime farmlands. 

Salvage acfivities would generate material that would need to be disposed of at a landfill, 

burned as fuel, or incinerated Most of this matenal would consist of unusable rail ties and utility 

poles. Disposal would be earned out in accordance with applicable Federal, state, and local 

environmental regulations. If UP/SP selects landfilling as a method of disposal, a properiy 

perm.itted and designed landfill would be employed. 

Water Resources 

As discussed in Secfion 8,3 3, surface water resources along the proposed abandonment 

include streams, and associated wettands There are also several streams and ponds adjacent 

to the line. 

Salvaging activities associated with the proposed abandonment would include removing rails, 

fies, spikes, plates, railroad-related utilities, signaling devices, and possibly some bndge spans and 

decking. Bridge removal could disturb small areas of soil, and has the potenfiai to increase soil 

erosion and sedim.entafion of adjacent water bodies Soil disturban:;e from the removal of the other 

matenals is expected to be negligible, Acfions to control erosion and sedimentation could include 

using sediment barriers (e g , silt fences and straw bale dikes), diversion ditches, and sediment 

collectioii basins. Enhanced controls, such as increasing the storage capacity of sediment basins 

and conducting more frequent inspections and maintenance, also may be required in areas where 

soils are particulariy susceptible to erosion. The measures selected would need to oe site-specific 

and would depend on local soil conditions, topography, the extent of disturbance proposed. 
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proximity to water bodies, and applicable Federal, state, or local regulafions. 

Bridge abutments would remain in place following salvage operafions These abutments are 

generally long-lived, ano are not expected to fail or collapse in the near future from normal 

detenoration and aging 

Applicable Federal and state permits would be obtained by UP/SP if salvage activifies vvould 
disturb native soils and vegetation m adjacent water bodies or wefiands. The only salvage activity 
that has the potential to disturb these areas would be bndge span, deck, or pier removal. Most 
bndges could be dismantled by equipment that would be posifioned on railbeds or in upland areas 
Dismantling long bndges that are located over open surface water bodies and associated 
floodplains or wetlands, such as the Blackhawk Creek and Kickapoo Creek crossings, could 
require using equipment within these protected areas. 

UP/SP's compliance with Federal and state permit requirements vvould ensure minimal 
impacts to these water bodies and associated wetlands Acfions that could be taken by UP/SP to 
minimize or avoid impacts include placing equipment on barges, matting, or skids. The measures 
selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on local wetland and fioodplain 
charactenstics, topography, the nature and durafion ofthe proposed activity, proximity to wetland, 
and the applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 

Culverts along the rail line segment, if left m place could become blocked by waterborne 
debris which could cause upstream flooding and alter stream flows. During salvage operafions, 
UP/SP would be required to open all culverts to avoid flooding and stream flow alterations These 
activities would be conducted in accordance with Federal state and local regulafions. 

The proposed abandonment of this rail line segment would not have adverse impacts on 

groundwater resources, given the small size of the project and the limited productivity of 

groundwater in the area Because abandonment of the raii line would require relatively littte 

earthwork, the project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration patterns in the 

area 

Biological Resources 

Vegetafion Existing vegetation control practices along the right-of-way would be 

disconfinued after salvagin.3 operations are completed Opportunistic plant species would quickly 

revenetate the cleared railbed and it would eventually evolve tc a natural state. Therefore, the 

overall impact of the proposed abandonment on vegetafion along the right-of-way should be 

beneficial. 
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Wildlife, The proposed abandonment would have beneficial long-term impacts on most 
animai species that occupy terrestnal habitats adjacent to the rail line The proposed abandonment 
could ease territorial movement; and enhance the quality of habitat available to wildlife. Any 
potentially adverse impacts associated with salvaging activities would be temporary and would not 
result in permanent loss of wildlife spedes 

Erosion and sedimentation caused by salvaging operations, particulariy bndge deck and span 
removal, could affect downstream aquatic communities. However, adverse impacts to fish 
populations and habitats are not anficipated, provided that UP/SP follow permit requirements for 
soil erosion ano sedimentafion control measures and undertake adequate mitigation measures 
when salvaging takes place on soils that are prone to erosion Mitigation measures could include 
implementing enhanced erosion and sedimentation controls such as planting a rapidly-growmg 
vegetation cover, increasing the storage capacity and detention penods for sediment basins, and 
conducting more frequent inspections Salvage activities are not expected to create long-term 
negati-/e impacts on wa^e-- turbidity (i.e., degree of clarity) or exisfing flsh populations and their 
habitat. 

Threatened and Endangered Species Based on SEA's consultafion with USFWS. there are 
no known federally listed threatened or endangered species potenfiaily occurring in the proposed 
abandonment area. Consequently, there would be no effects on such species. 

Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuaries, No parks, preserves, refuges, or 
sanctuanes occur along or adjacent to the rail line. Therefore, there would be no effects on such 
resources as a result of the abandonment. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

No historic properties were identified by the Texas SHPO along this segment: therefore, there 
would be no adverse effects associated with its abandonment. 

Based on SEA's inifial consultafions with the SHPO in Texas, no known or documented 
archaeological sites exist along the rail line segment proposed for abandonment However, there 
is the potential for adverse impacts on undocumented archaeological sites, SEA's recommended 
mitigation measures include provisions for confinued Secfion 106 consultation to address 
discovery and treatment of archaeological sites during the abandonment or salvage process. 

Safety 

Salvage activities would not involve the LUST site identified m the UP Troup Yard, Along the 
rail segment the disturbance from removal of rail and ties would be limited to minor surface 
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disturbance, and no hazardous waste and safety impacts are expected as a result ofthe proposed 

abandonment. In addition, the probability of a major spill of hazardous or toxic materials dunng 

abandonment is very small. However, in the unlikely event that such a spill from salvage 

machinery occurs at the abandonment site, drainage ditches are expected to retain the 

contaminated runoff In the very unlikely event of a large spill that is not promptly and properiy 

cleaned up there could be the potential for contaminants to seep into underiying soils. Overall, the 

proposed abandonment would not be expected to increase the probability or consequences of 

hazardous waste contaminafion. 

The disconfinuance of service along the Troup to Whitehouse line would eliminate the need 

for the four grade crossings and remove the potential for vehicle/train accidents 

Transportation 

Existing and potential through train traffic on the line segment proposed for abandonment 

would be rerouted along the SP line serving the Tyler area. Since there is no local traffic at 

present, no diversions of rail traffic to trucks (or other transportation modes) are expected to result 

from abandonment of this segment. 

Air Quality 

The operation of heavy equipment would be the primary source of pollutant emissions dunng 

salvage acfivities. The pollutants resulfing from such acfivities typically consist of: 

Particulate matter, volatile organic compounds (VOCsi carbon monoxide (CO), 

and nitrogen oxides (NOJ, resulting from the combustion of diesel fuel. 

Fugitive dust emissions along the right-of-way and unimproved roads, resulting 

from the operation of heavy equipment. 

All ofthe emissions from salvaging operations would occur in an air quality attainment area. The 

fugitive particulate emissions, which would be of pnmary concern, can be controlled by UP/SP 

operators using water sprays or other suitable dust suppressants Other emissions associated with 

salvaging operafions (VOCs, CO, and NOJ generally would be minor and cf short duration. It 

should be noted that salvage acfivities themselves would be temporary in nature and would have 

insignificant, temporary effects on air quality 

Post-abandonment pullutant emissions along the right-of-way would be substantially reduced, 

due to the elimination of rail traffic and rail line maintenance activities. 
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Noise 

As discussed in Secfion 8,3,3. current rail operations on this line (six trams per day) 

contribute to noise levels along the entire segment Automobile and truck traffic contribute to noise 

levels in the vicinity of the four grade crossings along the rail line. 

Salvaging operations associated with the abandonment would cause temporary increases 

in noise levels This would occur dunng the removal of rails, ties, plates, spikes, railroad-related 

ufilities, signaling devices, and most bndges These salvaging activities would require the use of 

trucks and front-end loaders, as well as cranes at larger bndges Noise generated by such salvage 

equipment generally would be less than the 65-70 dBA level reported for typical trains. Equipment-

generated noise, however, might be more frequent and last longer than noise from passing trains, 

since the equipment would remain relafively stafionary for up to two days as each mile of track is 

dismantled and removed Following salvage acfivities, elevated noise levels from all rail-related 

actions would be eliminated. 

Minor changes in vehicular traffic leveis and patterns alr.o would occur in the vicinity of the 

right-of-way dunng and after salvage operations Traffic levils at most of the 4 grade crossings 

on the rail line would be comparable to existing levels dunng and after salvage activities Small 

increases in traffic could occur dunng salvaging at grade crossings near communifies where the 

salvaging work force is operafing This temporanly increased traffic would result in small or 

impercepfible changes in existing traffic noise. 

Upon completion of salvaging activifies all rail service and associated noise would cease. 

This permanent elimination of noise from rail traffic along the Troup to Whitehouse line is expected 

to outweigh the temporarily increased noise of salvaging and local road traffic Human and wildlife 

receptors located near the line would generally benefit from a long-term reduction in noise levels. 

8.3.5 Potential Environmental Impacts of Alternative Action 

Alternafives to the proposed abandonment would include denial (and therefore no change 

m operations), disconfinuance of service without abandonment, and continued operation by another 

operator. In any of these c^ses, the existing quality of the human environment and energy 

consumption should not be affected 

8.3.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considering the potenfiai environmental impacts of the rail line segment abandonments 

planned as part ofthe proposed UP/SP merger, SEA sent consultafion letters to vanous Federal, 

state, and local agencies on January 29, 1996. These letters, samples of which are included in 
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Volume 5, Appendix D Exhibits D-1 through D-9, provided eariy notification of this EA and 

requested information and comments on the effects to the environment ofthe proposed merger and 

related construction and abandonment projects Each letter included a state information packet 

and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals, A sample packet is shown m Volume 

5, Appendix D. Exhibit D-10, SEA contacted agencies by telephone to alert them to the distnbution 

of the consultation letter and to confirm its receipt. The Applicant also contacted these agencies 

in preparation of the Environmental Report which accompanied the merger application i hat 

correspondence and all responses were reviewed, verified, and considered by SEA in the 

preparation of this EA. 

All comments received (through mid March. 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Exhibits E-1 through E-11 As necessary, SEA conducted 

additional consultation with agencies as shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Table E-1 Agency 

comments regarding the proposed abandonments are summarized below: 

U S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Ariington Office, reports that there are no federally listed 

threatened or endangered species known to occur within the vicinity ofthe proposed 

abandonment. However, abandonment activities along Mud, Kickapoo, and Blackhawk 

Creeks should avoid impacts to wetlands and riparian vegetation. 

Natural Resources Conservation Service, Temple Office, strongly recommends that 

all trackage abandonments include plans to prevent soil erosion during and after track 

removal. 

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department recommends that existing vegetation along these 

sections of track be disturbed as little as possible Railroad corndors often provide 

undisturbed segments of native vegetation communities not often found in Texas, 

which should be kept intact to provide some remnants of these once abundant 

communities. 

East Texas Council of Governments has determined that there would be no adverse 

economic consequences from the proposed abandonment. 

8.3.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This section highlights the mifigation measures that various parties, consulted in the process 

of prepanng the EA for the proposed merger, have requested: 

• Natural Resources Conservation Service recommends that all proposed 
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abandonments include soil erosion plans. 

• Texas Parks and Wildlife Department recommends preservafion of existing 

vegetation along the trackbed 

8.3.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This section contains the mitigation measures that SEA recommends that tne Board impose 

In any final decision approving this proposed abandonment of the Troup to '\/Vhitehouse line, SEA 

will consider all comments on the EA in making its final recommendation to the Board, The Board 

will consider SEA's recommendafions and the environmental record in making its final decision 

SEA recommended mitigation is as follows: 

Land Use 

1. UP/SP shail observe all applicable Federal, state, and local regulafions regarding 

handling and disposal of any waste matenals, including hazardous waste, 

encountered or generated during salvage of the proposed rail line 

2. UP/SP shall dispose of all materials that cannot be reused in accordance with 

state and local solid waste management regulations. 

3. UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed dunng right-of-

way salvaging activifies to pre-salvagmg conditions. 

4. Before undertaking any salvage activities. UP/SP shall consult with any 

potentially affected American Indian Tnbes. 

Water Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use appropnate technologies, such as silt screens, to minimize soil 

erosion dunng salvaging UP/SP shall disturb the smallest area possible around 

streams and tnbutaries and shall revegetate disturbed areas immediately 

following salvage operations, 

2. UP/SP shall assure that all culverts are clear from debns to avoid potenfiai 

flooding and stream flow alterafion, in accordance with Federal, state, and local 

regulafions. 

3. UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal, state, and local permits if salvaging 
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activities require the alteration of wetlands, ponds, lakes streams, or rivers, or 

if these activities would cause soil or other materials to wash into these water 

resources, UP/SP shall use appropriate techniques to minimize impacts to water 

bodies and wetlands, such as positioning salvaging equipment on barges, 

matting, or skids 

Biological Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to encourage regrowth in disturbed 

areas and to stabilize disturbed soils. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1. If previously unsuspected archaeological remains are found dunng salvage 

operations, UP/SP snail cease work in the area and immediately contact the 

Texas SHPO. 

Safety 

1. Prior to the start of abandonment activities in the vicinity of any known hazardous 

waste sites. UP/SP shall contact the Texas Natural Resouxe Conservation 

Commission Waste Management Division and other appropriate agencies as 

necessary to assess procedures for addressing issues related to the sites. 

Transportation 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate signs and barricades to control traffic disruptions 

during abandonment activities at and near the four grade crossings, 

2. UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed dunng abandonment activities to their 

original conditions as required by state or local regulations. 

Air Quality 

UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 

regarding the control of fugitive dust. Fugitive dust emissions created dunng 

salvage operafions shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 

spraying, instaliafion of wind bamers, and chemicai treatment during salvaging. 
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Noise 

UP/SP shall control temporary noise from construction equipment through the 

use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery 
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C H A P T E R 9.0 

UTAH 

This chapter analyzes the potential environmental impacts of the line segment in Utah that 

UP/SP propose to abandon as part ofthe proposed merger The rail line segment proposed for 

abandonment is: 

Little Mountain Jct. to Little Mountain (UP) — Docket No. AB-33 (Sub-No. 99X). 

A detailed description of the proposed abandonment, including alternative actic"s 

considered, the existing environment, the potential environmental impacts, and recommended 

mitigation measures, is provided below 

9.1 Little Mountain Jct. to Little Mountain (UP) 

Docket No, AB-33 (Sub-No, 99X) 

9.1.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed merger would include the abandonment of 12.0 miles of rail line between Little 

Mountain Junction and Little Mountain, Utah, from MP 0,0 to 12,0 (see Figure 9-1). Little Mountain 

Junction is located in Box Elder County, approximately 20 miles north of Salt Lake City. Little 

Mountain is located m Weber County, approximately 8 miles north of Salt Lake City, If the 

proposed merger is approved. Little Mountain would be served via the SP mam line. 

Generally, on the line proposed for abandonment. UP/SP would remove the rails, ties, ballast, 

structures, buildings, ancillary equipment (i e , communicafions, signals), and grade crossings. 

Depending on whether there is a proposed adaptive reuse ofthe right-of-way, the bridges may or 

may not be removed Most salvage and removal activities would occur within the existing nght-of-

way. The nght-of-way would then br̂  available for conversion to alternafive uses such as recreation 

(trail use), linear public utility trr^nsmission, local transportation comdor, expansion of adjacent land 

uses, or in some instances, a combinafion of some or all of the above. 

9.1.2 Alternative Actions Considered 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment action include: (1) disconfinuance of service with 

no abandonment; (2) continued operafions by another carner; and (3) the no-action alternative (i e,, 
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denial of abandonment). Under each of these alternatives there would be no significant impact to 
the environment. 

9.1.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

Land use along the 12,0-mile rail line between Little Mountain Junction and Little Mountain 
is predominanfiy rural and undeveloped. Wefiands, which include both forested and nonforested, 
are adjacent to more than 60 percent of the rail line. 

The second most common land use adjacent to the rail line is cropland and pasture. These 
areas are located on the eastern end of the rail line Pnme agricultural lands have not been 
identified adjacent to the rail line. 

The only remaining land use along the rail line is a small area (approximately 7 percent) of 
land used for transportation, communications, and/or utilities. This area is located on the eastern 
end of the rail line between cropland areas 

Water Resources 

The proposed abandonment corridor crosses 12 streams and is adjacent to 2 other streams. 
Major stream crossi,;gs include First Salt Creek Secona Salt Creek, and Third Salt Creek. The 
corridor intercepts one water body, four wefiands, eight culverts, canals, or ditches, and one mud 
flat It is also adjacent to two other ponds, three wefiands one mud flat, and one salt evaporation 
pond The Nafional Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps mdicate extensive palustnne and littoral 
wetlands along most of the rail segment The right-of-way does not cross any 100-year floodplain 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation, Existing vegetation within the right-of-way corndor is typically ruderal weeds, 
having been disturbed by past rail constmction and current rail activities. Vegetation types adjacent 
tc the right-of-way consist of marsh, wetland, and riparian. 

Wildlife, Much of the area adjacent to the Great Salt Lake is a reserve for birds and fur-
bearing animals. This reserve includes the Willard Bay State Wildlife Management Area and the 
Harold S, Crane State Waterfowl Area, both located near tne Little Mountain Jct to Little Mountain 
proposed abandonment comdor. Both local and migratory geese and ducks are found abundantly 
in this area, muskrats are also fairiy abundant. 
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FIGURE 9-1 

23 

Scaic in Mile 

UP/SP RAILROAD MERGER 
PROPOSED ABANDONMENT 

LITTLE MOUNTAIN JUNCTION - LITTLE MOUNTAIN, UTAH 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
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The wetland areas provide habitat for a vanety of wildlife species The open water areas are 

likely to be used by turtles, frogs, and salamanders, as well as many invertebrates, during 

reproduction and eariy life-stages Tolerant invertebrates, including beetles, air-breathing snails 

and insect larvae, are present. The presence of water would also attract many terrestrial species 

(deer, mice, voles, moles, rabbits, flycatchers catbirds, warblers, chickadees, woodpeckers, 

sparrows) and act as a bathing and dnnking area Beavers are likely to be present throughout this 

area. 

Threatened and Endangered Species SEA consulted the U S Fish and Wildlife Service 

(USFWS) regarding threatened and endangered species in the area of the proposed rail line 

abandonment between Little Mountain Jct. and Little Mountam The USFWS staff indicated that 

one Federally-listed threatened species could potentially occur in the vicinity of the proposed 

abandonment. This species is the bald eagle {Haliaeetus leucocephalus) which cculd potentially 

be present within the region of the proposed abandonment corridor. No occurre. ces of this 

species are known or recorded on or near the project site Field observations on site also indicated 

no occurrences of this species. There is no critical habitat known or recorded in the vicinity of the 

proposed abandonment. 

Parks. Forest Preserves, Refuges, and Sanctuaries The proposed abandonment corridor 

is adiacent to the Willard Bay State Wildlife Management Area and the Harold S Crane State 

Waterfowl Area, 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

This line was constructed in 1971 by the Oregon Short Line Railroad SEA identified no 

historic properties along this segment, Consultafion has been initiated with the SHPO to confirm 

this finding, 

SEA'S initial consultations with Utah's State Histonc Preservation Office (SHPO) determined 

that no documented archaeological sites have been identified along the rail ,ine segment proposed 

fcr abandonment. However, as part of the Secfion 106 consultation process, site-specific field 

surveys could be required by a SHPO to venfy that r;o archaeological resources would be disturbed 

or destroyed by the abandonment or related salvage activities. 

Safety 

Based on SEA's review ofthe VISTA database and UP files, no hazardous waste sites were 

identified on the Little Mountain Junction to Little Mountain rail segment. 
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Transportation 

Currenfiy, one train per day operates over the Little Mountain Junction to Little Mountain rail 
line. This line currently serves as the UP route to Little Mountain, which would be served by the 
SP mainline if the proposed merger is approved. There is one grade crossing located along the 

line. 

Air Quality 

The Little Mountain Juncfion to Little Mountain rail line is located in Air Quality Control Region 
(AQCR) 220: Wasatch Front, Cun-entty, AQCR 220 is in nonattamment with the National Ambient 
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for carbon monoxide (CO). 

Noise 

Rail, automobile and truck traffic are the pnmary sources of noise in the predominantly rural 
and undeveloped area of Utah The current level of traffic on the Little Mountain Junction to Little 
Mountain rail line (one train per day) genei-ates an estimated L̂n noise level of 65 dBA at a distance 
of approximately 30 feet without horns (110 feet with horns). Because of the rural character of the 
area adjacent to the rail line, there are few receptors for noise from rail, automobile and truck traffic 

9.1.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

The proposed abandonment would change the existing land use designation ofthe railroad 
right-of-way from active railroad use to an inactive status. It is estimated that approximately 304 
acres of land would be affected by this change Salvaging activifies generally would not disturb 
adjacent land uses, although the removal of some bndges could require the use of construction 
equipment outside of the rail line right-of-way and property Any adjacent land that would be 
disturbed by salvage activifies would be restored by UP/SP to its original condition. The proposed 
abandonment would not affect any prime farmlands 

Salvage activities would generate material that would need to be disposed of at a landfill, 
bumed as fuel, or incinerated Most of this matenal would consist of unusable rail ties and utility 
poles. Disposal would be carried out in accordance with applicable Federal state, and local 
environmental regulafions. If UP/SP select landfilling as a method of disposal, a properiy pennitted 
and designed landfill would be employed. 
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Water Resources 

As discussed in Section 9,1 3, water resources along the proposed abandonment are 

abundant and mclude rivers, streams, and wetlands. The rail line crosses 12 streams and almost 

two thirds ofthe rail line is located next to forested and nonforested wetlands 

Salvaging acfivities associated with the proposed abandonment would include removing rails, 

ties, spikes, plates, railroad-related utilities signaling devices, and possibly some bndge spans and 

decking Bndge removal could disturb small areas of soil, and has the potential to increase soil 

erosion and sedimentation of adjacent water bodies Soil disturbance from the removal of the other 

matenals is expected to be negligible Actions to control erosion and sedimentation could include 

using sediment bamers (e g , silt fences and straw bale dikes) diversion ditches and sediment 

collecfion basins Enhanced controls, such as increasing the storage capacity of sediment basins 

and conducting more frequent inspections and maintenance, also may be required in areas where 

soils are particulariy susceptible to erosion. The measures selected would need to be site-specific 

and would depend on local soil conditions, topography, the extent of disturbance proposed, 

proximity to water bodies, and applicable Federal, state or local regulations 

Bridge abutments would remain in place following salvage operations These abutments are 

generally long-lived, and are not expected to fail or collapse in the near future from normal 

deterioration and aging. 

Applicable Federa! and state permits would be obtained by UP/SP if salvage acfivities would 

disturb native soils and vegetafion in adjacent water bodies, floodplains, and/or wetiands The only 

salvage activity that has the potential to disturb these areas would be bridge span, deck, or pier 

removal. Most bndges could be dismantled by equipment that would be positioned on railbeds or 

in upland areas. Dismantling long bndges that are located over open surface water bodies and 

associated floodplains or wefiands. such as the Salt Creek crossings, could require using 

equipment within these protected areas, 

UP/SP's compliance with Federal and state permit requirements would minimize potential 

impacts to these water bodies and associated floodplains and wetlands. Actions that could be 

taken by UP/SP to minimize or avoid impacts include placing equipment on barges, matting, or 

skids The measures selected would need to be site-specific and would depend on local wetland 

and floodplain characteristics, topography, the nature and duration of the proposed activity, 

proximity to floodplain and wettand, and the applicable Federal, state, and local regulations. 

Culverts along the rail line segment could be dammed by debris which could cause flooding 

and alter stream flows. During salvage operations, UP/SP would be required to open all culverts 

to avoid flooding and stream flow alterations. These activities would be conducted in accordance 
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with Federal, state, and local regulations. 

The proposed abandonment of this rail line segment would not have adverse impacts on 

groundwater resou.'ces, given the small size of the project and the limited productivity of 

groundwater in the area Because abandonment of the rail line would require relatively little 

earthwork, the project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration patterns in the 

area 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation Existing vegetation control practices along the right-of-way would be 

disconfinued after salvaging operations are completed Opportunistic plant species would quickly 

revegetate the cleared railbed and it would eventually evolve to a natural state Therefore, the 

overall impact of the proposed abandonment on vegetation along the nght-of-way should be 

beneficial. 

Wildlife, The proposed abandonment would have beneficial long-term impacts on most 

animal species that occupy terrestrial habitats adjacent to the rail line and in the Willard Bay State 

Wildlife Management Area and the Harold S, Crane State Waterfowl Area. The proposed 

abandonment could ease territorial movements and enhance the quality of habitat available to 

wildlife. Any potentially adverse impacts associated v^ith salvaging or other construction-related 

activifies would be temporary and would not result in permanent loss of wildlife species. 

Erosion and sedimentafion caused by salvaging operations particulariy bndge deck and span 

removal, could affect downstream aquatic communities However, adverse impacts to fish 

populafions and habitats are not anticipated, provided that UP/SP follow permit requirements for 

soil erosion and sedimentation control measures and undertake adequate mitigation measures 

when salvaging takes place on soils that are prone to erosion, Mitigafion measures could include 

implementing enhanced erosion and sedimentafion controls such as planfing a rapidly-growmg 

vegetation cover, increasing the storage capacity and detention periods for sediment basins, and 

conducting more frequent inspections Salvage activities are not expected to create long-term 

negative impacts on water turbidity (i e,, degree of clarity) or existing fish populafions and their 

habitat. 

Threatened and Endangered Species Although USFWS has indicated that a Federally-listed 

endangered species could potentially occur in the area of the proposed abandonment, no effects 

on this species or its critical habitat are anficipated. This determination is based on the lack of any 

recorded occurrences at or near the project site, the lack of any critical or suitable habitat at the 

project site, and the lack of any observafions of occurrences of such species during site visits. 
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Parks. Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuaries The proposed abandonment would 

generally have long-term beneficial effects on both the Harold S Crane State Waterfowl 

Management Area and the Willard Bay State Wildlife Management Area. After salvaging, activity 

on the rail line would cease. The absence of train noises and intrusions could increase wildlife 

activifies. Noise generated by equipment and construction-related activifies associated with 

salvaging activities could, however, temporarily disrupt wildlife functions. However, these 

disruptions wouid be minor and of short durafion Based on UP/SP's preliminary salvaging plans, 

no area along the right-of-way should be affected for more than two days. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

SEA'S consultafion with the Utah SHPO identified no known historic properties along this 

segment; therefore, no adverse effects associated with its abandonment are anticipated. 

Consultation with the Utah SHPO has been initiated, seeking concurrence of this determinafion 

Based on SEA's initial consultafions with the Utah SHPO, nc known or documented 

archaeological sites exist along the rail line segment proposed for abandonment However, there 

IS the potenfiai for adverse impacts on undocumented archaeological sites, SEA's recommended 

mitigation measures include provisions for UP/SP to continue Secfion 106 consultation to address 

discovery and treatment of archaeological sites dunng the abandonment or salvage process. 

Safety 

SEA'S review of the VISTA database and UP safety records indicates that no hazardous 

waste sites are located on the Little Mountain Juncfion to Little Mountain rail line. 

The probability of a major spill of hazardous or toxic materials during salvage operations is 

very small However, in the unlikely event that such a spill occurs from salvaging equipment at the 

abandonment site, drainage ditches are expected to retain the contaminated runoff Overall, the 

proposed abandonment would not be expected to increase the probability or consequences of 

hazardous waste contaminafion. 

The disconiinuance of rail service along the line would eliminate the need for the grade 

crossing and remove the potential for vehicle/train accidents. 

Transportation 

Potential through train traffic on the abandoned line segment would be rerouted along the SP 

mainline. Since there are no trains operafing on the line, no rail-to-truck diversions are expected 

to result from the proposed abandonment. 
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Air Quality 

The operation of heavy equipment would be the primary source of pollutant emissions dunng 

salvage activities The pollutants resulting from such activities typically consist of: 

Particulate matter, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), 

and nitrogen oxides (NOJ, resulting from the combustion of diesel fuel. 

Fugitive dust emissions along the nght-of-way and unimproved roads, resulting 

from the operation of heavy equipment 

The ^ugifive particulate emissions, which would be of primary concem, can be controlled by 

usmg water sprays or other suitable dust suppressants Other emissions associated with salvaging 

operations (VOCs, CO, and NOJ generally would be minor and of short duration It should be 

noted that salvage activities themselves would be temporary in nature and would have insignificant, 

temporary effects on air quality. 

As reported in Secfion 9 1.3, AQCR 220 is a nonattainment area for carbon monoxide. The 

minor, intermittent increase in CO emissions dunng salvage operations would not be expected to 

contribute to violations of the carbon monoxide NAAQS 

Post-abandonment pollutant emissions along the nght-of-way would be substantially reduced, 

due to the elimination of rail traffic and rail line maintenance activities. 

Noise 

As discussed in Section 9 13, one train per day operates on the Little Mountain Junction to 

Little Mountain rail line, which contributes to noise levels along the entire segment. Rail service 

and associated noise would cease as a result of the proposed abandonment. The proposed 

abandonment also would include removal of rails, ties, plates, spikes, railroad-related utilities, 

signaling devices, and most bridges. These salvaging acfivities would require the use of trucks and 

front-end loaders, as well as cranes at larger bridges Noise generated by such salvage equipment 

generally would be less than the 65-70 dBA level reported for typical trains. Equipment-generated 

noise, however, might be more frequent and last longer than noise from passing trains, since the 

equipment would remain relatively stationary for up to two days as each mile of track is dismantled 

and removed Following salvage activities, elevated noise levels from all rail-related acfions would 

be eliminated. 

Because the permanent elimination of noise from rail traffle along the Little Mountain Junction 

to Littte Mountain line is expected to outweigh the temporanly increased noise of salvaging and 
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local road traffic, human and wildlife receptors located near the line would generally benefit from 

a long-term reduction in noise levels. 

9.1.5 Potential Environmental Impacts of Alternative Actions 

Alternatives to the proposed abandonment would include denial (and therefore no change 

in operations), discontinuance of service without abandonment, and continued operation by another 

operator In any of these cases, the existing quality of the human en/'ronment and energy 

consumption should not be affected. 

9.1.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considering the potential environmental impacts of the rail line segment abandonments 

planned as part ofthe proposed UP/SP merger SEA sent consultation letters to various Federal, 

state and local agencies on January 29, 1996 These letters, samples of which are included in 

Volume 5, Appendix D, Exhibits D-1 through D-9 provided eariy notification of this EA and 

requested information and comments on the effects to the environment ofthe proposed merger and 

related abandonment and construction projects Each letter included a state information packet 

and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals A sample packet is shown m Volume 

5, Appendix D, Exhibit D-10, SEA contacted ag-^ncies by telephone to ale t them lo the distnbution 

of the consultation letter and to confirm its receipt. The Applicant also contacted these agencies 

in preparation of the Environmental Report which accompanied the merger application That 

correspondence and all responses were reviewed, venfied, and considered by SEA in the 

preparation of this EA. 

All comments received (through mid March, 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5, Appendix E. Exhibits E-1 through E-11 As necessary. SEA conducted 

additional consultafion with agencies as shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Table E-1 Agency 

comments regarding the proposed abandonments are summarized beiow: 

Weber County Commissioners request that the Surface Transportation Board place a 

provision on the abandonment and making the rail bed available for public use on 

reasonable terms The Commissioners also note that marshes along the corridor 

provide valuable wildlife habitat, 

9.1.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This section highlights the mitigation measures that vanous parties, consulted in the process 

of preparing the EA for the proposed merger, have requested: 
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• Weber County Commissioners request the abandoned segment be made 

available for public use. 

9.1.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This section contains the mitigation measures that SEA recommends that the Board impose 

in any final decision approving this proposed abandonment ofthe Little Mountain Junction to Little 

Mountain segment, SEA will consider all comments on the EA in making its final recommendation 

to the Board, The Board will consider SEA's recommendations and the environmental record in 

making its final decision, SEA recommended mitigation is as follows: 

Land Use 

1. UP/SP shall observe all applicable Federal state, and local regulaiicns regarding 

handling and disposal of any waste materials, including hazardous waste 

encountered or generated during salvage of the proposed rail line. 

2. UP/SP shall dispose of all matenals that cannot be reused in accordance with 

state and local solid waste management regulations. 

3. UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturtDed during right-of-

way salvaging activities to pre-salvaging conditions. 

4. Before undertaking any salvage activities, UP/SP shall consult with any 

potenfiaily affected American Indian Tribes. 

Water Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use appropnate technologies, such as silt screens, to minimize soil 

erosion dunng salvaging UP/SP shall disturb the smallest area possible around 

streams and tributaries and shall revegetate disturtaed areas immediately 

following salvage operations. 

2. UP/SP shall assure that all culverts are clear of debris to avoid potenfiai flooding 

and stream flow alteration, in accordance with Federal, state, and local 

regulations. 

3. UP/SP shall obtain all necessary Federal, state, and local permits if salvaging 

activities require the alteration of wetlands, ponds, lakes streams, or rivers, or 

if t.nese acfivities would cause soil or other matenals to wash into these water 
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resources UP/SP shall use appropnate techniques to minimize impacts to water 

bodies and wetlands, such as positioning salvaging equipment on ba rges^^^^ 

matting, or skids 

Biological Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to encourage regrowth in disturbed 

areas and to stabilize disturbed soils. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1. If previously unsuspected .T-chaeological remains are found during ground 

disturbance UP/SP shall cease work in the area of discovery and immediately 

contact the Utah SHPO. 

Safety 

1. UP/SP shall transport all hazardous materials generated by salvage acfivities in 

compliance with the U S, Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier 

Safety Regulations (49 CFR Parts 171 to 179), 

Transportation 

1. UP/SP shall use appropnate signs and barricades to control traffic disruptions 

during salvage operations at and near the one grade crossing 

2. UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed during salvage activitier to conditions as 

required by state or local regulafions 

Air Quality 

1. UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 

regarding the control of fugitive dust Fugitive dust emissions created during 

salvage operafions shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 

spraying, installation of wind barners, and chemical treatment dunng salvaging 

Noise 

1. UP/SP shall control temporary noise from construcfion equipment through the 

use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery 
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C H A P T E R 10.0 
SUMMARY OF ABANDONMENT IMPACTS 

10.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides an cverview ofthe potential environmental impacts of the 17 rail line 

segmients that the UP/SP plan to abandon as part of the proposed merger Rail traffic currently 

using these lines would be rerouted to other UP/SP lines The 17 seg.ments proposed for 

abandonment are located in eight states and total neariy 600 miles of track. These segments 

include 

Gurdon to Camden, Arkansas (UP) 

Whittier Junction to Colima Junction California (UP), 

Magnolia Tower to Melrose, California (UP), 

Alturas to Wendel, California (SP) 

Sage to Leadville, Colorado (SP). 

Malta to Canon City, Colorado (SP). 

Towner to NA Junction, Colorado (UP). 

Barr to Girard. Illinois (UP), 

Edwardsville to Madison, Illinois (UP) 

DeCamp to Edwardsville, Illinois (UP), 

Whitewater to Newton, Kansas (UP), 

Hope to Bndgeport, Kansas (UP), 

lowa Junction to Manchester, Louisiana (UP), 

Seabrook to San Leon. Texas (SP) 

Suman to Benchley. Texas (SP), 

Troup to Whitehouse, Texas (UP) 

Little Mountain Junction to Little Mountain, Utah (UP), 

On rail line segments to be abandoned, the rails, ties, ballast, structures, buildings, and 

ancillary equipment (i.e , communicafions, signals) would be removed by the UP/SP, Road 

crossings would also be removed Most salvage and removal activities would occur within the 

exisfing right-of-way in addition, portions of seme abandoned segments may be considered ^or 

future recreafion use (e g . Rails to Trails), In such cases, after the railroad has removed its 

eguipment, the nght-of-way would be maintained for recreafional purposes by the trail owner or 

operator. 
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In conducting Its environmental analysis, SEA considered the following environmental impact 

areas in accordance with the Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 1105.7(e): 

Air quality. 

Noise, 

Energy 

Land use. 

Water resources. 

Biological resources. 

Historic and archaeological resources. 

Safety, 

Transportation 

Based on the information available to date and the mitigation measures recommended in Volume 

3 of this EA, SEA concludes that the proposed abandonments would not result in significant 

environmental impacts Below are summaries ofthe systemwide environmental impacts and the 

impact categories and critena The potential site-specific environmental impacts of each proposed 

abandonment are summanzed, below by location, in the tables beginning in Section 10,2. 

10.1.1 Systemwide Environmental Impacts 

SEA evaluated three impact areas-air quality, noise and energy-based on the systemwide 

effects of the proposed abandonments. 

Air Quality 

The primary air quality impact from the proposed abandonments would be a change in 

emissions levels due to cessation of railroad operations and the diversion of traffic from the 

abandoned segnients to trucks, SEA concludes that the proposed abandonments would result in 

a decrease in overall emissions. Although six of the proposed abandonments would generate rail-

to-truck diversions, the increased emissions from truck traffic would be offset by the decreases 

associated with all abandonments. No impacts to ambient (i.e., exisfing) air quality are anticipated. 

Noise 

In terms of noise impacts. SEA concludes that none of the proposed abandonments would 

cause exposure to increased noise levels or adverse noise impacts at sensitive receptors In most 

cases, abandonment of a rail segment would lead to reduced noise exposure at adjacent receptors 

However, there may be short-term increases in noise levels associated with salvage operations 
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Energy 

The Board's environmental analysis thresholds require an estimate ofthe net change in energy 

consumption resulting from a rail line abandonment if the proposed abandonment causes a rail-to-

truck diversion totaling 1,000 or more rail cars per year, or more than 50 carioads/mile per year for 

an individual line segment. Based on data included in the Applicants' operating plan, the total rail 

traffic on all lines to be abandoned is 992 cars per year an average of 1 7 carloads per mile 

Because no lines proposed for abandonment would exceed either threshold for energy analysis, 

no energy conbumption impacts were calculated. 

10.1.2 Site-Specific Environmental Impacts 

In addition to the systemwide impacts associated with proposed abandonments, SEA evaluated 

specific impact areas for each proposed abandonment locaticn mcluding: 

Land use. 

Water resources 

Biological resources 

Historic and archaeological resources 

Safety. 

Transportafion. 

To assess potential environmental impacts, SEA through its third party consultant reviewed existing 

conditions, consulted with public agencies and local officials, analyzed resource maps and 

published reports, and visited abandonment sites. Critena developed to characterize impacts are 

discussed below. 

Land Use 

A rail line abandonment could affect local or regional land uses SEA was pnmanly concerned 

about potential impacts to land uses sensitive to environmental changes, such as housing 

businesses, schools, hospitals, and prime agncultural lands. Each proposed abandonment was 

reviewed for its compatibility with adjacent land uses, consistency with local or regional land use 

plans, and effect on prime farmland. 

Water Resources 

Water resources that could expenence impacts as a result of the proposed abandonments 

include creeks, streams, wetlands, floodplains. lakes, ponds, ditches, and canals Impacts to water 

resources are considered adverse if there is substantial interference with drainage, adverse 

discharges (i.e., sediment, pollutants, etc.), or loss of wetlands result ng from the proposed 
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aoandonment action. 

Biological Resources 

Potential impacts on important natural and biological resources, such as threatened and 

endangered species (plants and animals) critical habitats, parklands, forest preserves, and wildlife 

refuges resulting trom proposed abandonment locations were assessed. Impacts are considered 

adverse if the action would cause. 

Loss of important vegetation or wildlife habitats 

Harm to threatened or endangered species 

Loss of critical habitat(s) 

Loss or degradation of parklands, forest preserves, or wildlife sanctuanes. 

Historic and Archaeological Resources 

Each abandonment location was reviewed to determine if any historic or archeological sites 

listed (or eligible for listing) on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) would be affected 

by the proposed action. An impact is considered adverse if any property listed on the NRHP would 

be disturped by the proposed abandonment or subsequent salvage operations. The Section 106 

consultation process was initiated on January 29, 1996 with the issuance of a letter to the State 

Historic Preservation Officer in each affected state, A sample of these letters is shown in Volume 

5, Appendix D, Exhibit D-8 Subsequent consultation has taken place, and will continue, to address 

the identification of NRHP properties and whether the proposed merger would have an effect on 

NRHP properties. 

Safety (Hazardous Waste Sites) 

SEA reviewed each abandonment to determine if the proposed action would create or disturb 

hazardous waste sites. Any abandonment acfion which would cause additional exposure to 

hazardous waste sites or hazardous matenals is considered to have an significant safety-related 

impact. 

Transportation 

Rail-to-truck diversions resulfing from rail line abandonments were the primary transportation 

impacts reviewed. Transportation impacts are considered adverse if a substantial increase in truck 

traffic would occur on local, regional, or national transportation routes. 
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10.2 Arkansas 

10.2.1 Gurdon to Camden 

The proposed action would include the abandonment of 28.7 miles of rail line between Gurdon 

and Camden, Arkansas, from MP 428.3 to 457,0, Approximately 405 acres would be affected by 

this change There would be no rail-to-truck diversions Surface water impacts would be minor, 

and no groundwater or wetlands would be affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, and 

no threatened or endangered species or crifical habitats would be affected Changes in air quality 

and noise levels due to short-term salvage operations would be negligible One historic resource, 

a bridge on this rail line segment, would will be affected: Section 106 consultation has been 

initiated. No hazardous waste sites would be affected. 

Impacts of the proposed abandonment are summanzed in the following table. 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compatibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Prime Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected One Bridge - Section 
106 Consultation 
Initiated 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

None 
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10.3 California 

10.3.1 Whittier Junction to Colima Junction 

The proposed action would include the abandonment of 5 2 miles of rail line between Whittier 
Juncfion and Colima Juncfion. California, from MP 0.0 to MP 5.2, Approximately 38 acres would 
be affected by this change. There would be no rail-to-truck diversions Surface water impacts 
would be minor, and no groundwater or wetlands would be aftected. Natural habitat loss would be 
negligible, and no threatened or endangered species or crifical habitats would be affected 
Changes in air quality and noise levels due to short-term salvage operations would be negligible. 
No historic resources would be affected No hazardous waste sites would be affected. 

Impacts ofthe proposed abandonment are summarized in the following table. 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compatibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Pnme Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

None 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected None 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

None 
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10.3.2 Magnolia Tower to Melrose 

The proposed action would include the abandonment of 4 9 miles of rail line between Mai^nolia 

Tower and Melrose, from MP 5,8 to MP 10 7 Approximately 29 acres would be affected by this 

change There would be no rail-to-truck diversions. Surface water and wetland impacts would be 

minor, and no groundwater would be affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, and no 

threatened or endangered species or crifical habitats would be affected Changes in air qualit*' and 

noise levels due to short-term salvage operations would be negligible One histonc resource would 

be affected; Section 106 consultation has been initiated No hazardous waste sites would be 

affected. 

Impacts ofthe proposed abandonment are summarized in the following table. 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compatibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Pnme Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Wate. Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected 1 Site - Section 106 
Consultation Initiated 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Ma'enals 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

None 
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10.3.3 Alturas to Wendel 

The proposed acfion would include the abandonment of 85 5 miles of rail line between Altu'-as 

and Wendel, from MP 445,6 to MP 360 1 Approximately 1,900 acres would be affected by this 

change. There would be no rail-to-truck diversions Surface water and wetland impacts would be 

minor, and no groundwater would be affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, and no 

threatened or endangered species or critical habitats would be affected. Changes in air quality and 

noise levels due to short-term salvage operafions would t>e negligible No historic resources would 

be affected No hazardous waste sites would be affected 

Impacts of the proposed abandonment are summarized in the following table. 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compatibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Prime Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected None 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation 

^ 

Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

None 
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10.4 Colorado 

10 4.1 Sage to Leadville 

The proposed action would include the abandonment of 64 0 miles of rail line between Sage 

and Leadville, from MP 335 0 to 271,0 Approximately 1,406 acres would be affected by this 

change. There would be no rail-to-tmck diversions. Surface water and wefiand impacts would be 

minor, and no groundwater would be affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, and no 

threatened or endangered species or critical habitats would be affected Changes in air quality and 

noise levels due to short-term salvage operafions would be negligible. Two historic resources, both 

of which are portions of the rail line itsf If, would be affected: Section 106 consultation has been 

initiated. Two Superfund hazardous waste sites would be affected Risk assessment and 

remediation plans will be developed 

Impacts ofthe proposed abandonment are summanzed m the following table. 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compatibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Prime Farmland 

Compatible 

Compafible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected 2 Sites - Secfion 106 
Consultation Initiated 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Matenals 

2 Superfund Sites -
Risk Assessment and 
Remediation Plans to 
Be Developed 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

None 
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10.4.2 Malta to Canon City 

The proposed action would include the abandonment of 109 miles of rail line between Malta 

and Canon City, from MP 271 0 to 162,0 Approximately 2,487 acres would be affected by this 

change. Approximately 530 rail car loads would be diverted to tmcks. Surface water and wetland 

impacts would be minor, and no groundwater would be affected Natural habitat loss would be 

negligible, and no threatened or endangered species or critical habitats would be affected. There 

would be negligible changes in air quality due to rail-to-truck diversions. Impacts to noise levels 

due to short-term salvage operations would be negligible. Three histonc resources would be 

affected; Section 106 consultation has t>een initiated Two Superfund hazardous waste sites would 

be affected Risk assessment and remediation plans will be developed 

Impacts of the proposed abandonment are summarized in the following table. 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compatibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Pnme Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected 3 sites - Section 106 
Consultation Initiated 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

2 Superfund Sites -
Risk Assessment and 
Remediation Plan to 
Be Developed 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

Minor 
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10.4.3 Towner to NA Junction 

The proposed action would include the abandonment of 122 4 miles of rail line between Towner 

and North Avondale Junction, from MP 747 0 to 869 4 Approximately 2 673 acres would be 

affected by this change Approximately 120 rail car loads would be diverted to trucks. Surface 

water and wetland impacts would be minor, and no groundwater would be affected. Natural habitat 

loss would be negligible, and no threatened or endangered species or critical habitats would be 

affected. There would be negligible changes m air quality due to rail-to-truck diversions. Impacts 

to noise leveis due to short-term salvage operations would be negligible No histonc sites would 

be affected No hazardous waste sites wouid be affected. 

Impacts of the proposed abandonment are summanzed in the following table. 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compatibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Prime Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Hisioric and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potenfiai or Actual NRHP Sites Affected None 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion | 

Minor 
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10.5 Illinois 

10.5.1 Barr to Girard 

The proposed action would include the abandonment of 38 4 miles of rail line between Barr and 
Girard, from MP 51.0 to MP 89,4 Approximately 619 acres would be affected by this change 
Approximately 38 rail car loads would be diverted to truck. Surface water and wetland impacts 
would be minor, and no groundwater would be affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, 
and no threatened or endangered species or cntical habitats would be affected. There are 
negligible changes in air quality due to rail-to-truck diversions. Impacts to noise levels due to short-
term salvage operations are negligible. Three historic railroad bndge sites would be affected. No 
hazardous waste sites would be effected. 

Impacts ofthe proposed abandonment are summarized in the following table. 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compatibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Prime Farmland 

Compafible 

Compafible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biologicai Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potenfiai or Actual NRHP Sites Affected 3 Bridges: Section 106 
Consultafion Initiated 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

Minor 
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10.5.2 Edwardsville to Madison 

The proposed action would include the abandonment of 15 miles of rail line between 

Edwardsville and Madison, from MP 133,8 to MP 148,8 Approximately 191 acres would be 

affected by this change There would be no rail-to-truck diversions. Surface water and wetland 

impacts would be minor, and no groundwater would be affected. Natural habitat loss would be 

negligible, and no threatened or endangered species or critical habitats would be affected. 

Changes in air quality and noise levels due to short-term salvage operations would be negligible, 

Nc historic sites would be affected No hazardous waste sites would be affected 

Impacts of the proposed abandonment are summanzed m the following table 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compafibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Prime Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affecteo None 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Matenals 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Dut to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

None 
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10.5.3 De Camp to Edwardsville 

The proposed acfion would include the abandonment of 14,6 miles of rail line between DeCamp 
and Edwardsville, from MP 119 2 to MP 133,8 Approximately 139 acres wcuid be affected by this 
change. There would be no rail-to-truck diversions. Surface water and wetland impacts would be 
minor, and no groundwater would be affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible and no 
threatened or endangered species or cntical habitats would be affected. Changes in air quality and 
noise levels due to short-term salvage operafions would be negligible One histonc site, a railroad 
bndge, could be affected. Section 106 consultations have been initiated No hazardous waste sites 
would be affected. 

Impacts ofthe proposed abandonment are summarized in the following table. 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compatibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Prime Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Rederally-listed Threatened & 

Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 

Archaeological 

Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected 1 Potential Site 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 

or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-

Truck Diversion 

None 
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10.6 Kansas 

10.6.1 Whitewater to Newton 

The proposed action would include thf- abandonment of 9 miles of rail line between Whitewater 
and Newton, from MP 476 0 to MP 485,0, App.-oximately 110 acres would be affected by this 
change There would be no rail-to-truck diversions. Surface water and wetland impacts would be 
minor, and no groundwater would be affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, and no 
threatened or endangered species or crifical habitats would be affected. Changes to air quality and 
noise levels due to short-term salvage operations would be negligible. No historic sites would be 
affected. No hazardous waste sites would be affected 

Impacts ofthe proposed abandonment are summarized in the following table 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Aajoining Land Uses 

Compafibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Prime Farmland 

Compafible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Crifical Hab tats 

Effect on Federally- isted Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected None 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

None 
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10.6.2 Hope to Bridgeport 

The proposed action would include the abandonment of 32 0 miles of rail line between Hope 

and Bndgeport. from MP 459,2 to 491 2 Approximately 754 acres would be affected by this 

change. Surface water and wetland impacts would be minor, and no groundwater would be 

affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, and no threatened or endangered species or 

crifical habitats would be affected. Approximately 240 rail car loads would be diverted to trucks. 

Changes to air quality and noise levels due to short-term salvage operations would be negligible. 

No historic sites would be affected. No hazardous waste sites would affected. 

Impacts of the proposed abandonment are summanzed in the following table. 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Usee 

Compatibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Prime Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected None 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

Minor 
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10.7 Louisiana 

10.7.1 lowa Junction to Manchester 

The proposed acfion would include the abandonment of 8 5 miles of rail line between lowa 

Juncfion and Manchester, MP 680 0 to MP 688.5, Approximately 109 acres would be affected by 

this change Surface water and wetland impacts would be minor and no groundwater would be 

affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, and no threatened or endangered species or 

cntical habitats would be affected There are two rail-to-truck diversions Changes to noise levels 

and air quality due to short-term salvage operations are negligible. No historic sites wouid be 

affected. No hazardous waste sites would be affected 

Impacts ofthe proposed abandonment are summarized in the following table 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compafibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Prime Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federaliy-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected None 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-To-
Truck Diversion 

Minor 
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10.8 Texas 

10.8.1 Seabrook to San Leon 

The proposed action would include the abandonment of 10.5 miles of rail line between 
Seabrook and San Leon, from MP 30,0 to MP 40,5, Approximately 143 acres would be affected 
by this change. There are no rail-to-truck diversions. Surface water and wetland impacts would 
be minor, and no groundwater would be affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, and no 
threatened or endangered species or critical habitats wouid be affected Changes to noise levels 
and air quality due to short-term salvage operafions would be negligible. Two historic bndge sites 
and three archaeological sites would be affected, Secfion 106 consultafion has been initiated. No 
hazardous waste sites would be affected. 

Impacts of the proposed abandenment are summanzed in the following table. 

Impact Type 
-

Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Lend Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compafibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Pnme Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Crifical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected 2 Bndges and 3 
Archaeological Sites -
Section 106 
Consultation Inifiated 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

None 
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10.8.2 Suman to Benchley 

The proposed acfion would include the abandonment of 12 53 miles of rail line between Suman 
and Benchley from MP 117 6 to MP 105 07 Approximately 220 acres would be affected by this 
change. There are 106 raii-to-truck diversions Surface water and wetland impacts would be 
minor, and no groundwater would be affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, and no 
threatened or endangered species or critical habitats would be affected. Changes to noise levels 
and air quality due to short-term salvage operations would be negligible. There are three historic 
bridge sites and one archaeological site affected No hazardous waste sites would be affected. 

Impacts of the proposed abandonment are summarized in the following table. 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compafibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compatibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Prime Farm.iand 

Compatible 

Comipatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Cntical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential or Actual NRHP Sites Affected 3 Bridges and 1 
Archaeological Site -
Section 106 
Consultation Initiated 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

Minor 
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10.8.3 Troup to Whitehouse 

Tiie proposed acfion would include the abandonment of 7 5 miles of rail line between Troup and 
Whitehouse, from MP 0,5 to MP 8,0 Approximately 157 acres would be affected by this change 
There are no rail-to-truck diversions. Surface water and wetland impacts would be minor, and no 
groundwater wouid be affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, and no threatened or 
endangered species or critical habitats would be affected Changes to noise levels and air qualitv 
due to short-tenn salvage operations would be negligible No histonc sites would be affected No 
hazardous waste sites would be affected. 

Impacts ofthe proposed abandonment are summanzed in the following table 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compatibility with Land Use Pians 

Effect on Prime Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potential cr Actual NRHP Sites Affected None 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sites 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

None 
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10.9 Utah 

10.9.1 Little Mountain Junction to Little Mountain 

The proposed action would include the abandonment of 12.0 miles of rail line between Little 
Mountain Junction and Little Mountain, from MP 0 0 to 12 0, Approximately 304 acres would be 
affected by this change. There are no rail-to-truck diversions Surface water and wetland impacts 
would be minor, and no groundwater would be affected Natural habitat loss would be negligible, 
and no threatened or endangered species or cntical habitats would be affected Changes to noise 
levels and air quality due to shcrt-term salvage operafions would be negligible. No historic sites 
would be affected. No hazardous waste sites would be affected. 

Impacts ofthe proposed abandonment are summarized in the following table 

Impact Type Assessment Criteria Impacts 

Land Use Compatibility with Adjoining Land Uses 

Compafibility with Land Use Plans 

Effect on Pr me Farmland 

Compatible 

Compatible 

None 

Water Resources Effect on Groundwater 

Effect on Surface Water 

Effect on Wetlands 

None 

Minor 

Minor 

Biological Resources Loss of Critical Habitats 

Effect on Federally-listed Threatened & 
Endangered Species 

No 

None 

Historic and 
Archaeological 
Resources 

Potenfiai or Actual NRHP Sites Affected None 

Safety Change in Exposure to Hazardous Sues 
or Materials 

None 

Transportation Change in Truck Traffic Due to-Rail-to-
Truck Diversion 

None 
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Surface Transportation Board 
Washitigton, D.C. 20423-0001 

Section of Environmental .Analysis 

Apnl 12. 1996 

To: Interested Parties 

The attached Environmental Assessn-ient (EA) prepared by the Surface 
Transportation Board's Section of Environmental Analysis (SEA) addresses potential 
environmental impacts associated with the proposed merger ofthe Union Pacific Railroad 
Company and the Southern Pacific Transportation Company and their subsidiaries in the 
Finance Docket No. 32760. 

The EA addresses potential areas of environmental impact such as safety, 
transportation, air quality, noise, histonc and cultural resources, water quality, biological 
resources, land use and hazardous materials. The EA also recommends mitigation 
measures to address potential environmental impacts. 

The EA incorporates eariy input received from many Federal, state and local 
agencies We recognize that each community has its own local issues and interests. At 
this time, we welcome any additional comments on specific areas of environmental impact 
that may affect or be important to your community as a result of the proposed merger. 
Also, we invite you to submit specific and reasonable mitigation measures and your basis 
for recommending this particular mitigation. 

Your written comments miust be submitted to SEA by May 3, 1996. which is the 
close of the public comment period on the EA SEA will review all comments received in 
response to the EA in making its final recommendations to the Surface Transportation 
Board. The Board will consider SEA's recommendations and the environmental comments 
in making its final decision on the proposed Union Pacific/Southern Pacific merger. 



S U R F A C E TRANSPORTATION B O A R D 
Finance Docket No. 32760 

Union Pacific Railroad Company 
-Control and Merger-

Southern Pacific Transportation Company 

GUIDE TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL A S S E S S M E N T 

This Environmental Assessment (EA) evaluates the potential environmental impacts that could 
result from the proposed merger o' the Union Pacific Raiiroad Company and the Southern Pacific 
Transportation Company. Tine EA has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the 
National Environmental Policy Mct (NEPA), as amended (42 USC 4321). the Surface 
Transpcrtation Board's environmental njles (49 CFR Part 1105) and other applicable environmental 
statutes and regulations. 

The Environmental Assessment includes five volumes: 

Volume 1: Environmental Overview of the Proposed Merger provides an Executive 
Summary, an overview of the proposed merger and a summary of the potential 
environmental impacts which could result if the proposed merger were approved. This 
volume also summanzes recommended mitigation measures. 

Volume 2: Raii Line Segments, Rail Yards and Intermodal Facilities provides detailed 
analysis and mitigation ofthe potential environme.ntal impacts related to proposed changes 
in traffic and other merger-related activities on specific rail iine segments, at rail yards, or 
at intermodal facilities. 

Volume 3: Proposed Abandonments provides detailed analysis and mitigation of 
potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed abandonment of rail line 
segments and related salvage activities. 

Volume 4: Proposed Construction Projects provides detailed analysis and mitigation 
ofthe potential environmental impacts related to the proposed constmction and operation 
of new rail lines requinng new nghts-of-way. 

Volume 5: Appendices contains additional documentation related to the preparation of 
the Environmental Assessment including: copies of agency correspondence, public 
comments on the proposed action, and descnptions of analytical methodologies. 

To assist you m the review of this EA. a Glossary and List of Abbreviations and Acronyms is 
included in the front of each of the five volumes. 

Eased on an analysis of all available infonnation. and subject to the recommended mitigation 
measures, the Surface Transportation Board's Secticn of Environmental Analysis concludes that 
the proposed merger of the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific railroads would not significantly 
affect the quality of the human environm.ent. 
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• 
GLOSSARY 

ballast Top surface of rail bed. usually composed of aggregate 
(i e. small rocks and gravel) 

Best Management Practices 
(BMPs) 

Techniques recognized as very effective in providing 
environmental protection. 

Board Surface Transportation Board, the licensing agency for the 
proposed merger. 

borrow material Earthern matenal used to fill depressions to create a level 
nght-of-way 

bulk train Also known as unit train. A solid consist of a single non-
breakable commodity (such as coal grain, semi-finished 
steel, sulfur, potash, or orange juice) being transported at a 
trainload rate. 

consist The make-up of a tram, usually refernng to the number of 
cars 

construction footprint The area at a construction site subject to both permanent 
and temporary disturbances by equipment and personnel. 

criteria pollutant Any of six substances (lead, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, 
nitrogen dioxide, ozone and particulate matter) regulated 
under the Clean Air Act, for which areas must meet national 
air quality standards. 

dBA Adjusted decibel level A sound measurement that adjusts 
noise by filtenng out certain frequencies to make it 
analogous to that perceived by the human ear. 

decibel A loganthmic scale that compnses over one million sound 
pressures audible to the human ear over a range from 0 to 
140, where zero decibels represents a reference sound level 
necessary for a minimum sensation of heanng and 140 
represents the level at which pain occurs. 

deciduous Any plant whose leaves are shed or fall off' during certain 
seasons: usually used in reference to tree types. 
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emergent An aquatic plant witn vegetative growth mostly above t h e ^ ^ 

endangered A tpecies that is in danger of extinction throughout all or a 
significant portion of its range and is protected by state 
and/or federal laws. 

fill The term used by the United States Army Corps of 
Engineers that refers to the placement of suitable matenals 
(e g . soils, aggregates, formed concrete structures, sidecast 
material, etc.) within water resources under Corps 
jurisdiction. 

flat yard A system of relatively level tracks within defined limits 
provided for making up trains, storing cars, and other 
purposes which requires a locomotive tc move cars (switch 
cars) from one track to another. 

Flood Insurance Rate Maps Maps available from the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency that delimit the land surface area of 100-year and 
500-year flooding events. 

floodplain The lowlands adjoining inland and coastal waters and 
relatively flat areas and flood prone areas of offshore islands, 
including, at a minimum, that area inundated by a o n e ^ ^ k 
percent (also known as a 100-year or Zone A floodplain) o r ^ ^ ^ 
greater chance of flood in any given year 

frog A track structure used where two running rails intersect that 
provides flangeways to permit wheels and wheei flanges on 
either rail to cross the other. 

habitat The place(s) where plant or animal species generally 
occur(s) including specific vegetation types, geologic 
features, and hydrologic features. The continued survival of 
that species depends upon the intnnsic resources of the 
habitat. Wildlife habitats are often further defined as places 
where species denve sustenance (foraging habitat) and 
reproduce (breeding habitat). 

haulage right The limited right of one railroad to operate trains over the 
designated lines of another railroad 

hump yard A railroad classification yard in which the classification of 
cars IS accomplished by pushing them over a summit, known 
as a "hump," beyond which they run by gravity. 



^ ^ i n t e r l o c k i n g An arrangement of switch, lock, and signal appliances 
interconnected so that their movements succeed each other 
in a predetermined order, enabling a moving train to switch 
onto adjacent rails It may be operated manually or 
automatically. 

intermodal facility A site or hub consisting of tiacks. lifting equipment, paved 
areas, and a control pomt for the transfer (receiving, loading, 
unloading, and dispatching) of intermodal trailers and 
containers between rail and highway or rail and manne 
modes of transport 

intermodal train A tram consisting or partially consisting of highway trailers 
and containers or marine containers being transported for 
the rail portion of a multi-modal movement on a time-
sensitive schedule Also referred to as piggback, TOFC 
(Trailer on Flat Car), COFC (Container on Flat Car), and 
double stacks (for containers only). 

Level of noise (measured in decibels) averaged over the 
"daytime" period (7 a m.-IO p.m.). 

Ldn 

• 

Nighttime noise level (LJ adjusted to arcuunt for the 
perception that a noise level at night is more bothersome 
than the same noise level would be during the day. 

lift A lift is defined as an intermodal trailer or container lifted 
onto or off a rail car. For calculations, lifts were used to 
determine the number of trucks using intermodal facilities. 

locomotive, road One or more locomotives (or engines) designed to move 
trains between yards or other designated points. 

locomotive, switching Locomotive (or engine) used to switch cars in a yard, 
industrial, or other area where cars are sorted, spotted 
(placed at a shipper's facility), pulled (removed from a 
shipper's facility), and moved within a local area. 

merchandise train A train consisting of single and/or multiple car shipments of 
vanous commodities 

mitigation 

• 

Actions to prevent or lessen negative effects 
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National Wetlands Inventory An inventory of wetland types in the United States com,pi ied^^^ 
by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. 

nonattainment An area that does not meet NAAQS specified under the 
Clean Air Act 

non-point source discharge Pollution not associated with a specific outfall location, such 
as a sewer pipe. 

palustrine wetland Non-tidal wetland dominated by trees, shrubs or persistent 
emergent vegetation Includes wetlands traditionally 
classified as marshes, swamps, or bogs 

passby The passing of a tram past a specific reference point. 

pick up To add one or more cars to a train from an intermediate 
(non-yard) track designated for the storage of cars. 

rail spur A track that diverges from a main line, also known as a spur 
track or rail siding which typically serves one or more 
industnes 

railbanking A set-aside of abandoned rail corndor for recreational and/or 
transportation uses, including reuse for rail 

receptor/receiver A land use or facility where sensitivity to noise or vibration is 
considered. 

right-of-way The right held by one person over the lands of another for a 
specific use: rights of tenants are excluded The stnp of land 
for which permission has been granted to build and maintain 
a linear structure, such as a road, railroad, or pipeline. 

riparian Relating to, living, or located on, or having acces to, the bank 
of a natural water course, sometimes also a lake or 
tidewater. 

riprap A loose pile or layer of broken stones erected in water or on 
soft ground as a guard against eros'on. 

riverine wetland All wetlands and deepwater habitats contained within a 
channel, either naturally or artificially created. 



ruderal 

scrub-shrub 

set out 

take 

An introduced plant community dominated by weed species, 
typically adapted to disturbed areas 

Areas dominated by woody vegetation less than 6 meters 
(20 feet) tall, which includes true shrubs and young trees. 

To remove one or more cars from a train at an intermediate 
(non-yard) location such as a siding, interchange track, spur 
track, or other track designated for the storage of cars. 

Loss of individuals of a plant or wildlife species and/or any 
direct or indirect action that results in mortality and/or injury. 
Further defined to include actions that disrun* normal 
patterns of wildlife species behavior: specifically mose that 
reduce the survival and reproductive potential of an 
individual. Also refers to loss and/or degradation of species' 
habitat 

threatened 

trackage rights 

A species that is likely to become an endangered species 
within the foreseeable future throughout all or part of its 
range, and is protected by state and/or federal law. 

The right or combination of nghts of one railroad to operate 
over the designated trackage of another railroad including, in 
some cases, the right to operate trains over the designated 
trackage; the right to interchange with all carriers at all 
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turnout 

unit train 

water resources 

wetland 

wye track 

junctions: the right to build connections or additional track 
m order to access other shippers or carriers. 

A track an-angement consisting of a switch and frog with 
connecting and operating parts extending from the point of 
the switch to the frog, which enables engines and cars to 
pass from one track to another. 

A train consisting of cars carrying a single commodity, e.g., 
a coal tram. 

All-inclusive term that refers to many types of permanent and 
seasonally wet/dry surface water features including springs, 
creeks streams, nvers ponds, lakes, wetlands, canals 
harbors, bays, sloughs, mudflats, and sewage-treatment and 
industnal waste ponds. 

As defmed by 40 CFR Part 230.3. wetlands are "those areas 
that are inundated or saturated L/ surface or ground water 
at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and under 
normal circumstances do suppon, a prevalence of vegetation 
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions." 
Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs and 
similar areas 

A principal track and two connecting tracks arranged like the 
letter "Y" on which locomotives, cars and trains may be 
turned. 
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C H A P T E R 1.0 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

This document is Volurre 4 of the Environmental Assessment (EA) prepared for the 

proposed merger of the Union Pacific Railroad Company (UP) and the Southern Pacific 

Transportation Corporation (SP) into a combined operating railroad the UP/SP This volume 

analyzes the potential environmental impacts associated with the 25 proposed rail line construction 

projects in new rights-of-way that UP/SP have identified in connection with the proposed merger. 

UP/GP state that the purposes of the proposed rail line construction projects are to connect the 

UP/SP rail systems, to improve the efficiency and quality of rail sen/ice offered by the merged 

system, and to add or expand facilities to handle increased rail traffic These proposed rail line 

ccnstruction projects, as discussed in Chapters 2 through 9 of this volume, are located in eight 

states, and vary in length from approximately 650 feet to approximately 8,900 feet These are: 

Camden, Arkansas - 1.100 feet. 

Fair Oaks, Arkansas - 1,100 feet. 

Pine Bluff, Arkansas (two connections) - 650 feet and 900 feet. 

Texarkana, Arkansas - 2,500 feet. 

West Colton, California (two connections) -1,150 feet and 6 000 feet. 

Lathrop, California - 3,000 feet 

Stockion, California - 1,500 feet. 

Denver, Colorado (two connections) - 3,650 feet and 5,000 feet. 

Girard, Illinois - 3.100 feet. 

Salem, Illinois - 4,600 feet 

Hope, Kansas - 2,200 feet 

Kinder, Louisiana - 1,750 feet. 

Shreveport, Louisiana - 1,560 feet. 

Dexter, Missoun - 8,900 feet 

Paront. Missoun - 8.600 feet. 

West Point, Texas - 1.900 feet. 

Houston, Texas (three connections) - 1 400 feet, 1,000 feet, and 1 ,S50 feet. 

Fort Worth, Texas (two connections) - 1,180 feet and 800 feet. 

Carrollton, Texas - 3,660 feet 

These connections would involve construction of a new rail line segment to connect existing 

tracks to other existing rail lines (common point connections), sidings, and/or yard facilities. Most 

ofthe connections would be between UP and SP lines, although there would be some connections 

jbetween the UP, SP and other can-iers with whom trackage rights agreements have been 
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negotiated As with construction of any new railroad tracks, steps required to build a new rail 
connection include site preparation and grading, railbed preparation, ballast application, track 
installation, and systems (e g . signals, communcations) installation. Although the parameters of 
construction zones would vary, most work should be completed withm a 100-foot stnp along tne 
new rail line. The environmental impact analyses ofthe proposed construction projects are detailed 
in Chapters 2 through 9 of this volume and are individually assessed according to location Each 
chapter provides the following information for each construction project: 

Proposed action and alternatives considered 
Description of the existing environment. 
Potential environmental impacts of the proposed action. 
Potential environmental impacts of alternatives. 
Summary of agency comments. 
Suggested mitigation of various agencies 
Recommended mitigation. 

1.2 Impact Areas and Methodologies 

In conducting its environmental analysis, the Surface Transportation Board's (Board) Section 

of Environmental Analysis (SEA) considered the following environmental impact areas m 

accordance with the Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 1105,7(e): 

Land use. 
Water resources. 
Biological resources. 
Air quality 
Noise. 
Historic and cultural resources. 
Transoortation and safety 

Eased on its independent analysis, the information available to date, and the mitigation measures 

recommended in this volume, SEA concludes that the proposed new rail line constructions would 

not result in significant environmental impacts. 

1.2.1 Land Use 

The proposed rail line construction could affect local or regional land uses. Consistent with 

the Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 1105.7(e)(3), SEA assessed whether the proposed 

new rail construction would: 
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• Conflict with existing land use, compre.'iensive, or master plans. 

Conflict with existing Coastal Zone Management Plans, where applicable 

Displace prime farmland from use for agncultural production. 

To inventory existing land uses SEA conducted site visits, reviewed local planning and U S 

Geological Survey (USGS) maps, and analyzed aerial photos. Land uses of concern include those 

sensitive to environmental changes; residential, commercial, educational, medical, religious, 

agncultural. institutional, water resources, and pnme farmland. To assess land use impacts. SEA 

consulted with heal planning agencies to determine if the proposed rail line construction and 

operation were consistent with existing land uses and future land use plans Determination of 

whether a proposed rail line construction would affect any prime agricultural land was based on 

SEA's consultations with t t e U S Department of Agnculture's Natural Resources Conservation 

Service (NRCS) office in each affected state SEA conducted similar consultations with state 

Coastal Zone Management agencies to ensure that the proposed constructions and operations 

would not harm protected coastal areas, as required by the Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 

1105.9 

Land use impacts are considered adverse if any construction activities or subsequent 

operations cause long-term changes in land use patterns that are incompatible with adjacent land 

uses. 

1.2.2 Water Resources 

The construction of new rail connections could adversely affect water resources. Water 

resojrces that could experience impacts as a result of the proposed construction projects include 

creeks, streams, wetlands, lakes, ponds, and canals The Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 

1105.7(e)(9) require an assessment as to whether the actions related to the proposed merger aro 

consistent with al! applicable water quality standards and if Section 402 or Section 404 permits 

would be required by the Clean Water Act (33 USC 1344)' SEA is also required to determine if 

any merger-related construction would adversely affect any designated wetlands or 100-year 

floodplains. 

SEA consulted several data sources to identify existing conditions and assess the potential 

environmental impacts of the proposed construction and operation projects on water resources. 

•

Cl 
m, 
Er 

^Section 402 ofthe Clean Water Act established the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) to regulate industnal and municipal source discharge of pollutants into ttie nation's waters The 
NPDES peimit program is administered by an appropnate state agency or the U S EPA. Section 404 of the 
Clean Water Act established a permit program to regulate the non-point source discharges of dredged or fill 

atenal into the nation s waters. The Section 404 program is administered by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. 
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These included USGS maps. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) Nationai Wetlands Inventory 
(NWI) maps, and aerial photographs VThere necessary. SEA conducted site visits a id additional 
consultations with local officials. SEA also entered consultation with Federal and state agencies 
that regulate water quality, including the U S Army Corps of Engineers (COE), the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and state environmental agencies. 

Impacts to water resources are considered adverse if there is substantial interference with 
drainage, adverse discharges (i.e., sediment, pollutants, etc.). or loss of wetlands or floodplains 
resulting from construction or operations of the new rail line connection. 

1.2.3 Biological Resources 

Pursuant to the Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 1105.7(e)(8), SEA evaluated the 
potential environmental impacts to important natural and biological resources such as threatened 
and endangered species (plants and animals), critical habitats, parklands, forest preserves, wildlife 
refuges, and sanctuaries due to construction and operation of new rail line connections. 
Specifically SEA assessed the following potential impacts for each construction site: 

• Physical alteration of critical habitats. 
• Physical disturbance of parks or wildlife refuges. 
• Adverse effects to threatened or endangered species. 
• Severance of existing habitats. 

To gather information about the biological resources that may be present at each of the 
proposed construction sites, SEA reviewed USGS maps, NRCS surveys, and USFWS lists of 
sensitive species (threatened, endangered, or listing candidates). SEA also consulted Federal, 
state, and local resource management agencies. 

impacts are considered adverse if the proposed action wouid cause: 

• Loss of important vegetation or wildlife habitats. 
• Harm to threatened or endangered species. 
• Loss of critical habitat(s), 

• Loss or degradation of parklands, forest preserves, refuges, or wildlife 
sanctuanes 

1.2.4 Air Quality 

Air quality impacts are generally defined as the increase or decrease in emissions from a 
source to the ambient air. Impacts that could result from the proposed rail construction projects 
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include increased levels of fugitive dust near construction sites and increased emissions from the 
operation of construction equipment and vehicles. Some construction sites could experience 
increased levels of fugitive dust due to specific construction activities, including clearing, grading 
and excavating. The amount of fugitive dust generated could vary by construction site and 
depends on the topography ofthe site, soil composition, wind speeds, precipitation, vehicle traffic 
levels, and the types of roadways used to get to the site Constmction sites also could expenence 
temporary increases in emissions of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxiae, nitrogen 
oxide, and particulate matter due to the operation of construction equipment (cranes, bulldozers, 
graders), trucks, and automobiles SEA examined air quality impacts related to fugitive dust 
emissions in and around the construction sites and emissions from employee traffic and equipment, 
based on data provided by UP/SP SEA also examined emissions from rail operations, pnmanly 
from increases in tram traffic over the proposed new rail line connections. 

SEA assessed potential impacts to air quality from the proposed constructions and operations 
in accordance with the Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 1105.7(e)(5). The Board has 
specified thresholds for both attainment and nonattainment areas as described in Table 1-1. 

Volume 1 ofthe EA provides an overview of increases in emissions from rail line segments, 

iail yards, and intermodal facilities. Overall, SEA concludes that these air quality impacts would 

not cause long-term degradation of the environment. 

TABLE 1-1 
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD 

AIR QUALITY THRESHOLDS FOR IMPACT ANALYSIS 

Activity Site Threshold 

Attainment Areas (49 CFR 1105.7(e)(5)(i)) 

Rail Line Segments 

Rail Yards 

Intermodal Facilities 

Increase of 8 trains per day or 100% increase in annual gross ton 
miles. 

Increase of 100% in carioad activity per day. 

Increase of 50 trucks per day or 10% increase in average daily 
traffic volume on any affected road segment. 

Non-Attainment Areas (49 CFR 1105.7(e)(5)(ii)) 

Rail Line Segments 

Rail Yards 

Intermodal Facilities 

Increase of 3 trains per day or 50% increase in annual gross ton 
miles 

Increase of 20% in carioad activity per day. 

Increase of 50 trucks per day or 10% increase in average daily 
traffic volume on any affected road segment. 
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1.2.5 Noise 

SEA evaluated the proposed rail line constructions and operations for both long-term 

operational noise impacts and short-term construction noise impacts The Board's environmental 

rules at 49 CFR 1105.7(e)(6) state that the same level of activity that triggers the threshold for air 

quality impact analysis in air quality attainment areas also triggers its noise analysis threshold, as 

shown in the table above. 

The Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 1105.7(e)(6) specify two types of noise 

thresholds where an increase in the activity level of a proposed action requires noise analysis: 

• An incremental increase in noise levels of 3 decibels (dBA) or more, as 

measured by the Day-Night Equivalent Sound Level (L^J: or 

. An increase to a noise level of L̂ ^ of 65 dBA or greater. 

In general, an increase in L̂ ^ of 3 dBA would require a 100 percent increase in rail traffic, 

a substantial change in operating conditions, changes in equipment, or a shift of daytime operations 

to nighttime hours. Nighttime noise often dominates L^ because of weighting factors that reflect 

the fact that people are more sensitive to nighttime noise In calculating Lg.,, the nighttime 

adjustment considers one event-such as a freight train passby-occurnng between 10:00 pm and 

7:00 am as the equivalent of 10 passbys dunng daytime hours, 

SEA's approach for analyzing operational noise impacts was to identify noise-sensitive land 

uses where changes in operation could result in noise exposure increases that meet or exceed 

the Board's thresholds. The approach relied on known noise baselines and proposed activity level 

data using accepted noise models. SEA's third party consultant also performed vanous noise 

measurements in some locations to supplement available noise data from several sources reiated 

to railroad operations. 

SEA also evaluated the potential short-term noise impacts associated with proposed 

construction activities. Although the proposed construction projects have the potential to cause 

adverse noise impacts at nearby noise-sensitive receptors, construction-related noise would be of 

limited duration. UP/SP state that most of the construction projects proposed as part of the merger 

would include construction activities lasting from one to two months at any one location. These 

activities would have noise characteristics similar to those associated with normal track 

maintenance procedures taking place at these locations For each construction site, noise-

sensitive receivers located within 1,000 feet of the rail line or construction site were identified. 

Construction-related noise impacts were estimated for all noise-sensitive receptors near the rail 

line, using the methods outlined m Volume 5, Appendix H. 
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1.2.6 Historic and Cultural Resources 

Pursuant to the Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 1105.8. SEA is required to assess 

whether the proposed merger would affect historic properties, as defined in Section 106 ofthe 

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. as amended, and implementing regulations ("Protection 

of Histonc Properties") at 36 CFR Part 800 Histonc properties are those listed on or potentially 

eligible for listing on the National Register of Histonc Places (NRHP). Histonc properties may 

include districts, sites, buildings, structures, or objects, as well as archaeological sites. 

For each construction site. SEA consulted with the State Historic Presen/ation Officer (SHPO) 

in the affected state to collect information on potentially affected histonc properties SEA also 

conducted follow-up consultations with the SHPOs to furtner document histonc and archaeological 

resources in the project area and to assess impacts of the construction activities on any property 

or structure determined eligible for listing on the NRHP. 

Impacts to historic and archaeological resources are considered adverse if any property listed 

or eligible for listing on the NRHP would experience an adverse effect as defined in 36 CFR 800 9 

as a result of the proposed rail line construction and/or subsequent rail operations 

1.2.7 Transportation and Safety 

The Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 1105.7(e)(7) require a description of the effects 

of the proposed action on local or regional transportation systems. SEA, therefore, examined the 

existing local and regional rail systems that could be affected by the proposed new rail line 

constructions. The proposed merger could affect local or regional transportation systems and 

patterns through, for example, reducing vehicle traffic on regional transportation routes and 

interstate highways, while simulidnoously increasing local traffic around intermodal facility locations. 

The Board's environmental rules a'so require an estimate of the amount of passenger or freight 

traffic that would be divened to other transponation modes as a result of the proposeo action A 

summary of these diversions is discussed in Volume 1 of this EA. In Volume 2, local traffic 

impacts associated with increases in activity at intermodal facilities are discussed. 

The proposed construction of new rail line connections could disturb any existing hazardous 

waste sites. Following the Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 1105 7(e)(7), SEA assessed the 

potential safety impacts of each proposed construction project. SELA reviewed information from 

UP.'SP and from Federal and state environmental databases obtained through VISTA 

Environmental Information Inc. (VISTA) to determine if activities on or next to the proposed 

construction sites (within 500 feet) would disturb known hazardous waste sites. The VISTA reports 

summarize the sites included in the following databases: National Priorities List (NPL), 

|Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information System 
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(CERCLIS), RCRA Treatment, Storage or Disposal sites (TSDs), Emergency Response 

Notification System (ERNS) spill sites. State Priority List (SPL) or State Inventory of Solid Waste 

Facilities (SWLF) State Inventory of Leaking Underground Storage Tanks (LUST), and the Orphan 

or Unmappable Sites list. Any new construction that would cause additional exposure to hazardous 

waste sites or hazardous matenals is considered to have an adverse safety-related impact 

The Board's environmental rules also require a review of the impacts at grade crossings 

related to the proposed constructions No new grade crossings are planned as part of the 

proposed rail iine constructions As a result, SEA concluded that increased train movements over 

the connections would have minimal safety impacts 

1.2.8 EnvironmentalJustice 

Executive Order 12898 (EO). entitled "Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice m 

Minonty Populations and Low-Income Populations," directs Federal agencies to analyze the 

environmental effects of their actions on minority and low-income communities. Significant and 

adverse effects should then be addressed by mitigation measures in the environmental document. 

In addition. Federal agencies should provide the opportunity for community input, including 

identifying potential effects and mitigation measures, throughout the NEPA process 

In this EA, SEA has considered the impacts ofthe proposed merger, which include changes 

in rail operations, rail constructions, and rail abandonments, on minority and low-income 

communities. Also, SEA has solicited comments from agencies and communities in order to 

identify potential impacts and devise mitigation measures, where necessary. In response to 

comments submitted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, SEA is recommending that Applicants consult 

with Native American Tnbes near construction sites. SEA specifically requests comments on 

environmental justice issues and recommended mitigation measures, 

1.3 Conclusion 

Based on SEA's independent analysis, all information available to date, comments of 

interested parties, consultation with Federal, state, and local agencies, and the recommended 

mitigation descnbed in Chapters 2 through 9. SEA concludes that, as currently proposed, the 

proposed construction and operation of new rail line connections would not significantly affect the 

quality of the human environment. Therefore, the Environmental Impact Statement process is 

unnecessary in this proceeding. 

1.4 Request for Comments 

SEA specifically invites comments on the environmental analysis of the construction 
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proposals presented in this EA, and the recommended mitigation measures. SEA will consider all 

comments received in response to the EA in making its final recommendation to the Board The 

Board will consider SEA's final recommendations and any environmentr' comments in making its 

final decision. 

Comments (an onginal and 10 copies) or any questions regarding the environmental analysis 

of construction projects in this EA should be filed with the Board's Section of Environmental 

Analysis, Room 3219, Surface Transportation Boa'd, Washington, D C 20423, tothe attention of 

Eiaine K Kaiser Comments should refer to Finance Docket Number 32760. 

Date made available to the public: April 12, 1996 

Comment due date: May 3, 1996 
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C H A P T E R 2.0 

A R K A N S A S 

This chapter analyzes the potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed rail 

line construction projects in new nghts-of-way in Arkansas that UP/SP have identified in connection 

w:th the proposed merger. These proposed rail line construction projects and their lengths are: 

Camden, Arkansas -1.100 feet. 

Fair Oaks. Arkansas -1.100 feet. 

Pme Bluff, Arkansas (two connections) - 650 feet and 900 feet. 

• Texarkana, Arkansas - 2.500 feet. 

A detailed description of each of these proposed construction projects, including alternative 

actions considered, the existing environment, the potential environmental impacts, and 

recommended mitigation measures, is provided below. 

2.1 Camden 

Camden is located in Ouachita County, 80 miles southwest of Little Rock Existing rail lines 

in the area include the SP Pine Bluff subdivision mainline and the UP Gurdon branch. 

2.1.1 Proposed Action 

Tne proposed action at Camden wouid involve the construction and operation of a new 

connection between the UP and SP tracks (see Figure 2-1). This new construction would permit 

through train movement between the SP Pine Bluff subdivision mainline and the UP Gurdon 

branch The design includes a new power-operated turnout from the Pine Bluff subdivision 

mainline and approximately 1 100 feet of new rail line construction It would require acquisition of 

approximately 0.5 acre of new nght-of-way. The existing UP/SP crossing diamond would be 

removed. 

Construction Requirements 

UP estimates that construction of the new raii line connection would require a labor force of 

15 people over a period of 20 days The construction would require approximately 6 000 cubic 

yards of earthwork and may require borrow matenal Borrow material would be obtained from local 

sources and hauled to the construction site by rail or truck 
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Changes in Traffic 

UP/SP state that the proposed merger would result in the following estimated changes to the' 

existing rail lines which would be connected by the proposed construction: 

Traffic on the SP Pine Bluff line would increase from 21 to 28 trains per day. and 

the annua! gross tons would increase from 29 to 46 million tons (a 57 percent 

increase). 

Traffic on the new connection would include occasional local trains. 

2.1.2 Alternative Actions Considered 

SEA identified no other feasible alternatives to the proposed rail line connection The 

proposed rail line would be the most direct connection between the existing rail Imes and would 

minimize the use of new land outside the UP and SP nghts-of-way There are no construction, 

operational, or environmental features that would render another alignment of the proposed rail line 

more reasonable than the proposed location. 

No Action Alternative 

SEA considered a "no-action" alternative With this alternative, current operations would 

continue to move over existing UP and SP rail lines. However, access between the two lines would 

be limited to existing interchanges or terminals 

2.1.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

The proposed construction would occur within an area already dominated by rail and other 

transportation and utility uses Other iand uses surrounding the proposed site include residential 

and commercial properties along the northern end of the rail line, and forested wetlands to the 

south. The site is currently zoned for manufactunng uses: railroad development is allowed in the 

area. The proposed construction would not occur on pnme farmland or within a designated coastal 

zone. 

Water Resources 

The Ouachita River is located 1/2 mile to the north of the construction site As shown in 

Figure 2-1, an unnamed intermittent stream runs parallel to the rail line immediately east of the 
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FIGURE 2-1 
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UP/SP RAILROAD MERGER 
NEW RAIL LINE CONSTRUCTION 

CAMDEN, ARKANSAS 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
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construction site and then passes under the track. This intermittent stream is a tributary to Two 

Bayou and does not flow directly into the river Forested wetlands are adjacent to the south e n d ^ ^ 

of the proposed construction site Parts of the proposed construction site are located within t h d ^ V 

100-year floodplam. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation Because the site is within an industrialized section of Camden, much of the area 

has been disturbed by rail activity and urbanization Some remnant, deciduous forested wetiands 

exist adjacent to the site to the south. Soil surveys of Ouachita County descnbe trees typical to 

Amy Association soils in this wetland area including loblolly pme, nuttal oak, sweetgum, 

Cottonwood, and ash. 

Wildlife. Because the existing plant and wildlife communities m the area of the proposed rail 

line construction project have been affected by continued railroad, industnal, and residential iand 

use, it is unlikely that the project area supports important native plant and animal communities. 

Almost the entire proposed connection area consists of a graveled area along the right-of-way. 

Although the intermittent stream may support some wetland and temporary aquatic habitats, it runs 

through a developed area 

Threatened or Endangered Species SEA consulted the U S Fish and Wildlife Service 

(USFWS) regarding threatened and endangered species in the area of the proposed rail line 

construction at Camden The USFWS staff indicated that no listed threatened or endangered 

species are known to occur in the vicinity of the proposed construction project. 

SEA also consulted the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission (AGFC) AGFC indicated no 

species of special concern and no objections to the project. 

Parks, Forest Preserves, Refuges, and Sanctuaries No parks, preserves, refuges or 

sanctuaries are located in the immediate vicinity of the proposed construction site. Two municipal 

parks are within a mile of the proposed rail line in Camden These parks would be separated from 

the proposed rail line construction by existing development. 

Air Quality 

The proposed construction site is located in Air Quality Control Region (AQCR) 19 Monroe -

El Dorado. This AQCR is currently c ^•^qorized as being in attainment with the National Ambient 

Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for all pollutants. Construction-related activities would not 

adversely affect the ambient air as a result of the proposed construction and operation. 
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Noise 

The Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 1105 7(e) specify that noise studies must be 

conducted at rail line segments, rail yards and intermodal facilities where activities exceed certain 

thresholds Where noise studies are performed, adverse impacts are determined by an increase 

in community noise exposure as measured by the Day-Night Equivalent Sound Level (L .̂,) of 3 dBA 

or more or where L̂ ., is 65 dBA or greater A detailed explanation of noise levels, measurements, 

and thresholds is presented in Volume 2 of this EA The applicable impact cntena, as well as the 

projected noise levels and any noise-sensitive receptors located in the area of the project, are also 

presented in Volume 2 

Rail industrial, and vehicular traffic are the pnmary sources of noise in the area of the 

proposed rail line construction Given the existing activities in tne area, passby noise levels would 

range from 65 dBA (automobile at 50 feet) to just under '00 dBA (diesel locomotive at 50 feet). 

The current level of train traffic on the SP Pme Bluff rail Imr (21 trains per day) generates an 

estimated L„,, noise level of 65 dBA at a distance of approximate'y 200 feet without horns (570 feet 

with horns). 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

The fonner Missouri Pacific Railroad Depot in Camden is li.sted on the National Register of 

Historic Places (NRHP) as a part of the Histonc Railroad Depots of Arkansas Multiple Property 

Submission. The Camden Depot is outside the project area and would not be affected by the 

proposed connector No other histonc or cultural resources have been identified within the new 

UP/SP connection project area in Camden. Consultation with the Arkansas State Historic 

Preservation Officer (SHPO) has been initiated to confirm these findings 

Initial ccrsultations with the SHPO determined that no documented archaeological sites have 

been identified at the proposed construction site. Ht -.ever, as part ov the Section 106 consultation 

process site-specific field surveys could be required -̂ y the SHPO to verify that no archaeological 

resources would be disturbed or destroyed by construction activities 

Transportation and Safety 

The existing ground transportation network consists of the UP and SP rail lines that intersect 

one another in Camden. 

Camden can be reached by U.S. Highway 79 ar.ri severa! local roads Access to the rail 

construction area would be on local roads The proposed rail line construction would be grade 
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separated at Route 79 and would not require at-grade crossings of any local roads 

According to UP/SP. no known hazardous waste sites exist at the proposed construction site 

2.1.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

No adverse land use impacts are expected from the construction ofthe proposed connection 

It is compatible with surrounding land uses, complies with applicable zoning ordinances and 

development regulations, and is consistent with the community's comprehensive land use plan 

No conversion of pnme farmland is necessary to complete construction of this connection, nor is 

the proposed site subject to any coastal zone management plans 

Water Resources 

The construction of the proposed rail line would not have adverse impacts on groundwater 

resources, given the small size of the project and the limited productivity of groundwater in the 

area Furthermore, because construction ofthe rail line would require relatively little earthwork, the 

project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration pattems m the area 

The proposed construction project could have minor impacts on the small intermittent stream 

which parallels the rail line. UP/SP's construction specifications would incorporate provisions for 

environmental protection as required by jurisdictional agencies and Federal, state, and local 

permitting authorities, inciuding appropriate measures for sedimentation and erosion control. 

Because all applicable Federal, state, and local water quality standards would be met, the 

proposed project would not affect water quality in the construction area The proposed construction 

may involve incidental discharge of fill material into the "waters of the United States," including 

designated wetlands Therefore, authorization under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act would 

be required, probably under Nationwide Permit 26 (Headwaters Discharges) A National Pollutant 

Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater discharge permit would not be required 

pursuant to Section 402 of the Clean Water Act because the total land area to be disturbed is 

estimated to be less than 5 acres. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation The proposed action would have no adverse impacts to native plant 

communities The proposed rail line construction site is located along an existing rail corridor 

where most of the area is covered by gravel and sparse vegetation However, after construction, 

UP/SP would use Best Management Practices (BMPs) to encourage regrowth in disturbed areas 
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and wouid stabilize disturbed soils 

Wildlife. No adverse impacts to wildlife populations are anticipated, since the existing habitat 

on the proposed construction site is of low quality. 

Threatened or Endangered Species Based on SEA's consultation with USFWS and AGFC. 

there would be no effects on any listed threatened or endangered species resulting from the 

activities of the proposed construction at Camden. 

Parks. Forest Preserves Refuges, and Sanctuaries No adverse impact is expected since 

there are no known state or federally designated par^s preserves refuges, or sanctuanes in the 

vicinity of the proposed construction. 

Air Quality 

Impacts on air quality in Camden could result from increased emissions during project 

construction as well as increased train traffic when tne proposed project is completed and becomes 

operational Potential impacts from construction and operations are described below. 

Fugitive Dust Emissions Dunng Construction. Estimated emissions from construction are of 

a relatively short duration and would occur only during active construction at the site As discussed 

above AQCR 19 is an air quality attammenl area. The small amount of fugitive dust emissions due 

to construction would have no adverse impact on the attainment status or air quality of the area due 

to the short duration of construction activities. In addition. UP/SP would be reouired to follow good 

construction practices including dust control measures, such as stabilizing the surface, replanting 

vegetation, and watering the site. 

Vehicle Emissions During Construction There would be two types of estimated emissions 

associated with vehicular traffic during the construction: (1) particulate emissions from vehicles 

moving over the roads, and (2) emissions from construction equipment. The estimated labor force 

for construction at the site would be 15 employees for 20 days Assuming that each employee 

makes two trips to the construction site per day (one amving, one leaving), the total number of 

employee trips required would be 600. This relatively small number of tnps for the short duration 

oi the construction would not be sufficient to adversely affect air quality. In addition, due to the 

smail scope of construction activities (only 6,000 cubic yards of earthwori^ are required), air quality 

impacts from construction equipment would be minimal, and would not adversely impact the area's 

air quality. 

Estimated Emissions From Operations. Rail operations can affect air quality through 

increased activity on rail line segments and increased activity in rail yards and intermodal facilities. 
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m 
The Board has specified threshold limits for increased activity of these rail operations in 49 CFR 

1105.7(e) (5) The new rail construction would not introduce new rail traffic on the associated Imê  

segments, but rather provide shorter tnp lengths for trains using the common point connection Th 

reduced travel times and tnp lengths would also result in reduced emissions Therefore SEA 

concludes that thi_ air emissions resulting from the operation of the proposed new construction 

would not have the potential to seriously degrade the air quality in AQCR 19, nor wouid it result in 

any exceedances of the NAAQS 

Noise 

UP/SP estimate 28 train movements per day on the proposed rail line connection The 

anticipated increase in tram traffic along the proposed connection could generate an L̂ ^ of 65 dBA 

at approximately 250 feet without horns The distance would be 870 feet with horns, but horns 

would not likely be used along the proposed connection because no highway grade crossings 

would be crossed. 

The area of the proposed rail line construction project would be entirely within the Lĝ  65 dBA 

noise contours of both existing rail lines There are no sensitive receptors in the immediate vicinity 

ofthe proposed project Therefore no detailed noise impact analysis is warranted. In conclusion, 

no adverse noise impacts are associated with this construction project 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

There are no historic or cultural resources within the project area The proposed connection 

would not affect historic or cultural resources Consultation has been initiated with the Arkansas 

SHPO, seeking concurrence in this determination. 

Based on SEA's initial consultations with the Arkansas SHPO, no known or documented 

archaeological sites exist at the proposed construction site. However, there is the potential for 

adverse impacts on undocumented archaeological sites SEA's recommended mitigation measures 

include provisions for continued Section 106 consultation to address discovery and treatment of 

archaeological sites dunng the construction. 

Transportation and Safety 

The proposed rail line construction project would improve rail access to and through Camden 

and enhance the efficiency of UP/SP operations It would not require new grade crossings of any 

roads and therefore would not cause any delays or disruptions of motor vehicle traffic. Other 

transportation impacts would be limited to increased deterioration of public roads due to the 

transport of construction equipment This impact is expected to be of short duration and is n o t ^ ^ ^ 
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likely to affect the viability or lifespan ofthe roads. Short-term disruptions of local vehicular traffic 

could occur during the construction penod. 

No hazardous waste sites were identified in the vicinity of the proposed construction site. 

The probability of a major spill of hazardous or toxic materials dunng construction is very small 

However in the unlikely event that such a spill occurs at the construction site drainage ditches are 

expected to retain the contaminated runoff. In the very unlikely event of a large spill that is not 

promptly and properiy cleaned up. there could be the potential for contaminants to seep into 

underlying soils. Overall, the proposed rail line construction project would not be expected to 

increase the probability or consequences of hazardous waste contamination 

2.1.5 Potential Environmental Impact of Alternative Actions 

As discussed in Section 2 12. SEA identified no feasible alternatives to the proposed rail line 

construction project. The proposed construction is the most direct rail line connection and would 

involve the use of minimal land outside the UP and SP rights-of-way. 

No-Action Alternative 

If the no-action alternative were implemented, the proposed rail line connection would not be 

constructed and operated Therefore, land use and other environmental conditions that currently 

exist at the p.-oposed site would remain unchanged However, if the merger is approved, the 

absence of this rail line connection could result in less efficient rail service The capacity 

constraints, delays, and slower operating speeds that could result without the new connection could 

cause additional fuel consumption and increase emissions impacts. 

2.1.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considering the potential environmental impacts ofthe proposed new rail line construction 

and operation planned as part of the proposed UP/SP merger, SEA sent consultation letters to 

vanous Federal, state, and local agencies on January 29, 1996. These letters, samples of which 

are included m Volume 5, Appendix D, Exhibits D-1 through D-9. provided eariy notification of this 

EA and requested information and comments on the effects tc the environment of 'he proposed 

merger and related construction and abandonment projects Each letter included a state 

information packet and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals A sample packet 

IS shown in Volume 5, Appendix D, Exhibit D-10 SEA contacted agencies by telephone to alert 

them to the distnbution of the consultation letter and to confirm its receipt The Applicant also 

contacted these agencies in preparation of the Environmental Report which accompanied the 

merger application. That correspondence and all responses were reviewed, verified, and 

onsidered by SEA in the preparation of this EA 
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All comments received (through mid March, 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5. Appendix E, Exhibits E-1 through E-11. As necessary, SEA conducte 

additional consultation with agencies as shown in Volume 5, Appendix E, Table E-1 Agenc 

comments regarding the proposed construction projects are summarized below: m 
• Natural Resources Conservation Service noted that they did not anticipate 

project would adversely impact pnme farmlands or erosion rates. 

• Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology provided state water 

quality standards and ecologically sensitive water bodies, and referred SEA to 

the Natural Heritage Commission for information about state species of special 

concern 

Arkansas Soil and Water Commission recommended that proper measures be 

taken dunng construction to minimize potential stream and wetland impacts and 

that review of fmal construction plans be completed by appropriate state and city 

agencies 

Arkansas Department of Transportation (DOT) recommended that the final plans 

be reviewed by DOT 

2.1.7 Suggested Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures suggested by the vanous parties, conoulted in the process of preparing 

the EA for the proposed merger, are summarized belov; (See Volume 5 Appendices D and E for 

agency consultation lists ) 

• The Arkansas Soil & Water Conservation Commission recommended that proper 

measures be taken dunng construction to minimize potential stream and wetland 

impacts and that review of final construction plans be completed by appropriate 

state and city agencies. It also noted that off-site wetland mitigation should be 

considered, if wetlands are affected 

The Ari<ansas Department of Transportation (DOT) recommended that the final 

plans be reviewed by DOT. 

2.1.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This section contains the mitigation measures that SEA recommends that the Board impose 

in any final decision approving the proposed Camden construction project. SEA will consider all 
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comments on the EA in making its final recommendation to the Board The Board will consider 

SEA's recommendations and the environmental record in making its final decision SEA's 

recommended mitigation is as follows. 

Land Use 

UP/SP shall obsen/e all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations regarding 

handling and disposal of any waste matenals. including hazardous waste, 

encountered or generated dunng construction of the proposed rail line. 

UP/SP shall dispose of all materials that cannot be reused in accordance with 

state and local solid waste management regulations, 

UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed dunng construction 

activities to their pre-construction conditions. 

Before undertaking any construction activities UP/SP shall consult with any 

potentially affected American Indian Tnbes 

Water Resources 

UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to contro! erosion, runoff, and 

surface instability during construction, including seeding, fiber mats, straw mulch, 

plastic liners slope drains, and other erosion control devices Once the track is 

constructed, UP/SP shall establish vegetation on the embankment slope to 

provide permanent cover and prevent potential erosion. If erosion develops, 

UP/SP shall take steps to develop other appropriate erosion control procedures. 

UP/SP shall use only EPA-approved herbicides and qualified contractors for 

application of i.jht-of-way maintenance herbicides, and shall limit such 

application to the extent necessary for rail operations. 

UP/SP shall restrict mechanized equipment to upland areas to complete 

construction activities UP/SP shall obtain and comply with all applicable permits 

for any construction activity within streams or wetlands Also, UP/SP shall 

submit their final construction plans to appropnate state and local agencies for 

review. 
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Biological Resources 

1 UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to encourage regrowth in disturbe 

areas and to stabilize disturbed soils 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1 If previously undiscovered archaeology remains an- found during construction 

activities. UP/SP shall cease work in the area and immediately contact the 

Arkansas SHPO 

m 

Safety 

1. UP/SP shall consult with Arkansas Department of Pollution Controi and Ecology 

if hazardous waste and/or materials are discovered at the site. 

2. UP/SP shall transport all hazardous material in compliance with the U S. 

Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carner Safety Regulations ( 49 

CFR parts 171 to 179) 

3. In the case of a spill, UP/SP shall follow appropnate emergency response 

procedures outlined in their Emergency Response Plans. 

Transportation 

1. UP/SP shall use appropriate signs and barricades to control traffic disruptions 

during construction. 

2. UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed during construction to conditions as required 

by state or local regulations. 

3 Prior to construction, UP/SP shall provide final plans to the Arkansas DOT and 

appropriate local agencies for review. 

Air Quality 

1. UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 

regarding the control of fugitive dust. Fugitive dust emissions created during 

construction shall be minimized by using such control methods as water spraying, 

installation of wind barriers, and chemical treatment. 
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Noise 

1. UP/SP shall control temporary noise from construction equipment through the 

use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery. 

2.2 Fair Oaks 

Fair Oaks is located in Cross County, 85 miles northeast of Little Rock on U.S. 49. Existing 

rail lines in the area include the UP Memphis and SP lllmo subdivision mainlines 

2.2.1 Proposed Action 

The proposed action at Fair Oaks involves upgrading the existing wye connection between 

the UP Memphis subdivision mainline and the SP lllmo subdivision mainline to 30 mph standards 

(see Figure 2-2). This new connection in the southwest quadrant of the wye would be part of the 

route for trains between Memphis and Pine Bluff Construction would require the reduction of the 

existing curve and relocation of the Miscrove tower guy wires. The upgrade would include the 

installation of power-operated turnouts, rail and tie replacement, and approximately 1.100 feet of 

new rail line Acquisition of 0.5 acre of new nght-of-way would also be required. 

Construction Requirements 

UP/SP estimate that construction ofthe new rail line connection would require a labor force 

of 20 people over a period of 18 days. The construction would require approximately 2,500 cubic 

yards of earthwork and may require borrow matenal. Borrow material would be obtained from local 

sources and hauled to the construction site by rail or truck. 

Changes In Traffic 

UP/SP state that the proposed merger would result in the following estimated changes along 

existing rail lines: 

• Traffic on the UP Memphis line would increase from 14 to 15 trains per day. and 

the annual gross tons would increase from 31 to 37 million tons (a 20 percent 

increase) 

• Traffic on the SP lllmo line would decrease from 11 to 10 trains per day. and the 

annual gross tons would increase from 10 to 13 million tons (a 30 percent 

increase). 
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• Traffic on the new common point connection would include four manifest trams 

per day. 

2.2.2 Alternative Actions Considered 

SEA Identified no other feasible alternatives to the proposed rail line connection upgrade 

The proposed upgraded rail line would be the most direct connection between the existing rail lines 

and would minimize the use of new land outside the UP and SP rights-of-way There are no 

construction, operational or environmental features that would render another alignment of the 

proposed upgraded rail line more reasonable than the proposed location. 

No-Action Alternative 

SE.^ considered a "no-action" alternative With this alternative, current operations would 

continue to move ovci existing UP and SP rail lines. However, access between the two lines would 

be limited to existing interchanges and terminals. 

2.2.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

The surrounding land uses ofthe proposed site are residential, cropland, and pasture. The 

proposed construction would occur in an area of prime farmland. The line proposed for 

construction is not a designated coastal zone. 

Water Resources 

The proposed construction site is within an agricultural area. As shown in Figure 2-2, no 

streams or water bodies are located in or adjacent to the site The area around Fair Oaks is dotted 

with minnow pondb. however, the closest of these are approximately 1/2 mile to the south There 

are no known wetlands within or adjacent to the proposed construction site. The proposed site is 

not located within a 100-year floodplain 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation The site is located at the junction of two existing rail lines within the Town of Fair 

Oaks. Much of the vegetation in the area has been disturbed by rail activity or by the agricultural 

use ofthe adjacent land. Soils on the site include Henry silt loam and Calloway silt loam. 

Wildlife. Wildlife habitat on the proposed site is o* fair quality; native vegetation has been 
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FIGURE 2-2 

UP/SP RAILROAD MERGFR 
NEW RAIL LINE CONSTRUCTION 

FAIR OAKS, ARKANSAS 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
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disturbed by rail and agncultural activities. Therefore, wildlife species on or near the site are 

tolerant of the rail environment and agricultural conditions 

Threatened and Endangered Species SEA consulted USFWS regarding federally-listed 

threatened and endangered species m the area of the proposed rail line construction at Fair Oaks. 

USFWS staff indicated that endangered Fat Pocketbook Peariy Mussel {Potamilus capax) 

potentially occurs in Cross County Since there is no critical or suitable habitat on or near the 

project site, this species is unlikely to be present 

SEA also consulted AGFC, which indicated no species of special concern and no objections 

to the project. 

Parks, Forest Preserves. Refuges, and Sanctuanes There are no known state or federally 

designated parks, preserves, refuges, or sanctuanes in the vicinity of the proposed construction 

site. 

Air Quality 

The proposed constmction site is located in AQCR 20: Northeast Arkansas This AQCR Is 

currently categorized as being in attainment with the NAAQS for all pollutants Construction-related 

activities would not adversely affect the ambient air as a result of the proposed construction and 

operation of the new connection. 

Noise 

The Board's environmental rules at 49 CFR 1105.7(e) specify that noise studies must be 

conducted at rail line segments, rail yards, and intermodal facilities where activities exceed certain 

thresholds. Where noise studies are performed, adverse impacts are determined by an increase 

in community noise exposure as measured by the Day-Night Equivalent Sound Level (L^J of 3 dBA 

or more, or where L̂ ,, is 65 dBA or greater. A detailed explanation of noise levels, measurements, 

and thresholds is presented in Volume 2 of this F-A The applicable impact critena, as well as the 

projected noise levels and any noise-sensitive receptors located in the area of the project, are alsc 

presented in Volume 2. 

Rail, industrial, and vehicular traffic are the primary sources of noise in the area of the 

proposed rail line construction. Given the existing activities in the area, passby noise levels would 

range from 65 dBA (automobile at 50 feet) to just under 100 dBA (diesel locomotive at 50 feet). 

The current level of tram traffic on the UP Memphis subdivision mainhne (14 trains per day) 

generates an estimated L̂ ,, noise level of 65 dBA at a distance of approximately 160 feet without, 
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horns (600 feet with horns) The current level of traffic operating on the SP lllmo subdivision 

mainline (11 trains per day) generates an estimated La. noise level of 65 dBA at a distance of 

approximately 130 feet without horns (480 feet with horns). 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

No known historic or cultural resources exist in the vicinity of the proposed connection. The 

land proposed for construction of the wye connection has been owned by UP for many years and 

there is no record of any building on the site Consultation with the SHPO has been initiated to 

confirm these findings. 

SEA's initial consultations with the Arkansas SHPO determined that no documenteo 

archaeological sites have been identified at the proposed construction site However, as part of 

the Section 106 consultation process, site-specific field surveys could be required by the SHPO to 

verify that no archaeological resources would be disturbed or destroyed by construction activities. 

Transportation and Safety 

The existing ground transportation network consists ofthe UP and SP rail lines that intersect 

one another southeast of Fair Oaks. State Highway 39 is the primary highway in the project 

vicinity Access to the rail construction area vvould be on locat roads The proposed rail lme 

construction would not require any additional grade crossings. 

site 

According to the UP/SP. no known hazardous waste sites exist at the proposed construction 

2.2.4 Potential Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action 

Land Use 

No adverse land use im.pacts are expected from the construction ofthe proposed connection. 

It is compatible with surrounding land uses, complies with applicable zoning ordinances and 

development regulations, and is consistent with community planning. No conversion of prime 

farmland is necessary to complete construction of this connection, nor would any construction 

activities disrupt a designateo coastal zone 

Water Resources 

The construction of the proposed ra.l line would not have adverse impacts on groundwater 

resources, given the small siz3 or the project and the limited productivity of grouita.(/ater in the 
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area. Furthermore, because construction ofthe rail line would require relatively little earthwork, the 

project design would not alter stormwater drainage and infiltration patterns m the area. 

The proposed construction project would not have adverse impacts on surface water 

resources or wetlands This finding is based on the relatively large distance from the project site 

to surface water receptors and the localized flow of stormwater runoff Additionally, the project 

would not encroach upon the 100-year floodpi«in. 

UP/SP's construction specifications would incorporate provisions for environmental protection 

as required by jurisdictional agencies and Federal, state, and local permitting authorities, including 

appropnate measures for sedimentation and erosion control. Because all applicable Federal. s:.'«te, 

and local water quality standards would be met. the proposed project would not affect water qualit/ 

in the construction area The proposed construction would not involve excavation from or the 

placement of dredged or fill matenal into the "waters of the United States." including designated 

wetlands Therefore, authorization under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act would not be 

required Additionally, an NPDES stormwater discharge permit would not be required pursuant to 

Section 402 of the Clean Water Act because the total land area to be disturbed is estimated to be 

less than 5 acres 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation The proposed action would have no adverse impacts to native plant 

communities The propo?ed rail line construction site is located along an existing rail corridor 

where most of the area i? covered by gravel and sparse vegetation However, after construction 

UP/SP would use Best Management Practices (BMPs) to encourage regrowth in disturbed areas 

and would stabilize disturbed soils 

Wildlife No adverse impacts to wildlife populations are anticipated, since ihe existing h -.bitat 

on the prcposed construction site is of iow quality. 

Threatened and Endangered Species, Based on SEA's consultation with USFWS and 

AGFC, and habitat suitability evaluations, there would be no effects on any listed threatened or 

endangered species resulting from the activities of the proposed construction at Fair Oaks. 

Parks, Forest Preserves, Refuges and Sanctuanes No adverse impact is expected since 

there are no known state or federally designated parks, presen/es, refuges or sanctuaries in the 

vicinity of the proposed construction site 
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Air Quality 

Impacts on air quality in Fair Oaks could result from increased emissions during project 

construction as well as increased tram traffic when the proposed project is completed and becomes 

operational Potential Impacts from construction and operations are descnbed below 

Fugitive Dust Emissions Dunng Construction Estimated emissions from construction are of 

a relatively short duration and would occur only dunng active construction at the site. As discussed 

above, AQCR 20 is an air quality attainment area The small amount of fugitive dust emissions due 

to construction would have no adverse impact on the attainment status or air quality ofthe area due 

to the short duration of construction activities In addition, UP/SP would be required to follow good 

construction practices including dust control measures, such as stabilizing the surface, replanting 

vegetation, and watenng the site 

Vehicle Emissions Dunng Construction, There would be two types of estimated emissions 

associated with vehicular traffic dunng the construction 1) particulate emissions from vehicles 

moving over the roads, and 2) emissions from construction equipment. The estimated laber force 

for construction at the site would be 20 employees for 18 days Assuming that each employee 

makes two trips to the construction site per day (one arnving, one leaving), the total number of 

employee tnps required would be 720 This relatively small number of trips for the short duration 

of the construction would not be sufficient to adversely affect air quality. In addition, due to the 

small scope of construction activities (only 2,500 cubic yards of earthwork are required), air quality 

impacts from construction equipment would be minimal, and would not adversely impact the area's 

air quality. 

Estimated Emissions From Operations Rail operations can affect air quality through 

increased activity on rail line segments and increased activity in rail yards and intermodal facilities 

The Board h.'S specified threshold limits for increased activity of these rail operations in 49 CFR 

1105,7(e) (5), The new rail construction would not introduce new rail traffic on the associated line 

segments, but rather provide shorter tnp lengths for trains using the common point connection The 

reduced travel times and trip lengths would also result in reduced emissions. Therefore, SEA 

concludes that the air emissions resulting from the operation of the proposed new construction 

would not have the potenual to senously degrade the air quality in AQCR 20, nor would it result in 

any exceedances ofthe NAAQS 

Noise 

UP/SP estimate four train movements per day on the proposed raii line connection. The 

anticipated increase in train traffic along the proposed connection could generate an L̂ ., of 65 dBA 

at approximately 225 feet without horns. The distance would be 640 feet with horns, but horns 
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would not likely be used along the proposed connection because no roadway grade crossings 

would be crossed. Currently one church and six homes are located within the L̂ ^ 65 contour Ifi 

the proposed connection is constructed, 10 homes and one church are projected to be within the' 

L,.- 65 contour. 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

There are no histonc or cultural resources in the immediate vicinity of the proposed 

construction site. Therefore there would be no impact on historic and cultural resources. 

Consultation has been initiated with the Arkansas SHPO seeking concurrence m this 

determination 

Based on SEA's initial consultations witt^ the Arkansas SHPO, no known or documented 

archaeological sites exist at the proposed construction site However, there is the potential for 

adverse impacts on undocumented archaeological sites SEA's '•ecommended mitigation measures 

include provisions for continued Section 106 consultation to address discovery and treatment of 

archaeological sites dunng the construction. 

Transportation and Safety 

The proposed rail line construction project would improve rail access to and through Fair 

Oaks and enhance the efficiency of UP/SP operations It wou d not require new grade crossings 

of any roads and theiefore would not cause any delays or disruptions of motor vehicle traffm. Other 

transportation impacts would be limited to increased deterioration of public roads due to the 

transport of construction equipment This impact is expected to be of short duration and is not 

likely to affect the viability or lifespan of the roads Short-term disruptions of local vehicular traffic 

could occur during the construction penod. 

No hazardous waste sites were identified in the vicinity of the proposed construction site. 

The probability of a major spill of hazardous or toxic matenais during construction is very small. 

However, in the unlikely event that such a spill occurs at the construction site, drainage ditches are 

expected to retain the contaminated runoff. In the very unlikely event of a large spill that is not 

promptly and property cleaned up, there could be the potential for contaminants to seep into 

underiying soils Overall, the proposed rail line construction project would not be expected to 

increase the probability or consequences of hazardous waste contamination 

2.2.5 Potential Environmental Impact of Alternative Actions 

As discussed in Section 2,2,2, SEA identified no feasible alternatives to the proposed rail line 

constnjction project. The proposed construction is the most direct rail line connection and would 
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involve the use of minimal land outside the UP and SP rights-of-way 

No-Action Alternative 

If the no-action alternative were implemented, the proposed rail line connection would not be 

constructed and operated Therefore, land use and other environmental conditions that currently 

exist at the proposed site would remain unchanged However, if the merger is approved, the 

absence of this rail line connection could result in less efficient rail service The capacity 

constraints, delays, and slower operating speeds that could result without the new connection 

would cause additional fuel consumption and increased emissions impacts. 

2.2.6 Summary of Agency Comments 

In considenng the potential environmental impacts of the proposed new rail line construction 

and operation planned as part of the proposed UP/SP merger, SEA sent consultation letters to 

vanous Federal, state, and local agencies on January 29, 1996, These letters samples of which 

are mcluded in Volume 5 Appendix D, Exhibits D-1 through D-9, provided eariy notification of this 

EA and requested information and comments on the effects to the environment of the proposed 

merger and related construction and abandonment projects. Each letter included a state 

information packet and maps that listed the specific merger-related proposals, A sample packet 

is shown in Volume 5, Appendix D, Exhibit D-10 SEA contacted agencies by telephone to alert 

them to the distnbution of the consultation letter and to confirm its receipt. The Applicant also 

contacted these agencies in preparation of the Environmental Report which accompanied the 

merger application. That correspondence and all responses were reviewed, verified, and 

considered by SEA in the preparation of this EA 

All comments received (through mid March 1996) in response to the January 29th letter are 

shown in Volume 5 Appendix E, Exhibits E-1 through E-11. As necessary. SEA conducted 

additional consultation with agencies as shown in Volume 5. Appendix E. Table E-1 Agency 

comments regarding the proposed construction projects are summarized below: 

Natural Resources Conservation Service stated that rail line construction in Fair 

Oaks may adversely affect prime farmland, and recommends that conservation 

practices be applied to the construction area. 

• Arkansas Department of Pollution Contrcl and Ecology provided state water 

quality standards and ecologically sensitive water bodies, and referred SEA to 

the Natural Hentage Commission for information about state species of special 

concern. 
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Arkansas Soil & Water Conservation Commission recommended that proper 

measures be taken dunng construction to minimize potential stream and wetland 

impacts and that review of final construction plans be completed by appropnate 

state and city agencies 

• Arkansas Department of Transportation (DOT) recommended that the final plans 

be reviewed by DOT. 

2.2.7 Suggested Mitigation 

This section highlights the mitigation measures that various parties, consulted in the process 

of preparing the EA for the proposed merger, have requested: 

• The Natural Resources Conservation Service, Little Rock office, recommended 

'hat conservation practices be applied to the construction area. 

The Arkansas Soil & Water Conservation Commission recommended that proper 

measures be taken during construction to minimize potentiai stream and wetland 

impacts and that review of final construction plans be completed by appropnate 

state and city agencies. It also noted that off-site wetland mitigation should be 

considered. 

The Arkansas Department of Transportation recommended that the final plans 

be reviewed by DOT 

2.2.8 SEA Recommended Mitigation 

This section contains the mitigation measures that SEA recommends that the Board impose 

in any final decision approving the proposed Fair Oaks construction project SEA will consider all 

comments on the EA in making its final recommendation to the Board The Board will consider 

SEA's recommendation^ and the environmental record in making 'ts final decision. SEA's 

recommended mit;*j,n'on is as follows, 

Lan iis^ 

1. ' . -^ i "^ ' shall observe all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations regarding 

hand ing and disposal of any waste matenals. including hazardous waste, 

encountered or generated during construction of the proposed rail line. 

2. UP/SP shall dispose of all materials that cannot be reused in accordance with. 
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state and local solid waste management regulation? 2 

3. UP/SP shall restore any adjacent properties that are disturbed during 

construction activities to their pre-construction conditions 

4. Before undertaking any construction activities, UP/SP shall consult with any 

potentially affected Amencan Indian Tnbes, 

Water Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to control erosion, runoff, and 

surface instability during constructiori, including seeding, fiber mats, straw mulch 

plastic Imers, slope drains, and other erosion control devices. Once the track is 

constructed, UP/SP shall establish vegetation on the embankment slope to 

provide permanent cover and prevent potential erosion If erosion develops, 

UP/SP shall take steps to develop other appropnate erosion control procedures 

2. UP/SP sh'jii use only EPA-approved herbicides and qualified contractors for 

application of nght-of-way maintenance herbicides, and shall limit such 

application to the extent necessary for rail operations. 

Biological Resources 

1. UP/SP shall use Best Management Practices to encourage regrowth in disturbed 

areas and to stabilize disturbed soils 

Historic and Cultural Resources 

1. If previously undiscc ~red archaeology reriains are found during construction 

activ'ties, UP/SP shall cease work in the area and immediately contact the 

Arkansas SHPO. 

Safety 

1. UP/SP shall consult with Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology 

if hazardous waste and/or materials are discovered at the site, 

2. UP/SP shall transport ail hazardous material in compliance with the U S, 

Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (49 CFR 

parts 171 to 179). 
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3, In the case of a spill UP/SP shall follow appropriate emergency response 

procedures outlined in their Emergency Response Plans 

Transportation 

1, UP/SP shali use appropriate signs and barncades to control traffic disruptions 

during construction, 

2, UP/SP shall restore roads disturbed during construction to conditions as required 

by state or local regulations, 

3, Prior to construction UP/SP shall provide final plans to the Arkansas DOT and 

appropriate local agencies for review 

Air Quality 

UP/SP shall comply with all applicable Federal, state, and local regulations 

regarding the control of fugitive dust Fugitive dust emissions created during 

construction shall be minimized by using such control methods as water 

spraying, installation of wind barriers, and chemical treatment 

Noise 

1, UP/SP shall control temporary noise ftom construction equipment through the 

use of work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems on machinery 

2.3 Pine Bluff (East) 

Pine Bluff is located in Jefferson Coun y 42 miles southeast of Little Rock. Existing rail lines 

in the area include the UF Monroe and SP Pme Bluff subdivision mainlines. 

2.3.1 Proposed Action 

As part of the proposed merger, two new connections would be constructed in Pine Bluff 

between the UP Monroe subdivision mainline and the SP Pine Bluff subdivision (see Figure 2-3) 

The first connection (east), requinng approximately 650 feet of new rail line, would permit the 

operation of trains between the SP Pine Biuff yard and the UP mainline south to Monroe, Louisiana, 

This connection wouid require the acquisition of approximately 0.5 acre of residential property and 

the construction of new track between the SP international Paper lead and the west end of the 

existing UP yard. 
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Construct ion Requirements 

Construction ofthe new rail line connection would require a labor force of 15 people over a 

penod of 10 days The construction would require approximately 1 000 cubic yards of earthwork 

and may require borrow matenal Borrow matenal would be obtained from Iccal sources and 

hauled to the construction site by rail or truck. 

Changes In Traffic 

UP/SP state that the proposed merger would result in the following estimated changes along 

existing rail lines 

Traffic on the UP Monroe subdivision mainline would decrease from 13 to .̂2 

trains per day, and the annual gross tons would increase from 25 to 29 million 

tons (a 17 percent increase), 

• Traffic on the SP Pme Bluff subdivision mainline would increase from 23 to 32 

trains per day, and the annual gross tons would increase from 25 to 50 million 

tons (a 100 percent increase). 

• Traffic on the new common point connection would include two manifest trains 

per day, 

2.3.2 Alternative Actions Considered 

SEA identified no other feasible alternatives to the proposed rail line connection. The 

proposed rail line would be the most direct connection between the existing rail lines and would 

minimize the use of new land outside the UP and SP rights-of-way There are no construction, 

operational, or environmental features that would render another alignment of the proposed rail line 

more reasonable or attractive than the proposed location. 

No-Action Alternative 

SEA considered a "no-action" altemative With this alternative, current operations would 

continue to move ovei existing UP and SP rail lines. However, access between the t-'.o lines would 

be limited to existing interchanges or terminals. 
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2.3.3 Existing Environment 

Land Use 

The proposed construction would occur m an area already dominated by rail and other 

transportation or utility uses Other land uses surrounding the construction site include residential, 

cropland, and pastures The proposed site is currently z^ned for industrial uses: railroad 

development is allowed in the area. The proposed construction activities would occur in an area 

of prime farmland. The line proposed for construction is not withm a designated coastal zone. 

Water Resources 

The proposed construction site is located adjacent to an existing rail yard U S Geological 

Survey (USGS) maps indicate that no streams or water bodies are located adjacent to the site. 

Lake Langhoffer is located approximately 1/2 mile to the north National Wetland Inventory (NWI) 

maps were not available for the proposed construction site. The proposed site is not located within 

a 100-year floodplam. 

Biological Resources 

Vegetation Because the site is on the outskirts of Pirie Bluff within the vicmity of existing rail 

yards much ot the area has been disturbed by ,'ail activity and urbanization Vegetation within and 

adjacent to the proposed site consists of ruderal weeds and mowed gr^ss. 

Wildlife. Because the existing plant and wildlife communities in the area of ihe proposed rail 

line construction project have been affected by continuec railroad industrial, and residential land 

use, it is unlikely that the proiect area supports important native plant and animal communities. 

Almost the entire proposed connection area consists of a graveled area along the right-of-way 

Therefore, wildlife species on or near the site are tolerant of urban and ind"strial conditions. 

Threatened and Endangered Species, SEA consulted USFWS regarding threatened and 

endangered species in the area of the proposed rail line construction at Pirie Bluff (East) The 

USFWS staff indicated no listed threatened or endangered species that could potentially occur in 

Jefferson County SEA also consulted AGFC, which indicated no species of special concern and 

no objections to the project. 

Parks. Forest Preserves, Refuijes. and Sanctuaries There are no known state or federally 

designated parks, preserves, refuges, or sanctuaries in the vicinity of the proposed construction 

site. 
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